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PREFACE

The chief purpose of this book is the development for

the first time of a general theory of the arithmetics of

algebras, which furnishes a direct generalization of the

classic theory of algebraic numbers. The book should

appeal not merely to those interested in either algebra

or the theory of numbers, but also to those interested in

the foundations of mathematics. Just as the final

stage in the evolution of number was reached with

the introduction of hypercomplex numbers (which make

up a linear algebra), so also in arithmetic, which began
with integers and was greatly enriched by the introduc

tion of integral algebraic numbers, the final stage of its

development is reached in the present new theory of

arithmetics of linear algebras.

Since the book has interest for wide classes of readers,

no effort has been spared in making the presentation

clear and strictly elementary, requiring on the part of

the reader merely an acquaintance with the simpler

parts of a first course in the theory of equations. Each

definition is illustrated by a simple example. Each

chapter has an appropriate introduction and summary.
The author s earlier brief book, Linear Algebras

(Cambridge University Press, 1914), restricted attention

to complex algebras. But the new theory of arithmetics

of algebras is based on the theory of algebras over a

general field. The latter theory was first presented by
Wedderburn in his memoir in the Proceedings of the

London Mathematical Society for 1907. The proofs of
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vm PREFACE

some of his leading theorems were exceedingly com

plicated and obscured by the identification of algebras

having the same units but with co-ordinates in different

fields. Scorza in his book, Corpi Numerici e Algebre

(Messina [1921], ix+462 pp.), gave a simpler proof of

the theorem on the structure of simple algebras, but

omitted the most important results on division algebras

as well as the principal theorem on linear algebras.

An outline of a new simpler proof of that theorem was

placed at the disposal of the author by Wedderburn,

with whom the author has been in constant correspond

ence while writing this book, and who made numerous

valuable suggestions after reading the part of the manu

script which deals with the algebraic theory. However,

many of the proofs due essentially to Wedderburn have

been recast materially. Known theorems on the rank

equations of complex algebras have been extended by
the author to algebras over any field. The division

algebras discovered by him in 1906 are treated more

simply than heretofore.

Scorza s book has been of material assistance to the

author although the present exposition of the algebraic

part differs in many important respects from that by
Scorza and from that in the author s earlier book.

But the chief obligations of the author are due to

Wedderburn, both for his invention of the general theory

of algebras and for his cordial co-operation in the present

attempt to perfect and simplify that theory and to

render it readily accessible to general readers.

The theory of arithmetics of algebras has been sur

prisingly slow in its evolution. Quite naturally the

arithmetic of quaternions received attention first;
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the initial theory presented by Lipschitz in his book of

1886 was extremely complicated, while a successful

theory was first obtained by Hurwitz in his memoir

of 1896 (and book of 1919). Du Pasquier, a pupil of

Hurwitz, has proposed in numerous memoirs a definition

of integral elements of any rational algebra which is

either vacuous or leads to insurmountable difficulties

discussed in this book. Adopting a new definition, the

author develops at length a far-reaching general theory

whose richness and simplicity mark it as the proper

generalization of the theory of algebraic numbers to the

arithmetic of any rational algebra.

Acknowledgments are due to Professor Moore, the

chairman of the Editorial Committee of the University

of Chicago Science Series, for valuable suggestions

both on the manuscript and on the proofsheets of the

chapter on arithmetics.

L. E. DICKSON
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

June, 1923
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION, DEFINITIONS OF ALGEBRAS,
ILLUSTRATIONS

The co-ordinates of the numbers of an algebra may
be ordinary complex numbers, real numbers, rational

numbers, or numbers of any field. By employing a general

field of reference, we shall be able to treat together

complex algebras, real algebras, rational algebras, etc.,

which were discussed separately in the early literature.

We shall give a brief introduction to matrices, partly

to provide an excellent example of algebras, but mainly
because matrices play a specially important role in the

theory of algebras.

i. Fields of complex numbers. If a and b are real

numbers and if i denotes I/ i, then a+bi is called a

complex number.

A set of complex numbers will be called a field if the

sum, difference, product, and quotient (the divisor

not being zero) of any two equal or distinct numbers

of the set are themselves numbers belonging to the set.

For example, all complex numbers form a field C.

Again, all real numbers form a field 9t. Likewise, the

set of all rational numbers is a field R. But the set of all

integers (i.e., positive and negative whole numbers and

zero) is not a field, since the quotient of two integers is

not always an integer.

Next, let a be an algebraic number, i.e., a root of

an algebraic equation whose coefficients are all rational

numbers. Then the set of all rational functions of a
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with rational Coefficients evidently satisfies all the

requirements made in the foregoing definition of a field,

and" is called an algebraic number field.

The latter field is denoted by R(a) and is said to

be an extension of the field R of all rational numbers

by the adjunction of a. It has R as a sub-field.

Similarly, the field C of all complex numbers is the

extension 9t(i) of the field 9t of all real numbers by the

adjunction of i.

All of the fields mentioned above are sub-fields of C.

For such fields the reader is familiar with the algebraic

theorems which will be needed in the development of the

theory of linear algebras. However, that theory will

be so formulated that it is valid not merely for a sub-

field of C, but also for an arbitrary field (occasionally

with a restriction expressly stated). Mature readers

who desire to interpret the theory of algebras as applying

to an arbitrary field are advised to read first chapter

xi, which presents the necessary material concerning

general fields.

2. Linear transformations. The pair of equations

t: x= a%+brj, y = c%+dri ,
D = a b

c d

with coefficients in any field F, is said to define a linear

transformation /, of determinant Z>, from the initial

independent variables x, y to the. new independent

variables
, 77.

Consider a second linear transformation

r,
=yX+dY, -

^ ^
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from the variables f, 77 to the final independent vari

ables Xj Y. If we eliminate and 77 between our four

equations, we obtain the equations

/x : x= alX+blY, y = cIX+dlY ,

in which we have employed the following abbreviations:

(i) aI
=

whence

x dz

Instead of passing from the initial variables x, y to

the intermediate variables
, rj by means of trans

formation /, and afterward passing from
, rj to the final

variables X
,
Y by means of transformation r, we may

evidently pass directly from the initial variables x, y
to the final variables X, Y by means of the single trans

formation ti. We shall call /x the product of t and r

taken in that order and write U = tr. This technical

term "product" has the sense of resultant or compound.

Similarly, we may travel from a point A to a point 5,
and later from B to C, or we may make the through

journey from A to C without stopping at B.

By solving the equations which define /, we get

d b c
,
a

If we continue to regard x, y as the initial variables and

, rj as the new variables, we still have the same trans

formation t expressed in another form. But if we regard

, rj as the initial variables and x, y as the new variables,
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we obtain another transformation called the inverse of /

and denoted by t~~*. It will prove convenient to write

X, Y for x, y; then

,-i. t- d Y- b v
~~

X+ a
Y

^~D X DY >
"
l ~~D X+D Y

Eliminating and rj between the four equations defin

ing t and t~ l

,
we find that the product tt~* is

I: x=X, y=Y,

which is called the identity transformation I. As would be

anticipated, also /~
r
/ = 7.

While t~
I
t=--tt~

t

, usually two transformations / and r

are not commutative, tr^rt, since the sums in (i) are

usually altered when the Roman and Greek letters are

interchanged. However, the associative law

(tr}T=t(rT)

holds for any three transformations, so that we may write

trT without ambiguity. For, if we employ the foregoing

general transformations t and r, and

T: X=Au+Bv, Y=Cu+Dv,

we see that (tr)T is found by eliminating first , rj and

then X, Y between the six equations for /, r, T, while

t(rT) is obtained by eliminating first X, Y and then

J, f\ between the same equations. Since the same four

variables are eliminated in each case, we must evidently

obtain the same final two equations expressing x and y
in terms of u and v.

The foregoing definitions and proofs apply at once to

linear transformations on any number p of variables:
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A:

except that the equations of the inverse A~

more complicated ( 3).

3. Matrices. A linear transformation is fully defined

by its coefficients, while it is immaterial what letters

are used for the initial and the final variables. For

example, when we wrote the equations for t~ l
in 2,

we replaced the letters x, y which were first employed
to designate the new variables by other letters X, Y.

Hence the transformations /, r, and A in 2 are fully

determined by their matrices:

,

am=

the last having p rows with p elements in each row.

Such a p-rowed square matrix is an ordered set of p
2

elements each occupying its proper position in the symbol
of the matrix. The idea is the same as in the notation

for a point (x, y) of a plane or for a point (x, y, z) in

space, except that these one-rowed matrices are not

square matrices. The matrix

aa+by a/3+bd

of the transformation tI
= tr is called the product of the

matrices m and
JJL

of the transformations t and r. Hence

the element in the ith row and^th column of the product

of two matrices is the sum of the products of the succes-
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sive elements of the ith row of the first matrix by the

corresponding elements of thejth column of the second

matrix.

For example, the element a/3+bd in the first row and

second column of mjj, is found by multiplying the ele

ments a, b of the first row of m by the elements ]8, 5,

respectively, of the second column of /*, and adding the

two products.

The determinants D and A of the transformations

t and r are called the determinants of their matrices

m and ju. By (2), the determinant of their product

my, is equal to the product DA of their determinants.

We shall call the matrices m and
JJL equal, and write

m =
iJ,,

if and only if their corresponding elements are

equal :

a = a, b = /3, c=y ,
d= 5.

In 2, we employed only transformations whose

determinants are not zero. This restriction is necessary

if we desire that the initial variables shall be independ

ent, as well as the new variables. For, if D = o and

a 7*0 in /, then y = a~*cx. But let us employ also degener

ate transformations (of determinant zero), i.e., linear

relations between two sets of variables, the variables in

one or both sets being dependent. Then the product

of any two linear transformations, whether degenerate

or not, is found as before by elimination of the inter

mediate set of variables. Hence we may apply our

rule of multiplication to any two matrices, and con

clude from 2 that this multiplication obeys the associ

ative law.
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In particular, ml=lm =m for every two-rowed

matrix m if

is the identity matrix, or unit matrix. If the determinant

D of m is not zero, m has the inverse

I d/D -b/Dm
=( -c/D a/D

The corresponding matrix without the denominators D
is called the adjoint of m and designated by "adj. m."

If m is a ^-rowed square matrix, the element in the

ith row and yth column of its adjoint is the cofactor

(signed minor) of the element in the yth row and i\h

column of the determinant D of m. In case ZMo,
the element in the ith row and jth column of the inverse

w~ z
of m is the quotient of that cofactor by D.

Given two matrices m and p, such that the determi

nant \m\ of m is not zero, we can find one and only one

matrix x =m~ I

jji
such that mx = n, and also one and only

one matrix y = [j,m~
I such that ym = ^.

But if \m\ =o, there is no matrix x for which mx = I,

since this would imply o|#| = i. Likewise there is no

matrix y for which ym =L
Hence each of the two kinds of division by m is

always possible and unique if and only if \m\^o.
The sum of the foregoing two-rowed matrices m and p,

is defined to be

a+a b+p
, . .

c+y d+5
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Hence the matrix all of whose elements are zero plays

the role of zero in addition.

Denote by Se the scalar matrix whose diagonal ele

ments are all e and whose remaining elements are all

zero; if there are only two rows,

-(::)
If a and b are any two numbers of the field F,

Sa~\~Sb = Sa+b > $aSb= Sab

Hence there is evidently a one-to-one correspondence

between the scalar matrices Se and the numbers e of

the field F such that this correspondence is preserved

under both addition and multiplication. In other words,

the set of all scalar matrices is a field simply isomorphic

with F. Moreover,

c / ea eb \ / a b \
Sem=mSe =\ j L m=[ , .

\ ec ed ) \ c d /

Hence from any relation between matrices, some of

which are scalar, we obtain a true relation if we replace

each scalar matrix Se by the number e and make the

following definitions:

I ea eb \ I a+e b \
em=me=[ ,

, e+m=m+e=[
\ ec ed / \ c d+e /

The first relation defines the scalar product of a number e

and a matrix m to be the matrix each of whose elements

is the product of e by the corresponding element of m.

In particular, eI = Ie =Se . Use is rarely made of the

notation e+m, which is generally written el+m.
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If m is a matrix whose determinant D is not zero,

then adj. m~Dm~* by the foregoing definitions. Hence

the product of m and adj. m in either order is DI. This

result holds true also if D = o.

Important theorems on matrices are proved in chap
ter vii.

4. Definition of an algebra over any field. According

to the definition to be given, the set of all complex
numbers a+bi is an algebra over the field of all real

numbers. Again, the set of all p-rowed square matrices

with elements in any field F is an algebra over F (8).
In this algebra, multiplication is usually not commuta

tive, while division may fail.

The foregoing discussion of matrices and operations

on them provides an excellent concrete introduction to

the following abstract definition of algebras.

The elements of an algebra will be denoted by small

Roman letters, while the numbers of a field F will be

denoted by small Greek letters.

An algebra A over a field F is a system consisting of a

set S of two or more elements a, b, c, . . . . and three

operations , O, and O, of the types specified below,

which satisfy postulates I V. The operation 0,
called addition, and the operation O, called multiplica

tion, may be performed upon any two (equal or distinct)

elements a and b of 5, taken in that order, to produce

unique elements a& and aOb of S, which are called

the sum and product of a and 6, respectively. The

operation O, called scalar multiplication, may be per

formed upon any number a of F and any element a of S,

or upon a and a, to produce a unique element aQa or

of S, called a scalar product.
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For simplicity we shall write a+b for a b, ab for

aQb, aa for aO#, and aa for #Oa, and we shall speak

of the elements of S as elements of A.

We assume that addition is commutative and associ

ative:

I. a+b= b+a,

whence the sum aI+ .... +a t of aly . . . .
,
a

t is

defined without ambiguity.

For scalar multiplication, we assume that

II. aa

III.

Multiplication is assumed to be distributive with

respect to addition:

IV. (a+b)c=ac+bc , c(a+b)=ca+cb .

But multiplication need not be either commutative

or associative. However, beginning with chapter iv,

we shall assume the associative law (ab)ca(bc), and

then call the algebra associative.

The final assumption serves to exclude algebras of

infinite order:

V. The algebra A has a finite basis.

This shall mean that A contains a finite number of

elements vly . . . .
,
vm such that every element of A

can be expressed as a sum aIvI+ .... +amvm of scalar

products of vI9 . . . .
,
vm by numbers a I? . . . .

,
am of F.

The reader who desires to avoid technical discussions

may omit the proof below that postulates I-V imply

property VI, and at once assume VI instead of V.
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VI. The algebra A contains elements uI} . . . .
,
un

such that every element x of A can be expressed in one

and only one way in the form

(3) *=&x+ .... +,
where &, . . . .

,
are numbers of the field F.

This implies that if x is equal to

(4) y=yiUI+ .... +rinun ,

then i
=

??i, . . . .
,

=
?7. Adding the w terms of

x to those of y, and applying I and IIL, we get

(5) *+y=(&+i7i)x+ .... +(fc,+i&,K.

An element 2 such that #+ = # for every x in ^4 is

called a zero element of A. Comparing (3) with (5),

we see that x+y = x if and only if 771=0, . . . .
, rjn

= o.

Hence the unique zero element is

2=0 #x+ .... +o un .

It will be denoted by o in the later sections.

We shall now deduce certain results from I-V which

will enable us to prove VI. We first prove that i x = x

for every x in A. By V, # = Sa,-z>,-. Then, by III 2 and

Write Zi
= o*Vi for i = i, . . . .

,
m

y
and z = zI

.... +zm . By III! for a = o, ]8
=

i, we have a = o

Take a = a^ and note that, by II2 ,

// \ / \

Hence a^ = z/+a^/. Summing for i = i, . . . .
, m, we

get x = z+x. Suppose that also x =w+x for every x in
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A
y whence z = w+z. By the former result with x = w,

we have w=z-\-w, whence w = w-{-z by I. Hence

w = z. Hence A contains a unique zero element z such

that x =z+x for every x in A.

By summing (6) for i = i, . . . .
, m, and applying

III 2 , we get o x = z for every x in A. Next, by II 3 ,

ZiX=(o Vi)x=(o fl,-)(l X)
=

(o l)(l^) = o(flj#)
= Z .

Summing for z = i, . . . .
, w, and noting that z+z = z,

we get zx = z. Similarly, xzi
= z

}
whence xz = z. For

any number p in F,

Define x to be the scalar product of i by x.

By IIIj for a = i, /3= i, we get s=a+( a).

Define x y to mean x+( y) and call it the result

d of subtracting y from #. By adding y to each member
of x y = d, and applying the preceding conclusion, we

get

x y-\-y=x-\-z=x=d-\-y .

Conversely, if x = d+y, add y to each member;
then

x y=d+y+( y)=d+z=d.

Hence any term of one member of an equation may be

carried to the other member after changing the sign of

the term.

We are now in a position to prove VI. Either the

Vi in V will serve as the desired
,-,

or there exists at

least one relation Zy^ = Z/3^ in which 7;5^/?,- for some

value ^m of i. Since we may permute the
z;,-,

we

may assume without loss of generality that
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Then there exists a number p of the field F such that

\p(Pm
~
7m) = i - We transpose terms, apply III^ multiply

on the left by p, apply II 2 ,
and get

If *m>i, we may therefore eliminate vm from 2a^ and

obtain a linear function of vly . . . .
,
vm- T with coeffici

ents 5i in F. If two such linear functions are equal

without being identical, a repetition of the argument
shows that we may eliminate one of vly . . . .

,
vm -j.

from ZSiVi. Evidently this process ultimately leads to

a set of elements uly . . . .
,
un having property VI.

This definition of an algebra, with V replaced by the

much stronger assumption VI, is due to G. Scorza.f

However essentially the same definition of an algebra

over the field of real numbers had been given in Encycljp-

\pedie des Sciences Mathematiques, Tome I, Volume I

(1908), pages 369-78.

5. Linear dependence with respect to a field. Ele

ments el9 . . . .
, 6k of an algebra A over F are said

to be linearly dependent with respect to F if there exist

numbers a r ,
. . . .

, a^, not all zero, of F such that

aIeI+ .... +akCk = o. If no such numbers a,- exist,

the 6i are called linearly independent with respect to F.

An example is given in 8.

*
If m= i, we proved that 2= %. Hence, by V, every element of A

is the form alvI
=

a.iZ=z, whereas A was assumed to contain at least two

elements. This contradiction shows that i i in V serves as MI in VI and

that n=i.

f Corpi Numerici e Algebre (Messina, 1921), p. 180; Rendiconti

Circolo Matematico di Palermo, XLV (1921), 7.
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THEOREM. If uly . . . .
,
un are linearly independent

with respect to a field F, the n linear functions

(7) fc
= &xi+ .... +frnun O =i, ....,),

with coefficients in F, are linearly independent or dependent

according as the determinant 3 = |/3y| is not zero or is zero

inF.

For, if (*!,...., aw are numbers of F,

is zero if and only if

(8)

The determinant of the coefficients of a T ,
. . . . ,

aw in

equations (8) is /3. Hence the ordinary rule for solving

linear equations by determinants gives ^ =
0, . . . .

,

/3aM
= o. If /3^o, at ,

. . . .
,
an are all zero, so that

/x,...., /w are linearly independent. But if ]8
=

o, the

n linear homogeneous equations (8) have solutions*

a t ,
. . . .

,
aw ,

not all zero, whence t, ....,/* are

linearly dependent.

6. Order and basal units of an algebra. In view

of VI, in 4, the algebra A over F is said to be of order n,

and Ui, . . . .
,
un are said to form a set of n basal

units of ^4 .

* Dickson
;
First Course in the Theory of Equations (1922), p. 119.
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The last name is given also to any set of n linearly

independent linear functions (7) of ult . . . .
,
un with

coefficients in F. Then the determinant of those

coefficients is not zero, and (7) can be solved for

-!, . . . .
,
un in terms of h, . . . .

,
ln . Hence every

element 2a^- of A can be expressed as a linear function

of /!,....,/ with coefficients in F.

This replacement of one set of basal units uly . . . .
,

\un by another set lly . . . .
,

ln is called a transformation

of units. The work will be carried out in full detail

in 61.

THEOREM. Any n+i elements of A are linearly

dependent with respect to F.

For, /!,...., ln+I are evidently dependent if

L ....,/ are. In the contrary case, we saw that

ln+I can be expressed as a linear function of lly . . . .
,

ln

with coefficients in F, so thaUt ,
.... , /M+I are dependent.

7. Modulus. An algebra A may have an element

e, called a modulus (or principal unit), such that ex =

xe = x for every element x of A For example, the unit

matrix / ( 3) is a modulus for all square matrices having
the same number of rows as 7.

If there were a modulus s other than e, then se = e,

while se = s by taking # = s in the earlier relations.

Hence s = e, so that there is at most one modulus. It

is often designated by i since it plays the role of unity in

multiplication.

If an algebra A over F has the modulus e, the totality

of elements ae, where a belongs to F, constitutes an

algebra of order i. Since ae+a e = (a+a
f

)e, ae*a e =

aa e, this algebra of order i is called simply isomorphic

with the field F.
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8. Examples of associative algebras. The totality

of ^-rowed square matrices with elements in any field F
is an associative algebra of order p

2 over F, when addi

tion, multiplication, and scalar multiplication are defined

as in 3. We may choose as a set of p
2 basal units

eij(i,j
= 1

, >#)> where e# denotes the matrix

whose elements are all zero except that in the ith row

andyth column, while that element is i. For p = 2,

/ 1 o \ / o i \ / o o \

r(o o>
e

-=(o o>
e" =

(i o)>

o o

Then

= aexl+ fiel2+ ye2l+ de22
y

is zero only when a = /3
=7=5 = o, whence the four e^

are linearly independent with respect to F (cf. 9, end).

Second, the field C of all complex numbers +772

may be regarded as an algebra of order 2 with the basal

units U! = i, u 2
=

i, over the field F of all real numbers.

For, the assumptions I-IV are satisfied when the Roman
letters denote any numbers of the field C and the Greek

letters denote any real numbers.

Third, any field F may be regarded as an algebra,

over F, of order i, whose basal unit is i (or any chosen

number ^o of F).

g. An algebra in terms of its units. Choose any set

of basal units uly . . . .
,
un of an algebra A of order n

over the field F. By VI, any elements x and y of A
can be expressed in one and but one way in the respective

forms
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*

(9) *

where &, ...*,& are numbers of F called the c0-

ordinates of # (with respect to the chosen units). By 4,

(10) x+y-

By IV and II3 ,
we have

(n)

By VI,

(12) *

where the n3 numbers yijk belong to F and are called the

constants of multiplication of the algebra A (with respect

to the units uly . . . . ,
un). The n2 relations (12) are

said to give the table* of multiplication of A (with respect

to the units uly . . . .
,
un).

From (n) and (12), we get, by III 2 and II 2 ,

(13) ocy

From (QI) we obtain, by III, II 2 ,
and III;

n

(14) px=xp= (p&X- (p in F).

* We may use an actual table as in 25.
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The set of elements (9^ form an algebra A over F
with respect to addition, multiplication, and scalar

multiplication, defined by (iox), (13), and (14), respec

tively, since postulates I-V of 4 are easily seen to be

satisfied. Hence we may operate concretely on the

elements of an algebra by the rules of this section without

recourse to 4.

To illustrate these rules for the algebra of all two-

rowed square matrices with elements in F, we write

the matrices m, n, m+jj,, and ntfj, of 3 in terms of the

basal units 0# defined in 8 and obtain

m= aen -}-bel2-\-ce2I-}-de22 ,

2l+ 5e22 ,

mfji
= (aa+by)ell+ (a/3+bd}eI2+ (ca+dy)e2l+ (c(i+dd)e22 .

The last equation may also be verified by means of the

following table of multiplication of the units:

(15) eijejk
=

eik, 0^0*= o (/=!=/)

10. New form of the foregoing matric algebra.

Consider the complex matric algebra of all two-rowed

square matrices whose elements are complex numbers.

We employed above the set of basal units IX ,
eI2 ,

e 2I ,
e22 .

Then eIT+eM is the unit matrix or modulus, which will

here be designated by i.

We shall introduce the new set of basal units,

(16) i=0xi+0a2 ,
wI
= T/-a(0II-022), u2

= eI2-pe2I ,
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where a^o, /3^o. We have

-a o

o -l/
/ o i\

=(-ft o>

a o

By actual multiplication of matrices we readily get

= ~ a
>

U2
= -P> 3= a/3, Ulu 2

=

Since matric multiplication is associative, we get

U3u 2
= UjU 2u2

=
f$Ui ,

or U3ul
= au2)

Hence the multiplication table of the units i, uly u2 ,
u3 is

(18)

=
a, u= j, u= a/, ulu 2=u3l U 2ul=u3)

= au 2 ,
W3^!

= a^2 ,
W 2^3

=
/3wj ,

w3^ 2
=

/3w x ,

= ur
- i=ur (r

=
i, 2,3).

The linear combinations of i, uly u 2 ,
u3 with complex

coefficients constitute an algebra which is merely another

form of the complex matric algebra with the units

^11? ^12) ^21) ^22-

But if we restrict the co-ordinates of <r+ wI +?7Z42+
fu3

to be numbers of any field F which contains a and j8,

we obtain an associative algebra over F.

ii. Quaternions. If in (18) we take a= /3=i and

write i, j, k for uly u 2 ,
u3 ,

we obtain the multiplication

table

(19)
\i

2

=j
2 = fr=-i, ij

= k, ji=-k, ki=j,

\ik=j,jk=i, kj=i, ii= ii=i,etc.
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of the basal units of quaternions q=
The totality of elements q with <r, ....," in any
field F is the associative algebra of quaternions over F.

When a, . . . .
, f are all complex, real, or rational,

q is called a complex, real, or rational quaternion,

respectively.

Define the conjugate q
f and norm N(q) of q to be

The conjugate of a product qq^ is readily verified to

be equal to the product q(q
f

of the conjugates in reverse

order. Thus N(qql)=qqIqIq
f

. Since q^q( is a number

2V(<7i) of F it may be moved to the right of q . Hence

N(qqI}=N(q)-N(qI). In other words the norm of a

product of any two quaternions is equal to the product
of their norms.

Let F be a field composed only of real numbers.

Then a sum of squares is zero only when each square is

zero. Thus if q 5^0, then N(q) ^o and q has the inverse

Hence, if g^o, qx = q* has the unique solution x = q~
I

q1 ,

and yq = qi has the unique solution y = qiq~
I

. Thus

each of the two kinds of division by q^o is always

possible and unique in the algebra of quaternions over

any real field. In particular, a product of two rea

quaternions is zero only when one factor is zero.

12. Equivalent and reciprocal algebras. Two alge

bras A and A over the same field F are called equivalent

(or simply isomorphic) if it is possible to establish

between their elements a (i, i) correspondence such that
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if any elements x and y of A correspond to the elements

x and y of A
,
also the elements #+3>, #;y and a# of A

correspond to the elements x +y ,
# y and co/ of -4

,
for

every member a of F.

Equivalent algebras have the same order, and their

elements zero correspond. If one of two equivalent

algebras has a modulus, so does the other, and the

moduli correspond.

Any algebra A over F is equivalent to itself under

any linear transformation of units with coefficients in

F ( 6).

For example, if we take a = (3
= i in 10, we see that

the algebra of all two-rowed matrices whose elements

are complex numbers is equivalent, by means of the

transformation (16) on the units, to the algebra of all

complex quaternions. But since that transformation

has imaginary coefficients, it does not set up a corre

spondence between real matrices and real quaternions.

The two real algebras are in fact not equivalent; various

products erie2S (r
=

i, 2; s = i, 2) of real matrices are

zero, although each factor is not zero, while the product
of two real quaternions, each not zero, is never zero.

Two algebras A and A over F are called reciprocal

if it is possible to establish a (i, i) correspondence

between their elements such that x+y, xy, ax now corre

spond to x +y , y
f

x
r

,
ax .

If in the multiplication table (12) of the units of an

algebra A over F, we replace each product u;Uj by

Ujui, we obtain the multiplication table of the units

;
ux ,

. . . .
,
un oi an algebra A over F which is reciprocal

to A. For -example, from (15) we get
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From these relations we obtain again (15), aside from

the lettering of the subscripts, if we write ers for esr , i.e., if

we interchange the rows and columns of our matrices.

Hence the algebra of all ^-rowed matrices over F is self-

reciprocal under the correspondence which interchanges

the rows and columns of its matrices.

Two algebras which are either both equivalent or

both reciprocal to the same algebra are equivalent to

each other.

13. Second definition of an algebra. Each element

x ^iUi of an algebra A over F, defined in 4, has a

unique set of co-ordinates 1, . ..., in F with

respect to a chosen set of basal units #x, . . . .
,
un .

Hence with x may be associated a unique w-tuple*

[i, -
> ]

of n ordered numbers of F. Using

this w-tuple as a symbol for x, we may write equations

(id), (13), (14) in the following form:

(20) [&, . . . .
,

= [fi+

i, .... ,17,,]

These preliminaries suggest the following definition

by W. R. Hamilton of an algebra A over F: Choose

any n3 constants 7^ of T7
,
consider all n-tuples [^r ,

. . . .
,

^w]
of n ordered numbers of F, and define addition and

* For an algebra of two-rowed matrices, the numbers of each quad

ruple were written by twos in two rows.
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multiplication of ^-tuples by formulas (20) and (21),

and scalar multiplication of a number of p of F and an

w-tuple by formula (22). To pass to the definition in

4, employ the particular ^-tuples

(23) i
=

[l, O, . . . .
, O], Wa

=
[o, I, O, . . . .

, O], . . . .
,

=
[o, . . . .

, o, i]

as basal units. By (20) and (22), [ x , ....,] =

&MI+ .... +f n . Then (20), (21), (22) take the

form (iox), (13), (14), and, as noted in 9, all of the

assumptions made in 4 are satisfied. Hence an algebra

of ^-tuples is an algebra according to 4 and conversely.

Hence there exists an algebra over F having as con

stants of multiplication any given n3 numbers y^ of F.

The algebra will be associative if the y s satisfy the con

ditions ( 58) obtained from (ujUj)uk
=

Ui(ujUk).

14. Comparison of the two definitions of an algebra.

Under the definition in 4, an algebra over a field F is

a system consisting of a set of wholly undefined elements

and three undefined operations which satisfy five postu

lates.

Under Hamilton s definition in 13, an algebra of

order n over F is a system consisting of n3 constants y^
of F, a set of partially* defined elements

[ x , ....,,],
and three defined operations, while no postulates are

imposed on the system other than that which partially

determines the elements. This definition really implies

a definite set (23) of basal units. A transformation of

units leads to a new algebra (equivalent to the initial

algebra) with new values for the n3 constants y#k.

* Each element is an w-tuple of numbers of jP. In particular, if F
is a finite field of order p, there are evidently exactly p

n
elements.
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But under the definition in 4, no specific set ol

basal units is implied,* and we obtain the same algebra

(not merely an equivalent one) when we make a trans

formation of units with coefficients in F. That definition

by wholly undefined elements is well adapted to the

treatment of difference algebras ( 25) which are abstract

algebras whose elements are certain classes of things.

The same definition without postulate V is convenient

in the study of algebras of infinite order (not treated in

this book), an example being the field of all real numbers

regarded as an algebra over the field of rational numbers.

* To emphasize this point, we may understand postulate V (that a

finite basis exists) to mean that there is an upper limit to the number oi

linearly independent elements which can be chosen hi the algebra.



CHAPTER II

LINEAR SETS OF ELEMENTS OF AN ALGEBRA

In the later investigation of an algebra A, we shall

often find it necessary to consider a "linear set" of its

elements which is closed under both addition and scalar

multiplication. Hence we shall develop here the

calculus of linear sets, including their addition and

multiplication.

15. Basis, order, and intersection of linear sets.

If #! ,...., xm are any elements of an algebra A (not

necessarily associative) over a field F, the totality of

their linear combinations SX#:;, whose coefficients X t

-

are numbers of F, is called the linear set* with the basis

#!,....,#*, and is designated by (xt ,...., xm).

The linear set with the basis o is composed only of the

element o and is called the zero set and is designated by

(o) or o.

The order of a linear set 9^0 is the maximum number

of linearly independent! elements which can be chosen in

the set. The zero set is said to be of order zero. Hence

if XT, ,...., xm are linearly independent, the linear set

(#i ,...., xm) is of order m. The set (x) is of order

i or o, according as x^o or x = o.

For example, let A be the algebra of all real quater

nions ( n). The quaternions a+ /3i, in which a and j8

range over all real numbers, form the linear set S = (i,f)

* Called complex by Wedderburn and system by Scorza.

fWith respect to the field F, as will be understood throughout.

Compare 5.

25
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of order 2. The quaternions ai+Pj form another linear

set T=(i,j) of order 2.

LEMMA i. // xly . . . .
,
xn are n linearly inde

pendent elements of a linear set S of order m(o<n<m),
we can find elements xn+i ,,..., xm of S such that

S=(xT ,
. . . .

,
xm), where xly . . . .

,
xm are linearly

independent.

For, S contains elements e linearly independent of

xI9 . . . .
,
xn ; select any e as xn^ . Unless m = n+i,

S contains elements /linearly independent of x* ,
. . . .

,

#W+I ; select any/ as xn+2 ;
etc.

If a linear set T contains all of the elements of a

linear set S, we shall write T^S, S^T. If T contains

S and also elements not in S, we shall write T>S,
S<T.

If S and T are two linear sets of an algebra A, all

elements (including certainly o) which are common to

S and T evidently form a linear set. The latter is

called the intersection of 5 and T, and is denoted by
either S^T or T^S.

In the preceding example, S = (i,i), T=(i,j), whence

1 6. Sum. The unique linear set of smallest order

which contains all the elements of S and all those of T
is called the sum of S and T, and is denoted by either

S+TorT+S. If

(i) S=(si, . . . .
,

sm), r=(/!, . . . . , tn), then

S+T=(sl9 ....,%, /!,...., tn).

Hence S+T is composed of all of the elements Sov$,-+

j, where the <TI and TJ are numbers of the field F.
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Since 2<r^- gives all the numbers of S, and Sr/// all of T,

it follows that S+T is the totality of those elements of

A each of which is the sum of an element of S and an

element of T.

HT^S, then S+T=S and conversely.

For the linear sets S=(i 9 i) and T = (i,j) of quater

nions, 5+r=(i, i,j).

THEOREM i. Each element ofS+T is expressible in a

single way as a sum of an element of S and an element of T

if and only if the intersection of S and T is zero.

For, if s+t=s +t 9
where s and s are elements of

S, and t and / are elements of T
9
then ss = t t is in

the intersection S/xT
1

of S and T.

We readily verify that

(2) (S+T)+U=S+(T+U), (5/\r)/N^=5xs(rx\J7).

THEOREM 2. // /wo linear sets S and T are of orders

m and n, while their intersection C =S/\T is of order I,

then the order of S+T is m+n I.

Let cl9 . . . .
, GI be linearly independent elements*

of C. By Lemma i, we may write

in which the indicated elements of S are linearly inde

pendent, and likewise those of T. Hence

S+T=(cI9 . . . .
, ci 9 5/+i, ....,%, //+i, . . . .

, /).

The indicated elements of S+T are linearly independent.

For, if

*
If C=o, the proof holds if we suppress ct , . . . .

, c^.
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/ m n

rk tk = o (7; , try ,
rk in F),

the element 2r^ of T
1

would be equal to the element

^jiCi+^o-jSj of 6* and hence would be an element 26/c,-

of their intersection C. But, by the assumption on T,

the Ik and C{ are linearly independent, whence each TU = o

and each 8,-
= o. Then the displayed equation becomes

27,-Q+20>s}-
=

o, so that, by the hypothesis on 5, each

7; = o and each cry
= o.

The result proved for S+T shows that its order is

m+n l.

17. Linear sets supplementary in their sum. If,

for r> i, Si ,...., Sr are linear sets of an algebra A,
we define the sum Sx+ . . . . +Sr by induction on r

by means of

Let mi denote the order of 5*,-, and m the order of

5i+ . . . . +5V. By the preceding theorem, m^
mi+ . . . . +mr ,

and the equality sign holds if and

only if zero is the only element in common with

Si+ .... +5/_i and Sj for 7 = 2, . . . .
, r, and

hence, by Theorem i, if and only if each element of

5j+ . . . . +Sr can be expressed in a single way in the

form sx+ . . . . +sr ,
where Si is an element of Si.

In this case m = mi+ . . . . +mr ,
the linear sets

Si 9
.... 9 Sf are said to be supplementary in S^+

.... +Sr .

In particular, ST and S2 are supplementary in Sl+S2

if and only if Sl s\S2
= o. For example, (z",y) and (i, k)

are supplementary in their sum (i, i,j, k).
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LEMMA 2. If S and T are linear sets of an algebra

A and if T^S, we can find a linear set X such that T and

X are supplementary, i.e., S = T+X, T/\X = o.

This follows from Lemma i by taking

T= (xl} . . . .
, Xn), X=(xn+I ,

. . . .
,
xm).

However, if T<S, X is not uniquely determined by
5 and T since we may replace the foregoing special X by

(#tt-fi I %-j-i ,...., Xm -\-tm)j

where the / s are any elements of T, while ^+ I? . . . .
,

xm are any m n linearly independent elements of X.

1 8. Product of linear sets. If S and T are any
linear sets of an algebra A, the linear set of minimum

order, which contains all elements obtained by multi

plying each element of S by each element of T, is called

the product of S by J
1

,
and is denoted by ST. Hence,

in the notation (i),

(4) (j,, . . . .
f

sm)(tl9 ....,/)
=

(s1tly . . . . , sj,n , $2/1 ,
. . . .

,
smtn),

and the order of ST is ^mn. From (i),

(5)

Usually ST^TS. When A is an associative algebra,

(ST)U=S(TU).
Consider the special case in which S = (s) is composed

of the scalar products of 5 by the various numbers of the

field F. Then

sr =(*)&, . . . .
, O =

(rfx , ...... jO
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coincides with the products of s by the various elements

ST,-/,- of T. Hence we shall often write sT in place of

(s)T. By(S),

Since the elements of (x+y)U occur in P,

(6)

This becomes o^xU when y= x, whence yU = xU.
Hence in (6) the sign may be < and not =

.

LEMMA 3. // the order of sT (or Ts) is less than that

of T, there exists an element XT^O of T such that sx = o (or

xs = d), and conversely.

For, we may write r=(^, ....,/), where

k, ....,/ are linearly independent with respect

to F. If sxj^o for every x = ST,-/,- in which rx ,
. . . .

,
rn

are numbers not all zero of F, then stly . . . .
,

stn are

linearly independent, and sT is of the same order n as T.

Conversely, if sx = o for at least one such x, then

stlt ....,/* are linearly dependent, and sT is of

order <n.

Denote the intersection A/\B of two linear sets A
and B by T, and consider the product ST given by (4).

Since each element tj
of T is in both A and B

}
each

product Sitj is in both 5^4 and SB and hence is in their

intersection. Hence

(7) S(A^J8)^SA^SB.

For example, let A = (i,i,j,k) be the algebra of

real quaternions, and S = (i,i), T=(i,j). Then



CHAPTER III*

INVARIANT SUB-ALGEBRAS, DIRECT SUM, REDUCI-
BILITY, DIFFERENCE ALGEBRAS

In the later development of the theory of algebras,

we shall need certain tools and concepts which are analo

gous to processes and ideas employed in the theory of

groups and were in fact borrowed from that theory.

However, we shall explain them fully without reference

to groups.

19. Sub-algebra. A linear set S of elements of an

algebra A over a field F is called a sub-algebra of A if

SVo, &^S. If also S<A, S is called a proper sub-

algebra of A. Note that S*^S implies that 5 is closed

under multiplication.

For example, the totality of elements of A which are

commutative with a given element e 3^0 of A is a sub-

algebra if A is associative. If A contains elements

which are commutative with every element of A, all

such elements form a sub-algebra, called the central of A .

The only quaternions commutative with i are a+ /3i,

which form a proper sub-algebra S. Those commutative

with k are a+ fik. Hence the central is composed of the

scalar multiples a of the unit i.

20. Invariant sub-algebra. If B is a linear set of

elements of an algebra A such that B 7^0, AB^B,
BA ^B, then B is an algebra which is called an invariant

sub-algebra of A. That B is an algebra follows from

* The associative law of multiplication is not assumed in chap. iii.
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An invariant proper sub-algebra B of A is called

maximal if there does not exist in A an invariant proper

sub-algebra which contains B and is distinct from B.

For example, B = (uI) is an invariant proper sub-

algebra of

(i) A = (HI ,
u 2 ,

u3) : u\
= HI , UiUj

=
UjUi =o (j^ i) .

But B is not maximal since it is contained in the (maxi

mal) invariant proper sub-algebra (ult u 2) of A.

THEOREM i. // B^ and B 2 are invariant sub-algebras

of an algebra A, then BI+B 2 is an invariant sub-algebra

of A.

For,

If also B! is maximal, then either B I+B 2
=A or

else BI+B 2 is an invariant proper sub-algebra (of A)
which contains BI and hence coincides with BIy so that

COROLLARY. // Bx and B 2 are distinct maximal

invariant sub-algebras of A, then B^-{-B 2 =A.
THEOREM 2. // B T and B 2 are invariant sub-algebras

of A ,
their intersection C is either zero or an invariant sub-

algebra of A .

For, CA ^B*A ^^ and CA^B 2A ^B 2 imply CA ^C.

Similarly, AC^C.
21. Direct sum, reducible algebras. If an algebra

A is expressible as the sum of two proper sub-algebras

B and C, such that

BC=o, CB=o, /\C=
,
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then A is said to be the direct sum of B and C, and to be

reducible into the components B and C. We shall then

write A=BC = C@B.
Let ^4 have the modulus u. Then u = e+f, where

e is in B, and / is in C. Then e is the modulus of B.

For, if b is any element of 5, then bf=o=fb, whence

b = bu = be, b = ub = eb. Similarly, / is the modulus of C.

For example, algebra (i) with the modulus ul+u 2+u3

is the direct sum of (u^ and (u 2 ,
u

3 ) with the moduli

#! and w 2+^3 . It is also reducible into the components

(w 2) and (X, u
3}. Moreover, A = (u3)(uI ,

u 2).

LEMMA. If B and C are sub-algebras, either of which

has a modulus* and if BC = o = CB, then-B/\C = o, so

that the sum of B and C is their direct sum.

For, if B has the modulus e, denote by / the inter

section 5/\C of B and C. Since e is a modulus and 7 fg ,

el = I, while el = o since e is in B and 7 ^ C. Hence 7 = o.

22. Theorem. If any algebra A has an invariant

proper sub-algebra B which possesses a modulus b satisfy

ing the associative relations

(2) b xy = bx y, x yb=xy b, x*by=xb*y,

for all elements x and y of A, then A is reducible and has B
as one component.

For, by Lemma 2 of 17, we can find a linear set C
such that A=B+C ,

B^C = o. Let y(, . . . .
, yr

form a basis of C 1

and write

yi=yi-byi-yib+by
f

ib (i
=

i, . . . .
, r)

*
If neither B nor C has a modulus, we may have BC= o = CB,

,
as in the case B = (tii, u2), C=(wt ,

w3), where wf= o, ul = ul
= ut ,
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We shall prove that A reduces into the component alge

bras B and C, where C is the linear set (yx ,
. . . .

, yr).

Since b is in the invariant sub-algebra B of A, byi, etc.,

belong to B. Hence if a f
- is any number of the field

over which A is defined, Sa,-;yi
= Say, +ft ,

where b

belongs to B. Thus

B+C=B+C =A.

If x is any element of B,

xyi
=

xyl xb yl xylb+xb y, 6
=

o,

since xb = x. Similarly, y{X
= o. Hence BC = o, CB = o.

The theorem will therefore follow from the preceding

lemma if we prove that C is an algebra. For that

proof consider any element z =x+y of A, where x is in B
and y is in C. Since

we find that

Z^zbz zb-\-bzb

cancels to y and hence is in C. If we replace z by yc,

where c is any element of C, we find that Z reduces to its

first term yc. This proves that the product of any two

elements y and c of C is in C, which is therefore an

algebra.

23. Lemma. // A = B@C and if B has a modulus

b, then b is commutative with every element of A and the

associative relations (2) hold.

Let x = u+v, and y =w+z be any elements of A,
where u and w are in B, and v and z are in C. Then
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so that b is commutative with every x. Next,

b xy= b (u+v)(w+z)=b(uw+vz)=uw,
bx y= uy =u(w+z)=uw,

which proves the first relation (2). The remaining two

are proved similarly.

24. Theorem. Any reducible algebra A with a

modulus* m can be expressed as a direct sum of irreducible

algebras, each with a modulus, in one way and only one

way apart from the arrangement of the component algebras.

Since A is reducible, A =B@C. Then m is the sum
of the moduli of B and C ( 21). If either B or C is

reducible we replace it by the direct sum of two com

ponents. This process terminates since A is of finite

order. Hence A is a direct sum of irreducible algebras

A T ,
. . . .

,
Am each with a modulus.

If possible, let A be also the direct sum of the irre

ducible algebras B^ . . . .
,
Bn . Let a,- be the modulus

of Ai, and bi that of B;. Then w = Sa,- = 2& is the

modulus of A. Letj be any chosen one of i, . . . .
,
n.

Since Bj = mBj = 2aiBj ,
there is a value of i for which

P = aiBj is not zero. Since Ai is invariant in A, P^A\ .

If x is in BJ, we see by 23 with B=Ai that

whence P has the modulus aibj . Since BJ is invariant in

A,

* If A has no modulus, it may be expressible in more than one way
as a direct sum of irreducible algebras. For example, if A = (u, v),

where u2 = uv= mi= v2 = o, then A = (x) (y), where * and y are any two

linearly independent elements of A .
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Hence A{ has the invariant sub-algebra P which has

a modulus. If it were a proper sub-algebra, Ai would be

reducible* ( 22), contrary to hypothesis. Hence P=A{.
But P is invariant also in Bj, which is irreducible. As

before, P = Bj. Hence each algebra Bj is identical with

one of the A I? . . . .
,
A m .

For further theorems on reducible algebras, see

Appendix III.

25. Difference algebra. This abstract concept is

analogous to that of quotient-groups in the theory of

finite groups. To provide a preliminary illustration,

consider the (associative) algebra A over a field F with

the multiplication table

Ui U 2 U3 U4

U2

O

U2

The product u&j is found in the body of the table at the

intersection of the line through the left-hand label , and

the column having the label Uj at its top. For example,

U 2u4
= u 2 ,

U4u 2=u 2 . It has the invariant sub-algebra

B = (u.2,u3).

To each number x = %IuI+ .... +%A
u4 of A we

make correspond the number /=^I+f4u
i

4 of the

(associative) algebra

* By 23 with B =
Bj, bj xy= b^x y. Let x and y be any elements

of Aj t
whose modulus is a^ Hence the foregoing formula gives bj afay)

=
bj(aix) y and hence also

bjd. xy= (b^a^x y. But b-a^afi- is the

modulus of P. This proves the first formula (2) for algebra A^ The

other two follow similarly.
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over the same field F. To the sum of any two numbers

x and y = rj luI+ .... +rj4u4 of A evidently corre

sponds the sum of their corresponding numbers x
f

and

y^rj^+rj^t of D. To px, where p is in F, corre

sponds px
r

. To

^1+ 3^4+ 4^3)%+ (&*74+ ttfiX

corresponds

Hence our correspondence (which amounts to suppressing

all scalar multiples of the units u 2 and u3 of B) is pre

served under addition, scalar multiplication, and multi

plication.

The algebra D so determined by A and B is called

their difference algebra and is designated by A B.

Next, let us employ, in place of B, the algebra

S=(uly u 2}, over F, which is not invariant in A since

u
3
uI =u3 is not in S. To x we now make correspond the

number X = %3w3+ 4w4 of the algebra

D = (wz ,
w4) : ^3

=
o, w3w4

= u>
3 ,

w4Ws =w3 ,
w2

4 =o,

so that in effect we suppress all scalar multiples of the

units ux and u 2 of S. To xy now corresponds

which is not equal to ^o^^tyrf^jw*. so t^iat ^e

correspondence is not preserved under multiplication.

Nor is D an associative algebra since

= O
,
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To treat the general case, let B be a linear set of

elements of an algebra A over a field F. Two elements

x and y of A are called congrmnt or incongruent with

respect to B as modulus (or briefly, modulo B), according

as x y is or is not an element of B. In the respective

cases, we write

x=y (mod B), x^y (mod B).

If x=y and x=z (mod 5), then

3,_ a:=_(X_
:y) 7 y

-z= (x
- z)-(x-y)

are elements of 5, so that y=x, y=z (mod B). The

first shows that the members of a congruence may be

interchanged. The second shows that all those elements

of A which are congruent to a given element x modulo B
are congruent to each other; they are said to form a

class [x] modulo B. Hence all elements of A may be

distributed into non-overlapping classes modulo B.

If a is any number of F, and if x=y, x =y (mod B),

then

f

=y-\-y
r

(mod B).

Hence the product, in either order, of a and any element

y of the class [x] is in the class [a#]
=

[sa], while the

sum of any element y of class [x] and any element y of

class [x
f

]
is in the class [#+# ]. Accordingly, we define

the scalar product a[x]
=

[x]a of the number a of F and

the class [x] to be the class [ax], and define the sum of the

classes [x] and [x
f

]
to be the class [#+# ]. Hence the

linear function Sa,-[^] of the classes [#,] with coefficients

ai in F is the class [Sa#*].

Let T be a linear set supplementary to B in A, so

that r/\B = o and every element a of A is expressible
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in one and only one way as a sum of an element b of B
and an element / of T ( 16, 17). If also al

= bI +tI

and if a=a^ (mod B), then /=/! (mod B), and t tx is

common to B and T and hence is zero. Hence if a = b+t
and aI

= bI +tI are in the same class, t = tx . Thus there is

a (i, i) correspondence between the classes of A modulo

B and the elements of T.

If ai = bi+h, where bi is in B and /, is in T, the class

Saj[0,-] corresponds to Za^,- in T. The number of

linearly independent / is n m if 5 is of order m and ^4

is of order n. Hence we may select n m classes of A
modulo B such that every class of A modulo B is expres

sible in one and only one way as a linear function of

those n m classes with coefficients in F.

We now assume that B is an invariant sub-algebra of

A. Again let x=y 9
x

f

=y (mod B), whence y = x+b,

y = x +b ,
where b and V are elements of B. Then

yy =xx +xb +by=xx (mod 5),

since xb
f and by are elements of the invariant sub-

algebra B of A, whence their sum is in B. Hence the

product of any element y of class [x] by any element y

of class [x
f

]
is an element of the class [xx ]. Accordingly,

we define the product [x] [x
f

]
of the class [x] by the class

[x ]
to be the class [xx ].

THEOREM i. If B is an invariant proper sub-algebra

of order m of an algebra A of order n over a field F, the

classes of A modulo B are the elements of an algebra of

order n m over F when addition, scalar multiplication, and

multiplication of classes [x] are defined by

o* = *a= o*] MM = [** L in F.
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For, postulates I-IV of 4 are seen to hold, and, as

shown above, n m classes serve as a finite basis.

The resulting algebra of classes is called the difference

algebra AB, and also the algebra complementary to

B in A. Evidently AB is an associative algebra

when A is one.

Let T be any linear set supplementary to B in A.

We saw above that the elements of T are in (i, i)

correspondence with the classes of A modulo 5, and this

correspondence is preserved under addition and scalar

multiplication, but not in general under multiplication

since T need not be closed under multiplication. How
ever, we may regard the elements of T as the elements of

an algebra T
f

in which addition and scalar multiplication

are defined as in T, while the product in T of any two

elements x and y of T f

(i.e., the same elements of T) is

defined to be the element of T which belongs to the

class modulo B containing the product in A of x and y.

This algebra T is therefore equivalent to A B and is

said to be obtained by taking T modulo B. Since

A =B+Tj this amounts to taking A modulo B.

In our introductory example, A =
(uI} u 2y u3 ,

u4},

B = (u2 ,
u3). Then T = (u1 ,

u4) is supplementary to B
in A. By chance, T is itself an algebra and plays the

role of T . Thus A B is equivalent to T, as is implied

in the discussion of the example. As a generalization

of this example, we have the following

THEOREM 2 . IfA is the direct sum of algebras B and T,

then T is equivalent to AB, and B is equivalent to A T.

For, BA=B(B+T)=B2

^B, AB =B2

^B, so that

B (and similarly T) is an invariant sub-algebra of A.

Moreover, the product (in A) of any two elements x and
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y of T is in the sub-algebra T, which therefore plays the

role of T above.

A better illustration of T r

is furnished by the associa

tive algebra

A f \ (
* \A ==

\tiij U 2 ) U$)\
/

U>iUi^UiU-i^= Ul \l^~Lj 2j 3/>

Then B = (#3) is evidently invariant in A . The simplest

T is (wx ,
#2), which is not an algebra since ul = uz . Then

T =
(vl9 z> 2), where

the final equation replacing u2
2
= u3 when we take T

modulo jB = (w3).

26. Theorem. // 5 r and .B2 are invariant proper

sub-algebras of A and if B 2 <B I ,
then AB 2 contains an

invariant proper sub-algebra which is equivalent to Bi B 2 .

For, B 2 is evidently invariant in B x . Elements of

Bi congruent modulo B 2 are elements of A congruent

modulo B 2 ,
whence each class of B* modulo B 2 is con

tained in a unique class of A modulo B 2 . Hence those

classes of A modulo B 2 which contain the various classes

of B! modulo B 2 constitute (in A B 2} a proper sub-

algebra S equivalent to B^B 2 .

To prove that S is invariant in A B 2 ,
let x and y be

any elements of A and BI} respectively. Then xy and yx

are elements of Bx since it is invariant in A. Passing to

the corresponding classes [x] and [y] of A modulo B 2 ,
we

see that [x] is an element of A B 2 ,
and that [y], [x] [y],

and [y] [x] are elements of S, whence S is invariant in

A-B 2 .
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27. We next prove the converse of the last theorem:

THEOREM. // B 2 and S are invariant proper sub-

algebras of A and AB 2 , respectively, then A has an

invariant proper sub-algebra Bj. such that B 2<B l and

BI B 2 is equivalent to S.

For, all those elements x of A which belong to

classes [x], of A modulo B 2 , giving elements of S constitute

a sub-algebra B x of A. Since 5 is a proper sub-algebra

of A-B 2 , Bi<A. Since [o]=B 2 ,
we have B 2 <B,.

If [x] is an element of S, and [y] is an element of A B 2 ,

the invariance of S in A B 2 shows that [xy] and \yx]

are elements of S. Hence if x is in Bx ,
and y is in A,

then xy and yx are in BI} which is therefore invariant

in A.

28. Simple algebras. An algebra having no invari

ant proper sub-algebra is called simple. Every algebra

of order i is simple since it has no proper sub-algebra.

The theorem of 26 evidently implies

COROLLARY i. If B 2 is an invariant proper sub-

algebra of A and if A B 2 is simple, then B 2 is a maximal

invariant proper sub-algebra of A .

We readily prove the converse:

COROLLARY 2. // B 2 is a maximal invariant proper

sub-algebra of A, thenAB 2 is simple.

For, if A B 2 were not simple, it would have an invari

ant proper sub-algebra S and, by the theorem of 27,

A would have an invariant proper sub-algebra BT>B 2 ,

whereas B 2 is maximal.



CHAPTER IV

NILPOTENT AND SEMI-SIMPLE ALGEBRAS;
IDEMPOTENT ELEMENTS

We shall develop here the properties of important

special types of algebras which play leading roles in the

theory of general algebras. That theory depends also

upon a knowledge of the properties of various kinds of

idempotent elements each of which is equal to its own

square.

29. Index. If A is any associative* algebra, A 2 ^ A,
whence A -A 2 ^A-A, or A 3 ^A 2

,
and similarly A k+I ^A k

for every positive integer k. If the inequality sign held

for every k, the orders of A, A 2
,
A 3

,
. . . would form

an infinite series of decreasing positive integers. Hence

there exists a least positive integer a such that A a+I =A a
,

and therefore

A>A 2>A*> .... >A- I>A a
,

A f=A a
(t>a).

This a is called the index of A .

For example, consider the associative algebra,

A = (uly Uz) : u\= UjU2
= u2Ui =ul= ffui

over a field F containing /3. If /3^o, A 2 = (uI}=A 3
;

if j8
=

o, A 2 = o =A 3
. In either case, A>A 2

,
and A is of

index 2.

30. Nilpotent algebras. If ^4
a
=o, A is called nil-

potent. In particular, if A 2 =
o, A is called a zero algebra;

the product of any two of its elements is zero.

* Henceforth in the book, multiplication is assumed to be associative,

unless the contrary is expressly stated.

43
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The algebra in the preceding example is nilpotent il

and only if = o. The algebra

is nilpotent and of index 3.

THEOREM. // an algebra A has a maximal nilpotent

invariant sub-algebra N, every nilpotent invariant sub-

algebra Nj of A is contained in N.

For, by Theorem i of 20, N+Ni is an invariant

sub-algebra of A. To prove that it is nilpotent, let

N2 denote the intersection of N and NIy and let P be

any product formed of two or more factors N and JV I?

but not a power of either. Since N is invariant in A
and occurs as a factor of P, we have P^N. Similarly,

P = XL Hence P =N2 . Thus

(N+NJ*=T+A7+.V a ,
a = 2 .

If a is the greater of the indices of the nilpotent algebras

N and NIy we have

so that N+Nj. is nilpotent. It was seen to be invariant

in A. But N is a maximal nilpotent invariant sub-

algebra of A . Hence A7
! ^ N.

31. Idempotent elements. An element e^o such

that e
2 = e is called idempotent. Since every power of e

reduces to e, e is not nilpotent. In an algebra having a

modulus m, m is idempotent.

THEOREM. Every algebra P which is not nilpotent

contains an idempotent element.

Let a denote the index of P, so that A=Pa
^o,

p*+i _. pa Thus A 2 =A . Since every number of algebra
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A is in P, the theorem will follow if we prove that A
contains an idempotent element. We shall establish

this by induction, assuming that every non-nilpotent

algebra whose order is less than the order of A contains

an idempotent element. Note that the theorem holds

when P is of order i since P is then composed of the

scalar products of an element u such that u2 =
/3u, /3^o,

whence u//3 is idempotent.

First, let A contain an element a such that Aa=A.
Then every element y of A is in A a and is therefore

expressible as a product za of an element z of A by a

and, in fact, in a single way. For, if also y = z a, then

(z z )a = o, whence z z = o by the converse of the

lemma in 18 with s = a, x=z z
f

,
T = A.

In particular, the element a of A is expressible in a

single way in the form wa, where w is in A and w^o.
Since wa= wwa, a= w2a and hence w*= w. Hence A

i contains the idempotent element w.

Second, let A contain no element a such that Aa = A,
whence Ax<A for every x in A. For a fixed x, Ax is an

algebra since

Ax Ax AxA

If Ax is not nilpotent, it contains an idempotent element

e by the assumption for the induction, and e belongs to A .

Finally, let Ax be nilpotent for every x in A. Hence

(Ax)
l = o for I sufficiently large. From A 2 = A, we see

by induction on k that

which is zero if k = l. Hence AxA is nilpotent and is an

algebra since its square is AxA xA ^AxA, and is evi-
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dently invariant in A. Hence by the theorem in 30,

AxA^N, where N is the maximal nilpotent invariant

sub-algebra of A. When x ranges over all elements of

A
9
the totality of elements in the algebras AxA consti

tutes A 3 =A. Hence A ^N, whereas A is not nilpotent.

Since our final case is excluded, the theorem is proved.

COROLLARY. An algebra is nilpotent if all its elements

are nilpotent.

32. Properly nilpotent elements. Let A be an

algebra with a (unique, 30) maximal nilpotent invari

ant sub-algebra N. If a is in N, ax and xa are in N and

hence are nilpotent for every x in A, since N is invariant.

We shall call an element a 9^0 of A properly nilpotent

in A if ax and xa are nilpotent for every x in A . Taking
# = #, we see that a2 and hence a itself is nilpotent. As

noted above, all elements 5^0 of ^V are properly nilpotent

in A.

But not every nilpotent element is properly nilpotent.

For, if

o\

then a2 = o and a is nilpotent. But ax = p, and, for ,8
=

i,

p
2

=p?^o, so that ^ is idempotent. Hence ax is not

nilpotent for every x. Thus a is nilpotent, but not

properly nilpotent, in the algebra* of all two-rowed

matrices.

If ax is nilpotent, there exists a positive integer r

such that

(ax)
r= o

, (xa)
r+I = x(ax)

ra= o
,

* It is simple (52) and hence, by the theorem of this section, has

jiio properly nilpotent element. By means of the quadratic equation

(59) w2 (a+5)oo+a5 fiy = Q satisfied by x, it follows that x is nil-

potent if and only if its determinant is zero and a+5 = o.
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whence also xa is nilpotent, and conversely. Hence

an element a^o is properly nilpotent in A if either ax

or xa is nilpotent for every x in A.

THEOREM. An algebra A contains properly nilpotent

elements if and only if it possesses a maximal nilpotent

invariant sub-algebra N, and then the properly nilpotent

elements of A coincide with the elements 5^0 of N.

The proof falls into four steps.

i) If a is properly nilpotent in A, and if b is any
element of A, then each of ba and ab is o or properly

nilpotent in A .

For, if x is any element of A
,
x ba = (xb)a and ab x =

a(bx] are nilpotent by the definition of a. Hence ba

and ab are o or properly nilpotent.

ii) If a is properly nilpotent in A, and if b and c

are any elements of A
,
then bac belongs to N.

For, suppose that bac is not zero and hence is properly

nilpotent by (i). Then AaA is not zero and is evidently

an invariant sub-algebra of A. Since AaA is also nil-

potent, it is contained in N by the theorem of 30.

iii) If a and b are properly nilpotent in A, then a+b
is o or properly nilpotent.

For, let a+b^o. Since

is a sum of elements belonging to N by (ii), (a+b) 3 is in

N. Thus a+b is nilpotent. Next, let z be any element

of A. By (i), each of az and bz is o or properly nilpotent.

Hence their sum (a+b)z is o or nilpotent by the result

just proved. By definition, a+b is properly nilpotent.

iv) In view of (i) and (iii) and the evident fact thai

any scalar product of any properly nilpotent element is o
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or properly nilpotent, it follows that, if an algebra A

possesses properly nilpotent elements, the totality of

them, together with o, constitute a sub-algebra which

is nilpotent and invariant in A. It is contained in N
by the theorem of 30. It coincides with N since we
noted above that all elements ^o of N are properly

nilpotent.

33. Decomposition relative to an idempotent element.

Let A be an algebra containing at least one idempotent
element e. Write

xl=xex xe-\-exe ,
x2=exexe ,

x3
=xeexe,

where the summations extend over all elements x of A .

Then

(1) el=o
y

Ie=o
,

eBe=o .

Since

x=xl+x2-{-x3+exe ,

(2) A=I+eB+Be+eAe,

where those of these four linear sets which are not zero

are supplementary in their sum A . For, if

where a, b, c, d are elements of 7, eB, Be, eAe, respectively,

we see from (i) that ex = b+d, xe = c+d, exe = d, whence

d = exe, c = x
3 ,

b = x 2 , a=x^ and are uniquely determined

by x.
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Hence xe = o implies c = d = o, x = a+b. Thus
=I+eB is composed of all those elements x of A for

which xe = o. Similarly, L =I+Be is composed of all

those elements y of A for which ey = o. We express

these results by

) R=I+eB, Re=o, L=I+Be, eL=o.

Evidently eR = eB, Le = Be. Hence (2) implies

(4) A =I+eR+Le+eAe ,

which is called the decomposition of A relative to the idem-

potent element e.

Note that / is the intersection of R and L, being

composed of all those elements x of A for which both

ex=o and xe = o. We shall call / the part of A annihi

lated by e. By (2),

eA =eB+eAe ,

whence

(5) A=R+Ae, A=L+eA.

34. Principal idempotent elements. An idempotent
element e of an algebra A is called a principal idempotent

(for A) if there does not exist in A an idempotent u

such that eu = ue = o. In other words, e is a principal

idempotent for A if and only if the part I annihilated

by e has no idempotent element and hence (31) if

and only if / is o or a nilpotent algebra.

If A has a modulus m, evidently m is a principal

idempotent of ^4, and is the only one. For, if e were a

principal idempotent ^m, then u =m e is idempotent
and eu = ue = o, whence e would not be principal.
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THEOREM. // an algebra A contains an idempotent

element e, either e is a principal idempotent or A contains

at least one principal idempotent element e-\-u, where u is

idempotent and eu = o*= ue.

For, if e is not principal, we have (4), where / con

tains an idempotent u which (like every element of 7)

has the property eu = ue = o. Then e = e+u is idem-

potent since

Let / be the part of A annihilated by e . If / is o or

nilpotent, e
f

is the desired principal idempotent for A.

In the contrary case^we repeat the discussion with e
f

in place of e. The process terminates since I>I*>I"
.... For, if w is any element of /

,
we = e w = o by the

definition of / . Then

o=we e=w(e-\-u)e=we ,
o = e*e fw= ew,

so that w is in /. Also, u is in 7, but is not in 1 since

ue =

35. Lemma. // e is a principal idempotent element

of A, every element ^o of /, L, and R in (4) is properly

nilpotent.

By (3), each element of LR is annihilated by e and

hence belongs to /. Since e is a principal idempotent,

/ is o or nilpotent. Hence there exists a positive

integer k such that
p

(LR)
k=o

, (RL)
k+* =R(LR) kL = o

,

so that also RL is o or nilpotent.

Since R is composed of all those elements of A for

which Re = o, we have AR-e = Oj whence
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A RL^RL. Similarly, LA ^L, RL A ^RL. Hence

RL is o or a nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of A. By
(s) and (3),

AL=RL+A -eL=RL, RA=RL+Re A=RL.

Hence AL and RA, like RL, are o or nilpotent, so that

each element of L and R is o or properly nilpotent. The

same is true of their intersection /.

Now AR^R implies eR^R. Similarly, Le^L.
This proves the

COROLLARY. // e is a principal idempotent element,

each element of the first three parts I, eR, Le of (4) is zero

or properly nilpotent. If all are zero, A=eAe has the

modulus e.

36. Theorem. Every algebra without a modulus

has a nilpotent invariant sub-algebra.

Let A be an algebra which is not nilpotent. By
31, A contains an idempotent element and hence,

by 34, contains a principal idempotent element e.

By the preceding corollary, either e is a modulus for A
,

or A contains properly nilpotent elements and therefore

( 32) has a nilpotent invariant sub-algebra.

37. Semi-simple algebras. An algebra having no

nilpotent invariant proper sub-algebra is called semi-

simple. Hence ( 28) a simple algebra is semi-simple.

For example, a direct sum of two or more simple

algebras A^ no one being a zero algebra of order i, is

not simple since each Ai is invariant, but is semi-simple

(40).
Consider a semi-simple algebra A which is nilpotent.

If the index of A exceeds 2, then A>A 2
^o, and A 2

is a

nilpotent invariant proper sub-algebra of A, whereas A
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is semi-simple. Hence A is a zero algebra (i.e., A 2 =
o).

Then any element a^o of A determines a nilpotent

invariant sub-algebra (a) of order i. Since the latte

is not a proper sub-algebra, it coincides with A, which is

therefore of order i.

THEOREM i. A semi-simple algebra is nilpotent if

and only if it is a zero algebra of order i.

Consider a semi-simple algebra A without a modulus.

By 36, it has a nilpotent invariant sub-algebra, whicl

is not proper and hence coincides with A. Hence the

preceding theorem yields

THEOREM 2. Any semi-simple algebra has a moduh
unless it is a zero algebra of order i.

38. Theorem. // an algebra A is neither semi-simpl

nor nilpotent, and if N is the maximal nilpotent invarian

sub-algebra of A, then AN is semi-simple and has

modulus.

For, suppose AN has a nilpotent invariant proper

sub-algebra 5 of index a. By 27 (with N in place of

B 2), A then has an invariant proper sub-algebra .#!

such that Bx N is equivalent to S and hence is nilpotent

and of index a. We recall that the elements of Ai
are the classes [x] modulo N, each determined by ar

element x of A. In particular, let b be an element of

Bx . Then class [b] is in BX -N, whence [b]
ff =

[b ]
=

[

so that b" is in N. Let a be the index of the nilpotent

algebra N. Then b"
a =

o, and BT is nilpotent, contrar

to the definition of N.

If A N has no modulus, it is a zero algebra Z of

order i (37), whence Z2 = o. Then, if x be any element

of A, [x
2

]
=

[x]
2 =

[o], so that x2 and hence also x would

be nilpotent, whereas A is not nilpotent.
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39. Theorem. A semi-simple algebra A, which is

not simple, is reducible.

For, A has an invariant proper sub-algebra B and has

a modulus by Theorem 2 of 37. Hence AB =B = BA.
Suppose that B has a nilpotent invariant sub-algebra

I^B<A. Evidently BIB is invariant in A; it is a

proper sub-algebra since BIB^IB^L Thus BIB is o

or nilpotent. But A is semi-simple and has no nilpotent

invariant proper sub-algebra. Hence BIB = o.

Since A has a modulus, AIA is not zero and is evi

dently invariant in A . Also, AIA ^ABA =BA =B <A .

Thus

(AIA)*=AIA -I -AIA^BIB=o.

Hence ^47^4 is a nilpotent invariant proper sub-algebra

of A, whereas A is semi-simple. This contradiction

proves that B has no nilpotent invariant sub-algebra

and ( 36) hence has a modulus. Our theorem now
follows from 22.

40. Theorem. A semi-simple algebra A, which is

not simple }
is a direct sum of simple algebras no one a

zero algebra of order i
,
and conversely.

For, A has a modulus and by 39, 24 is a direct

sum of irreducible algebras AI each having a modulus

(and hence not a zero algebra of order i). By the proof

in 39 with E =A^ AI is semi-simple. Since Ai is

irreducible, it is simple ( 39).

Conversely, if each A{ is simple and is not a zero

algebra of order i, then ^4=^4 I 0^4 2 . . . . is semi-

simple. For, if 7 is an invariant sub-algebra of A
,
then

7 = 7I 7 2 . . . .
,
where Ij^Aj. Since
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we have Ajlj^lj. Similarly, IjAj^Ij. Hence Ij is

invariant in the simple algebra Aj and hence is zero or Aj.

Let / be nilpotent and of index a. Then o = /a
=S//.

Hence each Ij is nilpotent, while Aj is not. Thus / = o.

41. Theorem. // e is an idempotent element of a

semi-simple algebra A, then eAe is semi-simple.

Since (eAe)
2 = e AeA e^eAe, eAe is an algebra con

taining eee = e, which is a modulus of it. Suppose it is

not semi-simple, but has a nilpotent invariant (proper)

sub-algebra N. Since N is invariant in eAe, which has

the modulus e, N eAe = N. Hence

NAN=Ne A eN=NeAe N=N2
,

Since A has a modulus by Theorem 2 of 37, A 2=A.
Thus

(ANA) 2=ANANA=AN2A
,

(ANA)*=A N*AN A =AN*A
,

and, by induction, (ANA)
r=ANrA. Since N is nil-

potent, we see that, for r sufficiently large, (ANA)
r = o.

Since A has a modulus, ANA contains N and hence is

not zero. Thus ANA is a nilpotent invariant sub-

algebra of A . This is impossible, since A is semi-simple

and not nilpotent.

COROLLARY. If A is simple, also eAe is simple.

For, if N is invariant in eAe, which has the modulus e,

eANAe= eAe N eAe^N<eAe, ANA<A .

Thus ANA is an invariant proper sub-algebra of A,

which is impossible since A is simple.
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42. Primitive idempotent elements. An idempotent
element e of an algebra A is called primitive if there

exists in A no idempotent element u(u^e) for which

eu = u = ue.

LEMMA. An idempotent element e of A is primi

tive if and only if eAe contains no idempotent element

9*e.

For, if u = eae^e is idempotent, where a is in A, then

eu = u = ue, so that e is not primitive for A . Conversely,

if e is not primitive, so that A contains an idempotent
element u^e such that eu = ue = u, then eAe contains

the idempotent element eue = u^e.
For example, let A = (uI ,

u 2}, where u\ = u^ ul = u2 ,

ulu 2
= o = u 2uI . If aul+ /3u 2 is idempotent, it is equal to

its square a2
Uj_+ ^

2u 2) whence a=o or i, /3
= o or i.

Hence the only idempotent elements are uly u 2 and the

modulus m = uI+u 2 of A. Now m is not primitive, since

A contains idempotent elements u^m having m as

modulus (or since mAm =A has idempotent elements

But u is primitive, since wIw 2
=OF^2 , ujn =

[or since u^Au^ = (uj has no idempotent except u^.

Similarly, u2 is primitive. By 34, m is the only princi

pal idempotent.

THEOREM i. // an algebra A contains an idempotent

element, it contains at least one primitive, idempotent

element.

For, if A contains an idempotent element e which is

not primitive, the lemma shows that eAe contains an

idempotent element u^e. Since e is a modulus for

eAe
}
eu = ue = u, whence

= e uAu
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Here the equality sign is excluded since

u(eu)u= (uu)u=o, uAu<A ,

by Lemma 3 of 18. Also, uAu^o since u3 =

Hence uAu is a proper sub-algebra of eAe.

If the idempotent element u of A is not primitive,

the lemma shows that uAu contains an idempotent ele

ment v^u such that (by the preceding argument)
vAv is a proper sub-algebra of uAu. Since the orders

of the algebras eAe, uAu, vAv, . . . . form a series of

decreasing positive integers, the process terminates and

leads to a primitive idempotent element of A.

In the preceding example, m is not primitive, but is

the sum of two primitive idempotent elements x and u 2

such that uIu2
= o = u2uI . This illustrates the following

THEOREM 2. A non-primitive idempotent element e

of A is a sum of primitive idempotent elements whose

products in pairs are all zero.

For, by the proof of Theorem i, P = eAe contains

an idempotent element ^ which is primitive for A,
whence e^e. Note that ez = e is in P and is a modulus

for P. Thus d = e e^ is in P and deI
= o

) ejt = o. Since

d2 = (eeI)d = d, d is idempotent. Also, dAd<P by
the proof of Theorem i with u replaced by d. If d

(like x) is primitive for A, the theorem is proved, since

But if d is not primitive for A, a repetition of the

argument shows that dAd contains an idempotent
element e 2 which is primitive for A, such that dI

= d

is idempotent, d^2
= o = e2dl9 and d,A dl <dAd<P. Thus

e = eI+e2+dI . Multiplying this on the right and left by
dt and ex in turn and recalling that dx and * are in P, which
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has e as a modulus, we find that dI
= eId1+dl or e1dI

=
o,

dIeI =o, e2ei
=

o, e^e 2
= o. Hence all products of ely e2 ,

dT in

pairs are zero. If d (like ^ and e 2) is primitive for A,

the theorem is proved.

If dx is not primitive for A, we argue with dx as we

did with d. But the series of algebras eAe, dAd,

dxAdI} .... of decreasing orders must terminate.

Remark. If ulf . . . .
, % are p^2 idempotent

elements all of whose products in pairs are zero, their

sum s is idempotent, but not primitive. For, each Uj

has s as a modulus and is distinct from s, since Uj
= s

implies o = u&j = uis = Ui(i ^7) .

THEOREM 3. // uly . . . .
,
ut (t^> i) are primitive

idempotent elements of A all of whose products in pairs

are zero, and if e = ^ui is not a principal idempotent

element of A, there exists in A a principal idempotent

element which is the sum of more than t primitive idem-

potent elements all of whose products in pairs are zero.

For, by the theorem of 34, A contains a principal

idempotent element e+v, where v is idempotent and

ei) = i)e = o. Evidently eUi = Ui = Uie, whence Ui = euie

is in the algebra eAe. But v-eAe = ve*Ae = o and simi

larly eAe*v = o, whence VU{ = o = u&. Hence the theorem

is proved if v is primitive. In the contrary case, we

know by Theorem 2 that v = Vi+ . . . . +vr ,
where

vI} . . . .
,
vr(r>i) are primitive idempotent elements

of A all of whose products in pairs are zero. Evidently

VjV
=

Vj
=

Wj, whence Vj
= WjV is in the algebra vAv. But

ui -vAv = o, vAv-Ui = o, since u& = o = wt. Hence u&j = o,

VjUi
= 0.

By combining the case t=i of this theorem with

Theorem i, we obtain the important
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COROLLARY. Every algebra which is not nilpotent

contains a principal idempotent element which is either

primitive or a sum of primitive idempotent elements all

of whose products in pairs are zero.

For the example above, m is a principal idempotent
element and is not primitive, but is the sum of the primi

tives Ut and u2 ,
for which u^u 2

= o = u 2ulf For the algebra

(i,i) over the field of reals, e
2 = e implies e = o or i,

whence i is the only idempotent and it is therefore

both principal and primitive.



CHAPTER V

DIVISION ALGEBRAS

It was proved in 1 1 that the algebra of real quater

nions has the property that each of the two kinds of

division (except by zero) is always possible and unique.

Algebras having this property are called division algebras;

they play a leading role in the general theory of algebras

as well as in their arithmetics. We shall prove very

simply that the only division algebras over the field

of all real numbers are that field, the field of complex

numbers, and the algebra of real quaternions. We shall

also exhibit a remarkable division algebra of order n2

over any field.

43. Criteria for a division algebra. An algebra A
with a modulus e is called a division algebra if every

element a^o has in A both a right-hand inverse and a

left-hand inverse, viz., elements x and y of A such that

ax = e, ya = e. By Theorem 5, y = x.

As noted above, the algebra of real quaternions is a

division algebra. The same is true of the algebra (e)

of order i over any field F, where e
2 =

e, since either

inverse of a = ae is a~ I
e if a is any number ^o of F.

THEOREM i. If an algebra A has a single idempotent

element e, an element a 5^0, which does not have a right-

hand (or left-hand) inverse with respect to e, is properly

nilpotent.

For, the linear set aA (or A a) is o or a sub-algebra

of A not containing e, since no element x makes ax = e

59
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(or xa = e), and hence has no idempotent element and

is nilpotent (31). Thus a is properly nilpotent (32).
THEOREM 2. If A has a single idempotent element e

and no properly nilpotent element, then A is a division

algebra with the modulus e.

For, the unique idempotent element e is a principal

idempotent by definition ( 34). Thus e is the modulus

of A by the corollary in 35. Hence A is a division

algebra by Theorem i.

THEOREM 3. If e is a primitive element of a semi-

simple algebra A, then P = eAe is a division algebra.

For, by the lemma in 42, P has no idempotent ele

ment T^e, while P is semi-simple ( 41). Hence P is a

division algebra by Theorem 2.

Since P=A if e is the modulus of A, we deduce

COROLLARY i . If a semi-simple algebra has a modulus,

but has no further idempotent element, it is a division

algebra.

If X9o, y^o, and xy = o, x and y are called divisors

of zero, x being a left-hand divisor and y a right-hand

divisor of zero. This is illustrated by the matrices

o a\ lc d\ /o o
y , xy=( =o.

o o] \o o/ \o o/

THEOREM 4. // A is a division algebra, it contains no

divisors of zero, and conversely.

First, if a division algebra A, with the modulus e,

contained elements x^o, y^o such that xy = o, there

would exist an element z of A for which

yz
= e

,
o = xy z= x yz

= xe= x.

Conversely, let an algebra A contain no divisor of

zero. Then A contains no nilpotent element
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dnce xa = o and xa~ I ^o imply xxa~ I = o. Hence

36) A has a modulus m. If A contains another idem-

potent element e, the product of e by m e is zero,

while each factor is not zero. Thus A is a division

algebra by Theorem 2.

COROLLARY 2. A division algebra has no nilpotent

dement 9^0 and hence is semi-simple, and contains no

idempotent element other than the modulus.

This is the converse of Corollary i.

COROLLARY 3. Every sub-algebra of a division algebra

A is itself a division algebra whose modulus is that of A .

THEOREM 5. In a division algebra the two inverses

of an element a F^O are identical.

For, ax = e implies x(ax)a = xea = xa, whence xa is

equal to its square. If xa = o, o = (xa)x = xe = x^o.
Hence xa is idempotent, so that xa = e by Corollary 2.

This and ya = e imply (y x)a = o, y x = o.

44. Polynomials in a single element x. Consider an

identity

(1) /()$()=#()

between polynomials in an indeterminate co with coeffi

cients in a field F. If each polynomial lacks a constant

term (free of co), then (i) implies

(2) f(x}g(x)=p(x)

for every element x of an associative algebra A over F.

For, the term involving o>
k

in /(co)g(co) is obtained by

multiplying the term in co* of /(a?) by the term u*
k ~ l

of

g(co) and summing the products for i i, . . . .
,
k i.

By the associative law, x
ixk ~ i = xk

. Hence (i) implies (2) .

Next, let A have the modulus e. If
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we shall write

f(x)=akx
k+ .... +alx+a e,

in which the constant term a of /(co) has been multipliec

by e in defining /(#). Under this convention, identity

(i) always implies (2).

Since xrxs = xsxr

by the associative law, two poly
nomials in a single element x are commutative.

45. Real division algebras. Let D be a division

algebra of order n over the field 9t of all real numbers

Denote the modulus of D by i. No discussion is needec

for the case n = i, since D is then equivalent to 9?.

By the theorem in 6, any n+ i elements of D are

linearly dependent with respect to 9?. In particular

if x is any element of D, then i, x, x2

,
. . . .

,
xn are

dependent, so that x is a root of an equation p(u)=o
with real coefficients. By the fundamental theorem o:

algebra, />(co) is a product /i(co)/2 (co) .... of linear or

quadratic factors with real coefficients. Hence ( 44)

/x(#)/a(#) .... =o, so that at least one factor is zero

by Theorem 4 of 43. In case that factor is linear, its

square is quadratic. Hence every element of D is a

root of a quadratic equation with real coefficients.

Let i, eI9 . . . .
,

en L be a set of basal units of D
Then

CTi
= 0, (fy+ Pi)

2 = p
2

i &i ,

where the pi and ov are real. Hence after adding a rea

number to each e^ we may assume that the square o:

each new unit ^ is a real number. If the latter were

^o, it would be the square of a real number a/, whence
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whereas the units i and ei are linearly independent.

Hence e\=$\, where ft is real. Write Ej = ;/ft.

Then E?=-i.
If n = 2, the algebra (i, EJ is equivalent to the field

of all complex numbers. Henceforth, let n>2, and

denote the basal units by i, 7, /,...., where

(3) 72=-i, /*=-i, .....

Since 7/ is a root of a real quadratic equation,

where a, /3, 7, 5 are real numbers. Adding, we get

(a+7)/+(a- T)/+0+5+4 = 0.
/

Thus a = 7 = since 7, 7, i are linearly independent.
Hence

(4) 7/+/7=2, (7+/)
2=2-2, (7-/)

2=-26-2,

where e is a real number. As above, dz2e 2 <o. Thus

i e
2
is positive and has a real square root. Write

. J+el
*=I

> ty=^
Then

The product ij is linearly independent of i, i, j and

hence may be taken as the fourth unit k. For, if

we multiply by i on the left and get
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whence i = v
2

,
whereas X, JJL,

v were real. Then

ij
=
k, ji=k, k2

=ij(ji)=i
2=i.

By the associative law,

ik=i ij=j, ki=-ji i=j,

kj=ij .j= -i ,

We have now proved that i, i, j, k are the units of

the algebra Q of real quaternions ( n).

Finally, let n>4. Then D contains a fifth unit /

such that I
2 = i and, by the proof which led to (4),

*, fl+lj=r,, kl+lk =

where
, T;, f are real numbers. Then

Adding Ik to each member, we get

2lk = jrii+? .

Multiplying each term by k on the right, we get

whereas / is linearly independent of i, i,j, k.

THEOREM. The only division algebras over the field

of all real numbers are that field, the field of all complex

numbers, and the algebra of real quaternions.

46. Derivation of division algebras from known ones.

For example, consider the field R(p) obtained by extend

ing the field R of all rational numbers by the adjunction
of a root p of a quadratic equation whose coefficients

belong to R and which is irreducible in R and has a real

root p. Then the algebra of quaternions over the real
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field R(p) is a division algebra which may be regarded

as an algebra over R with the eight basal units

i, p, , p = p,,

In what precedes we may replace R by any sub-field

S of the field of all real numbers for which there is a

quadratic equation with coefficients in S, irreducible in

S, and having a real root p. If that equation is of degree

r, we obtain a division algebra over S whose 4^ basal

units are i, p, . . . .
, p

r~* and their products by

i, j, and k.

Similarly, from each division algebra of order n2

obtained in the next section we may deduce division

algebras of order rn2
.

47. Division algebras of order n2
. We shall define.

a type of division algebras D of order n2 over any field F
. such that they, together with those derived from them

by the process of 46, give all known division algebras

other than fields.

By way of introduction, note that if is one root of

co
2

su+p = o, the second root is ()=$ ,
since the

sum of the two roots is s. For the same reason, if we

subtract the second root from s, we get the first root,

whence

The first member is denoted by
2
(), a notation not to

be confused with the square [0()]
2 of 0().

As a generalization of the quadratic equation, con

sider an equation $(co) =o of degree n, with coefficients in

a field F, having the roots

(5)
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where 0() is a polynomial with coefficients in F such

that 0*(f) =. Then if also </>(co) is irreducible in F, we
shall call $(o>) =o a cye/ic equation in F. The case ^ = 2

was discussed above. A numerical example for n = $ is

furnished by (15) below.

Consider the algebra* D over F with the n2 basal units

(6) /V (i,j=o, i, . . . .
, n-i),

such that

(7) tf(*)=o, *[0(*)]=o, . . . .
, 0[0- (oO]=o, 0(*)=*,

(8) xy=yd(x), y
n=y (ymF).

First, let n = 2, and let F be a field not having the

modulus 2. By adding to x a suitably chosen number of

Fj we may evidently assume that x2 =
5, where 5 is in F,

but is not the square of a number of F. Then 0(x) = x,

andf

(9) D=(i,x,y,yx): x2 =
d, xy=-yx, y

2 =y.

The linear functions of x with coefficients in F form

an algebra of order 2 equivalent to the field F(x). Hence

the general element of D may be designated by z = u+yv,
where u and v are in F(x). If v = o, UT*O, z has the

inverse u~ L in F(x). If ^^o
?
then 2 = 2^, where w is of

the form w = q+y, where y
= a+ j8^, with a and )8 in F.

Write q
= a-/3x. Then

Hence w has an inverse if

* Discovered by the author and called a "Dickson algebra" by
Wedderburn.

tWe may identify D with algebra (18) of 10 by taking a= 5
y

/3= T, 7^= 3;, 3
=

3 ,
u3
=

xy. Then ^3= ^2 =
a/9. We saw there

that the associative law now yields the complete multiplication table

(18). Conversely, since (18) is a matrie algebra, it is associative.
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THEOREM i. For n = 2, D is a division algebra if 7
is not the norm qq

= a2

6/5
2

of a number q of F(x).

This condition on 7 and the foregoing condition

that d is not the square of a number of F are evidently

both satisfied when F is the field of all real numbers and

7 and d are both negative. In particular, if 7 = 5= i,

D is then the algebra of real quaternions and is a

division algebra.

For any n, the associative law and (Sj) imply

Multiplication by numbers of F and summation give

(10) ftoy

for every polynomial / with coefficients in F. By
induction,

Hence, if f(x) and h(x) are any polynomials in x of

degree <n with coefficients in F,

(12) y*f(x) fh(x) =ys+ r

f[6
r

(x)]h(x) .

Conversely, it is readily verified that the associative

law holds for the algebra D over F for which multiplica

tion is defined by (12) under the agreement that y
s+r is

to be replaced by yy
s+r~n

if s+r^n, and that the final

product fh is found as in ordinary algebra with a subse

quent reduction of the degree in x to n i by use of the

equation <f>(x)=o of degree n. In this sense, relations

(7) and (8) define an associative algebra D over F with

the n2 units (6).
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THEOREM 2. For n = $, D is a division algebra over

F if 7 is not equal to the norm of any element of the cubic

field F(x).

Here the norm of f(x) means /(#)/(#)/(0
2

), where

First, I = y\(x) + jj,(x) has an inverse if it is not zero.

For, if X(V) =o, n(x) is not zero and has an inverse in the

field F(x). If X(ff)^o, it has an inverse. Write k(x)

for jitX"
1

. Then l = (y k)\ will have an inverse if

y k has one. By (n) and (82),

[y-k(x]} [

is a number =^o of F, so that y k has an inverse.

Second, we are to prove that z = y
2

+ya(x) + /3(x) has

an inverse. Write w = y a(6). Then, by (n), (8 2),

and 3
(ff)=ff,

wz=yp+ff, p = p(x)-a(6
2

)a(x

If p = cr = o, then 7 = a(^)a(^
2

)a(^) would be the norm of

a(0). Hence yp+ a is not zero and has an inverse v

by the first case. Then V wz = i, so that z has the

inverse vw.

48. Division algebras of order 9. To show that there

actually exist division algebras of order 9 of the foregoing

type D, note that any seventh root ^ i of unity satisfies

the equation

(13) fzl=r
6+f5+f4+f3+

"""

Dividing the terms by f
3 and rearranging, we get
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Making the substitution

(14) f+* = ,

we get

(15)

If e is a root ^i of f
7 =

i, also e
2 and e4 are roots of

it and hence of (13). By (14), the roots of (15) are

while

Hence, in accord with (5), the roots of (15) are

while 0( 3)=03()=. Hence (15) will be a cyclic

equation for the field R of all rational numbers if it is

shown to be irreducible in R. But if the function (15)

were reducible, it would have a linear factor r,

where r is in R and hence is the quotient a/b of two

integers without a common factor >i. Since r = a/b

would be a root of (15)

would be an integer. But a3 has no factor > i in common
with b. Hence 6 = i, r = a. Since r is therefore an

integral root of (15),

2r=i
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so that r must divide i
,
whence r = =b i . By trial, neither

+ i nor i is a root. Hence (15) is irreducible in R.

Our next step is to compute the norm N(f) of a poly
nomial /(&) with rational coefficients. Let m denote

their positive least common denominator. Then

is equal to the quotient of

by w, where p, q, r, m are integers having no common
divisor > i. Thus

(16)

The last product will be obtained from the constant

term of the cubic equation having the roots

(2), ?(&) This cubic will be found by a simple

device.

When is any root of (15), we seek the cubic satisfied

by

From f we eliminate 3 by means of (15) and get

K**(q

Similarly,

Transposing the left members, we conclude that the

determinant of the new coefficients of i, ,

2
is zero:

r-f q p

p r+2p- q-p
q-p 2q-p

=o .
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fits expansion is of the form f
3+ . . .

Hence N() is the value of the preceding determinant

for f = o, whence

Since p==+p=p2

=p* (mod 2), etc., we have

(mod 2).

; Hence if any one of p, q, r is =i, then N() = i (mod 2).

But if ^>, 9, r are all even, and hence m is odd, N() is

divisible by 8 since each of its terms is of the third degree

:in pj q, r. Hence, by (16), N(f) is never equal to an

;even integer not divisible by 8.

THEOREM. // 7 is an even integer not divisible by 8,

\the algebra over the field of rational numbers defined by

2X 1=0, xyy(x2

2), 3>
3= 7,

is a division algebra of order 9.

49. Summary. We have obtained non-commutative

division algebras of orders 4, 8, and 9, each over appro

priate fields. It is proved in Appendix II that, besides

these and fields, there are no further types of division

algebras of order ^9. It is shown in Appendix I that

the algebra defined by (7) and (8) is a division algebra

for every n when 7 is suitably restricted.



CHAPTER VI

STRUCTURE OF ALGEBRAS

We shall prove Wedderburn s important theorem

that every simple algebra is the direct product of a

division algebra and a simple matric algebra, and con

versely. Also general theorems on the structure of

any algebra which are needed in particular for the proof
of the principal theorem on algebras (chap. viii).

50. Direct product. If B and M are linear sets of

an algebra such that every element of B is commutative

with every element of M and such that the order of the

product BM is equal to the product of the orders of B
and M, then BM is called the direct product of B and M
and designated by either BxM or MxB. We assume

henceforth that B andM are algebras. ThenBM BM =
B2M2 ^BM, whence BXM is an algebra.

The elements of BXM can be expressed as linear

combinations of the basal units of M whose coefficients

are arbitrary elements of B, or vice versa.

For example, the direct product of the algebra

(i, i, _jj_k) of real quaternions and the real algebra

(i, V i) can be expressed as the algebra of complex

quaternions.

The foregoing assumption about orders implies that

every element of the algebra A =BXM can be expressed

in one and only one way as a product of an element of B
by an element of M. Hence if A has a modulus, both

B and M have moduli, and conversely.

72
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As in the example, suppose that B and M are sub-

algebras of A and have the moduli b and m, respectively.

Then the latter coincide with the modulus a = bm of A .

For,

am =a(am)=bm(bmm)=b2m2 bm2 =bmbm = o
)

whence m = a. Similarly, mb(mb b}=o, whence b = a.

51. Structure of simple algebras. Let A be a simple

algebra over a field F such that A is neither a division

algebra nor a zero algebra of order i. By Theorem 2

of 37, A has a modulus u. By Theorem 3 of 43,

u is not a primitive idempotent element of A. Hence

by Theorem 2 of 42,

(i) u= Ui+ .... +un 0^2),

where u^ . . . .
,
un are primitive idempotent elements

all of whose products in pairs are zero. For brevity,

write

Evidently AujA is invariant in A and is not zero

since it contains Uj, and hence coincides with the simple

algebra A . Thus

(2) A
ij
A hk

Next, A =2A{j since
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To prove that the linear sets Aij are supplementary in

their sum A, suppose that A rs has an element ^o in

common with the sum of the remaining A^:

urxus
=

^UiXijUj (x, Xij in A ) ,

summed for i,j = i, . . . .
,
n with [i,j]^[r, s]. Then,

multiplying by ur on the left and by us on the right, we

get urxus
= o.

By Theorem 3 of 43, Aa = UiAui is a division algebra

with the modulus HI. Since AijAji
=Au^o, each Aij^o.

For i^j, Aij = o, so that A# is a zero algebra.

LEMMA i. If Xy is any element of Aij, then P = XijAji

is zero or AH.

For, by (2), AijAji=Au, whence P^Aa. Also,

by (2),

rA# = Xij AjiAa = XijAji
=r .

If PF^O, let PT^O and x be any elements of P and

respectively, whence px is in PAu = P. If.

and if n is in AH, but not in P, then px = nis not solvable

for x contrary to the fact that AH is a division algebra.

A similar proof gives

LEMMA 2. // x# is any element of A^-, then AjiXij is

zero or Ay.

LEMMA 3. // x# and Xjk are elements ^o of A# and

Ajk, respectively, then XijXjk^o.

For, suppose that the product is zero. Then

(3) xjkA kj
= o,

since otherwise XjkAkj=Ajj by Lemma i, whence Ay
would contain an element x for which

XjkXkj
=
Uj, O^ Xij

=
XijUj

=
XijXjkXkj

= O ,
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Let jkj be an arbitrary element ^o of Ay. By (3),

%jkykj
=

o, Xjk^o. Hence the argument just made shows

that ykjAjk
= o, whence A kjAjk

= o. Then, by (2),

Akk = o, contrary to an earlier result.

From the three lemmas we evidently have

LEMMA 4. // ## is any element 7*0 of A^ then

(4) XijAji
=AH , AjtXjj

=
AJJ .

By (4) and Lemma 3 of 18, A# has the same

order as either AH or AJJ, since Lemma 3, with k=i,

shows that no element ##5^0 of A$ makes XijXji
=

o, and

similarly no element y^^o of AJI makes yjtXij
= o.

Since the AJJ are supplementary in their sum, we

have

LEMMA 5. The n2

algebras Ay all have the same order

t, and A itself is of order in
2

.

Write en for m (i=i, . . . .
, n). Let eI2 ,....,

ein be elements F^O of A I2 ,
. . . .

,
A in , respectively.

By (4!) for i = i and x^ = e^, we have eIjAjI =A II . Thus,

ifj> i, AJ! contains an element Cjt such that

which holds also forj=i since is idempotent. Define

an element ePq of A Pq by

(6) epq
= eplelq (p, q

=
2, . . . .

, n; pT^q)

Hence we now haven2 elements ij(i,j
=

i, . . . . ,n).

= o by (2 X), whence

Since u = 2ekk is the modulus of A, and 0*^ = for
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(8) eij

which also follow from the definition of Ay as euAejj.

By their definition above, e^o, e^o. By Lemma
3, is not zero; it is an element of AH by (2 2). By
(5) and (8,),

whence e^di is idempotent. Since AH is a division

algebra having the modulus en, we have ei1eIi
= eu by

Corollary 2 of 43. Combining this result with (6)

and (8), we have

(9) eij
= eileIj (i,j=i, ....,).

We conclude from (9) and (5) that

(10) eijejk
= eik .

The ^2 elements # are linearly independent* since

each is not zero and since they belong to n2

algebras A#
which are supplementary in their sum.

Since the ey satisfy relations (7) and (10) and are line

arly independent, they are the basal units of an algebraM
of order n2 over F which is equivalent to the algebra of

all ^-rowed square matrices with elements in F ( 8, 9,

end). Such an algebra M shall be called a simple^

matric algebra of order n2
.

* Also since e0A*Za#e# eki = a,hitfigi by (7) and (10), for a# in F.

f The word "simple" is justified by 52, and is needed since there

are further algebras whose elements are matrices.
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To each element # of A IX corresponds the element

(n) b

Conversely, b uniquely determines axl since, by (7) and

I (10),

&uOii = CiittiiCii
= (In ,

\
etl being the modulus of An- This one-to-one corre-

t spondence is evidently preserved under addition and

scalar multiplication, and also under multiplication

i since

(12) Zeiidneii 2eilaIleIi
= 2eiIaIlelIa

f

Ileli
= 2eiI (alIaII)eIi .

Hence when aIT ranges over An, the totality of elements

(n) form an algebra B equivalent to An- Hence B is a

division algebra. If in (12) we take an to be the modulus

en of A II7 we see that the modulus 2en = 2ei1elleii of M
is the modulus of B. Since

(13) bejk
=

ej.a^e.k
= ejkb ,

each element (n) of B is commutative with each element

ejk of M. Let a^i
}

,
. . . .

, ai? be a set of basal units of

An- By (n), they correspond to elements ft
(l)

,
. . . .

,

b (i) which evidently form a basis of B. Now A is of

order tn
2

by Lemma 5. It will follow that A has a

basis composed of the tn2

products b (i}

ejk if we prove the

latter are linearly independent. But, by (13),
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If this sum is zero when the 5 s are in F, we multiply it on

the left by elp and on the right by eqi and get

X
{ fy^H

=
9 kpQ

=

Hence A is the direct product of B and M.
At the outset we assumed that A is not a division

algebra. If it be such, we may evidently regard A as i

the direct product of A itself by the algebra M^ of order i

whose single unit is the modulus uoiA. To each element

au of MIy where a is in the field F, we make correspond

the one-rowed matrix (a); hence Afx is equivalent to the

algebra of one-rowed matrices with elements in F.

THEOREM. Any simple algebra A over afield F, not a

zero algebra of order i, can be expressed* as the direct

product of a division algebra B over F and a simple matric

algebra M over F.

The moduli of the sub-algebras B and M of A coin

cide with the modulus u of A. It may happen that

either B or M is of order i, the single unit being u.

Whep F is the field of real numbers, all division alge

bras were found in 45. Hence we have the

COROLLARY. Apart from a zero algebra of order i,

every simple algebra over the field of all real numbers is a

simple matric algebra, or the direct product of the latter

by either the binary algebra equivalent to the field of all

complex numbers or by the algebra of all real quaternions,

and hence is of order ri
2

,
in2

,
or ^.ri

2
.

* In a single way in the sense of equivalence. For, if also A = B!X Mi,

where Bi is a division algebra and Mi is a simple matric algebra, then

Bi is equivalent to B, and Mi with M. The proof communicated by

Wedderburn to the author is too long to insert here.
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52. Converse theorem. If A is the direct product

of a division algebra B over F and a simple matric algebra

M over F, then A is a simple algebra over F, not a zero

.algebra of order i.

For, M has a set of basal units eij satisfying relations

(7) and (10). Let D be any invariant sub-algebra of A,

;and d any element ^o of D. Then J = S&#e#, where

the bij are elements of B. Let b denote the modulus of

B. Since each element of B is commutative with each

element of M, the invariant sub-algebra D contains

bePq d bers=

Hence D contains b
qrM. Since d^o, we may choose

q and r so that bqr ^o. Given any element b of the

division algebra 5, we can find an element x of it such

that xb
qr
= b

,
whence Bbqr

= B. Since D is invariant in A
and contains b^M, it contains

Bm b
qr
M=Bbqr mM=BM=A

,

where m = 2ea is the modulus of M. Hence D = A, so

that A is simple.

Moreover, an element of x of A is commutative with

every element of M if and only if x belongs to the sub-

algebra Bm.

For, x = 2bij6ijj where each bij is in B. Then

ePqx
= > ePqeijbij

= > epjbqj ,
xePq

= > e
iq
bip .

*,j

These sums are equal for all values of p and q if and only

if bqq
= bpp (by the coefficients of ePq) and bqj

= o

whence x = b^ea = bxlm.
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The special case B =
(b) of the theorem and this sup

plement shows that M is simple and that an element ofM
which is commutative with every element of M is a scalar

multiple of its modulus m.

The special case M=(m) shows that any* division

algebra B is simple.*

53. Idempotent elements of a difference algebra.

Let A be an algebra, over the field F, which is neither

nilpotent nor semi-simple. Thus A has a maximal

nilpotent invariant proper sub-algebra N. By 38,

A N is semi-simple and has a modulus. Write [x]

for the class, containing x, of A modulo N.

THEOREM i. If e is an idempotent element of A, then

[e] is an idempotent class of A N.

For, [e]
2 =

[e
2

]
=

[e] and M^[o] since e is not in N.

THEOREM 2. Every idempotent class [u] of AN
contains idempotent elements of A .

For, [o] ^M =
[w

2
]
= .... =[u

r

]. Hence ur^o for

every positive integer r, so that u is not nilpotent. The

linear set S=(u, u2

,
. . . .) is evidently closed under

multiplication and hence is an algebra. But S is not

nilpotent since u is not, and hence contains an idempotent

element e (31). Thus

= aIw+a 2w2+ .... +a##* (a, in F),

[e]
=aiM+ .... +ah[u

h
]
=

a[u], a = a^+ .... +a;/
.

a[u] = [e]
=

[e]
2 = a2

[u}
2 = a2

[u] ,
a = a2

.

But a = o would imply [e]
=

[o] and hence that e is nil-

potent, whereas it is idempotent. Hence a = i, [e]
= M,

so that e is an idempotent element of A belonging to [u].

*To give a direct proof, let ft ^o and &r be any elements of B.

There exists an element x of B such that xb = bx. Hence if V belongs to

any invariant sub-algebra D, also xb = bi belongs to D
t
whence D= B.
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THEOREM 3.* If u is a primitive idempotent element

\of A ,
then [u] is a primitive idempotent element of A N.

In view of the lemma in 42, it suffices to prove that,

if [v] is any idempotent element of [u] (AN) [u}, then

\[v]
coincides with [u]. We have

where x is in A . By the proof of Theorem 2, the algebra

Y= (y,y*, ....), y=uxu,

contains an idempotent element w of A belonging to

[y]. Since y is an element of uAu, the element w of F is

in uAu. By the hypothesis that u is primitive, w = u.

Hence

THEOREM 4. If e is a principal idempotent element of

A , then [e] is a principal idempotent element of A N and

is identical with its modulus.

For, in the decomposition of A relative to e,

A=I+eR+Le+eAe,

each element of the first three parts is o or properly nil-

potent by the corollary in 35, and hence is in N.

Hence we obtain all classes [x] of A N by restricting x

to eAe. Each element of A N is therefore of the

* We make no use of the converse that if u is an idempotent of A
such that [u] is a primitive idempotent element of A N, then u is a

primitive of A. For, if v= uxu is an idempotent of uAu, [v] is one of

[u] (AN) [u] and coincides with the given primitive idempotent [u] of

A N. Thus u i) is in N. But uv is equal to its square. Hence
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form [e] [a] [e], whence [e] is the modulus of A N and

therefore a principal idempotent of it ( 34).

54. Condition for a simple matric sub-algebra.

THEOREM. // A has the maximal nilpotent invariant

sub-algebra N and if A N contains a simple matric

algebra M, then A contains a sub-algebra equivalent to M.

By hypothesis, M has the basal units [e#], each a

class of A modulo ^V, such that

(14) [ey] [ty]
= fed i [e#] fed = o

The class [en] contains an idempotent element eix of

^4 by Theorem 2 of 53 or by (18) with r = i. We shall

prove that A contains idempotent elements elly . . . .
,

enn

all of whose products in pairs are zero, and such that en

is in the class [en].

To prove this by induction on n, let A contain idem-

potent elements eH ,
. . . .

,
er-^ r-i whose products

in pairs are zero and such that en is in the class [en].

Let ^ denote the sum of these en. Then

(15) ens= en=sea, s
2=s (i

=
i, . . . .

, r-i) .

Select any element br of class [err] and write*

By (15), we evidently have

(16) euar=o= areu (i
=

i, .-..., r i) .

Since s and br are in the classes [eu]+ . . . . +
[er-i, r-i] and [err], respectively, whose product in either

order is zero by (14), we see that [ar]
=

[br]
=

[*]. Hence

* The use of the abbreviation (is)b for bsb does not imply that

A has a modulus.
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.[flr]

2 =
[0rL so that a* a, is an element z of N, whence

z
a = o. Evidently z is commutative with ar . By (16),

(17) euz=o=zeii (i
=

i, . . . .
, r-i).

Employing series* which stop with the term in z
a~ I

y

> write

(18) err
=
2V 1+43

+z-6z2+

Then e
2

rr
= err . By means of (16) and (17), we find

that

eiierr=o = erreii (i=i, . . . .
,
r i).

Since arz is in the invariant sub-algebra N, err is in the

class [#r]
=

[eff]. This completes the proof by induction

of the foregoing italicized result.

For p^q, choose any element tpq of the class [epq]
and

write aPq for epptPqeqq . Then

(19) eppapqeqq
= aPq ,

flri]
=

[ir] [n] = [ XJ = [*ii],

by (14), so that

where 2;If and 2f are in ^V. From (19), we get

* By the binomial theorem the inverse of V i +42 is

= i-K42)+ (-i)(-i-i)(42)
2+ .... =1-22+12^-.

But if the field has the modulus 2, we replace (18) by
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(20) eppdpq
= apq , apqeqq

= apq .

Thus e^airari
= airari ,

ariairerr
= ariair ,

whence

(21) alrarl
= eI1 (l+ Zlr ) ,

drldlr
=

(l+ Z2r)err .

By (20) and (21),

arl alrarl
= arI-{-arlzlr ,

arlalr drL=drl-\-z^an .

Since these are equal by the associative law,

(22) arlzlr
= z2rarl ,

drlz
f

lr
= z2ran .

If z is N, so that z
a =

o, the product of a(i +s) by

is a. Hence by (22),

(23)

For r> i, write

(24) elr
= a

Then by (2i r) and the case e1Iair
= air of (20), we get

(25) ^ir^i
= ^

Now ^ri of (24) is equal to the second member of (23). ;

Hence by the case arieII
= ari of (20) and by (2i 2), we get

(26) erleII
= (i+z2r)-

IarleI1
= erl ,

erieir =(i+z2r)~
Iarlalr

= err .

Finally write ePq for epleiq when p>i, ?>i,
This and (252) and (26) give

eu
=
ei&j (i,j

=
i, . . . .

, n).

By this and (25^, we get
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Finally, iij^h,

eiieIj ehlelk
= eil e^ejj ehhehl elk = o

,

since #**= o. Hence the e# are basal units of a simple

matrie sub-algebra of A .

55. Structure of any algebra. By 40, a semi-simple

algebra is either simple or is a direct sum of simple

algebras no one of which is a zero algebra of order i.

The structure of each such simple algebra is known by

51. Hence we know the structure of all semi-simple

algebras.

THEOREM. Let A be an algebra over afield F such that

A has a modulus a and is not semi-simple. Hence A has a

maximal nilpotent invariant proper sub-algebra N. Sup

pose* thatAN is simple. Then A is the direct product

of a simple matric algebra^ M over F by an algebra B over

F having a modulus, but no further idempotent element.

By 51, AN is a direct product []X[M], where

[B] is a division algebra and [M] is a simple matric

algebra, and their moduli coincide with the modulus

[a] of AN. By 54, A contains a sub-algebra M
equivalent to [M]. Denote the basal units of M by

e^. Write e = Se. Then

e
2=e

}
ea= e=ae, (ea) 2=ae.

By induction,

(27) (e-a)*= (-i)*+*(e-a).

* The general case is reduced to this in 57.

f Any two determinations of M are equivalent by the final footnote

in 51-
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This implies e = a since [e]
=

[a], so that e a is in N
and hence is nilpotent.

Let x be any element of A and write

(28) xpq
=

^6ipX6qi .

Then

(29) ^^ XpqCpq
=
^. eipXCqiCpq

= > CppXCqq
= 6X6= dXd = X

,

P, Q P> Q> i P, 9

Xpq6jj
=

6{pX6qj
=

6ij6jpX6qj
=

Cj

so that Xpq and e\j are commutative for all values of

p, q, i, j. The proof of the second theorem in 52

shows that x is commutative with every e# if and only

if x = x^e. But e = a is the .modulus of A. Hence the

#n are the elements of a sub-algebra B of A which is

composed of all those elements of A which are commuta

tive with every element of M .

Since every Xpq is commutative with each unit 6%

of M, it belongs to B. Hence, by (29), every element

of A is expressible in the form

(30) 2bpqePq (bpq in B).

If two such sums are equal, they are identical. For,

their difference can be expressed as such a sum. Hence

let (30) be zero. Multiply it on the left by ey and on the

right by ,
and note that bPq may be permuted with #.

We get bjreu
= o. Summing as to i, and noting that

e = a, we get 6/r
= o for all values of j and r.

Hence A=BXM. By the final remark in 50,

B and M have the same modulus a as A . Since [B] is a I

division algebra, it has no idempotent element other than
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its modulus by Corollary 2 of 43. Hence if e is any
idempotent element of B, [e]

=
[a], and we have (27) and

therefore e = a.

56. If A is semi-simple, its N is zero. Then if

A N is simple, also A is simple. Hence we may com
bine the preceding theorem with that in 51 as follows:

THEOREM. If A has a modulus andAN is simple,

where N is the maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra

if it exists, but is zero in the contrary case, then A is the

direct product of a sub-algebra B having a modulus, but

no further idempotent element, by a simple matric sub-

algebra M.
The converse is true. In the proof we may assume

that B has a maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra

Ni, since otherwise B is a division algebra by Theorem 2

of 43 and A is simple (52), whence the converse holds

with N = o.

The N of A =BXM is N, XM. For, if x is in N, also

(28) is in the invariant algebra N and, being also in B,

is in Ni ( 32). Conversely, if xpq is in Nj. and hence

in N, then 2xPqePq is in N.

Hence A-N = (B-NjXM. But B-NT is semi-

simple and its single idempotent element is its modulus;

hence it is a division algebra by Corollary i in 43.

Thus A N is simple ( 52).

57. Let A be any algebra which is neither semi-

simple nor nilpotent. Then A has a maximal nilpotent

invariant proper sub-algebra N. By the corollary in

42, A contains a principal idempotent element u which

is either primitive (and we then write u = ut) or else is a

sum of primitive idempotent elements uly . . . .
,
un

whose products in pairs are all zero.
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The semi-simple algebra A N is either a simple

algebra (A N)j. or a direct sum of simple algebras

(31) (A-N) I9 ---- ,U-N) t .

By 53, the idempotent element [u] of A N is it

modulus and is a sum of primitive idempotent element

[iL j W oi AN whose products in pairs

all zero.

Each [uk] belongs to one of the algebras (31). For

if [uk]
=

2vi, where vi is in (A #),-, then

VjVj
=

o(i 9*j) , [Uk ]
=

[Uk]

2= Svf , Vi
=

1ft .

Hence those of the Vi which are not zero are idempotent.

But if two or more of the Vi are idempotent, [J would

not be primitive by the Remark in 42.

The subscripts x, . . . .
,

if may be chosen so that

[i], . . . .
, [%J belong to (AN) l9

[%,+J, . . . .
, [uPl+Pa] belong to (A-N)*, etc.

Write

where r = ^x+ .... +^-i+i. Then 6t ,
. . . .

,
et

are idempotent elements of A whose products in pairs

are all zero and whose sum is u.

Since [ej, . . . .
, \ej\ belong to the respective alge

bras (31) and since their sum is the modulus [u] of thei

direct sum A N of those algebras, they are the moduli

of those algebras (21). Also,
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t

(32)

In the decomposition of A relative to w ( 33) :

A=I+uB+Bu+uAu,

the first three linear sets belong to N by the corollary

in 35, whence

(33) A=Nl+uAu,

We shall employ the abbreviations

By (32) and the fact that N is invariant in A, we
have eiAej^N(i9*j), so that every element p = eiaej of

A^ is in N, whence etpej=p, and A{j
=
Nij (i^j). Hence

(34)

(35) A=

If an element a/ of ^ is properly nilpotent for A&
it is properly nilpotent also for A. For, by (35), each

element x of A is of the form x +2xi, where x
f

is in

N and^is in AH. Since A#Au=*6(jy*i) ) ajX
=

djx +djXj.

Since ^
r

is in the invariant sub-algebra ^V of A
y djX

f

is

in ^V. Hence [o/^]
=

[o;%-]. Since a/ is properly nil-

potent for AJJJ djXj is nilpotent, and the same is therefore

true of class [fyXj] and hence of [fyx]. Thus powers of

djX with sufficiently large exponents are elements of JV,

whence djX is nilpotent. Since x was arbitrary in A,
this proves that

a,-
is properly nilpotent for A.
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The same argument* shows that if an element a of

uAu is properly nilpotent for it, a is such for A. For,

by (34), a = u+Za,-, where v is in N2 and a,- is in AH.

For Xi in A^ 2^- is in uAu, and aS^- = /i+Sa^/ is nil-

potent, where ju is in #. This sum differs from ax

by an element of ^V. Hence [ax] and therefore ax is

nilpotent, whence a is properly nilpotent for A.

Let AT} denote o or the maximal nilpotent invariant

sub-algebra of AJJ, according as there is not or is such a

sub-algebra. As proved above, Nj^N. Next, if N#
is not zero, it is a nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of AJJ.

For, since N is invariant in A
,

NJJ^N , AjjNjj
=

ej A ejN ej^ ejNej^ NJJ ,

and similarly NjjAjj^Njj.. Moreover, Ajj/\N = Njj.

For, if an element v of N is in A$, so that v = ejdCj, then

fyvej
=

v, and v is in TV^-. Hence NJJ is the foregoing

maximal Nj.

Similarly, uNu is the intersection of uAu and N,
and is evidently invariant in uAu. Hence uNu is zero

or the maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of uAu,

according as there is not or is such a sub-algebra.

The distribution of the elements of AJJ into classes is

the same modulo NJJ as modulo N. For, if x and y are

elements of AJJ belonging to the same class (or different

classes) of A modulo N, then x y is in A% and is in

* To give another proof, let / be any nilpotent invariant sub-algebra

of uAu. Then IP = o for a certain positive integer 0. Hence (I+N)P^
N, since N is invariant in A. Thus I+N is nilpotent. To prove it is

invariant in A
y
use (33). Then

Similarly, (I+N)A ^I-^-N. Since 7+JV is a nilpotent invariant sub-

algebra of A, it is contained in N (30). Hence I^N.
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(or not in) N and therefore is in (or not in) NJJ, whence

x and y belong to the same class (or different classes)

of AJJ modulo NJJ, and conversely.

The class of A modulo N which is determined by an

element CjXCj of AJJ is

(36) [es][x][ej\.

Now [x] is in A N which is the direct sum of algebras

(31). Also,

-N)i[ej]
=

[es] (A -N)j[ej]
= (A -N)j .

Hence (36) is an element of (AN}j. Conversely, any
element of the latter is of the form (36) with x in A,

and hence is in a class of A modulo N determined by
an element ejXCj of AJJ. Thus, by the preceding para

graph, (A N}j is equivalent to AJJ NJJ, which is there

fore simple. Applying 56, with A replaced by AJJ,

we obtain the

THEOREM. Let A be any algebra which is neither

semi-simple nor nilpotent and let N be its maximal nil-

potent invariant sub-algebra. Then AN is a direct

sum of t simple algebras (/g: i), and A contains a principal

idempotent element u = eI+ . . . . +et ,
where the ei

are idempotent elements whose products in pairs are all

zero. Then A =N +S, where N f^N and S is the direct

sum of the t algebras 6jAej(j=i, ....,/) and each

ejAej is the direct product of a simple matric algebra by an

algebra having the modulus e$, but no further idempotent

element. Moreover, ejAej (or uAu) has the maximal

nilpotent invariant sub-algebra ejNej (or uNu) or no such

sub-algebra, according as ejNej (or uNu) is not or is zero.

Also, N =N +



CHAPTER VII

CHARACTERISTIC MATRICES, DETERMINANTS, AND
EQUATIONS; MINIMUM AND RANK EQUATIONS

We shall prove that every associative algebra is

equivalent to a matric algebra and apply this result to

deduce important theorems on characteristic, minimum,
and rank equations from related theorems on matrices.

In 66 we shall establish a criterion for a semi-simple

algebra which will be applied both in the proof of the

principal theorem on algebras (chap, viii) and in the

study of the arithmetics of algebras.

58. Every associative algebra is equivalent to a

matric algebra. The essential point in the proof of

this equivalence is brought out most naturally by explain

ing the correspondence, first noted by Poincare, between

the elements of any associative algebra A over a field F
and the linear transformations of a certain set (group).

Let the units UL ,
. . . .

,
un of A have the multiplica

tion table

(i)

k=i

Then A is associative if and only if Ui(usur}
=

for all values of i, s, r
}
and hence, by (i), if and only if

n

(2)

j=i j=i

92
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Let x be a fixed element and z
y
z

f

variable elements

of A. By (i), z = xz
f

is equivalent to the n equations

(3) Tx : b

which define a linear transformation r* from the initial

variables fx ,
. . . .

, fn to the new variables f J, . . . .
,

f. The determinant of T* is

(4)

Given the numbers f* and ^-(^, i = i, . . . .
, n) of

F such that A (x) 7^0, we can find unique solutions f}

of the n equations (3). In other words, there exists a

unique element s
r

of A such that xz = z
f
when 2 and a;

are given and A (3)7^0.

Similarly, the equation z =yz" between the foregoing
z and y = Srjsus ,

z" = Js$"ur 9
is equivalent to the w

equations

which define a transformation Ty from the variables

fI, . . . .
, r; to the final variables ft ,

. . . .
, f; .-

By eliminating the fj, we get the equations of the product

(2):
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This transformation will be proved to be identical

with TP ,
where p = xy. This becomes plausible by

elimination of z
f

between z = xz
f

and z =yz", whence

z = x yz" = pz" by the associative law. To give a formal

proof, note that to p = ^7TjUj corresponds the trans

formation

=
X,

= f^s

in which the value of TT/ was computed from p = xy

by use of (i). Then TxTy
= Tp ,

since the coefficients

of iifcf" are the sums (2).

Hence the correspondence (3) between any element

x of the associative algebra A and the transformation

Tx has the property that to the product xy of any two

elements corresponds the product TxTy of the corre

sponding transformations. Thus the set of these trans

formations is such that the product of any two of them is

one of the set.*

There is a second correspondence between any ele

ment x of A and the transformation obtained from

z = z x:

(5) ** fr= ^.&y/$ (k
=

i, . . . .
, ri).

ij

* Such a set is called a group if it contains the identity transforma

tion 7 and the inverse of each Tx. If A has a modulus e, then Te=7 since

z= ez =z gives k = k(k
=

i, ....,). If A (x) 5*0, we saw that there

exists a unique element w of A such that xw = e. Then TxTw= I, so

that 7\t> is the inverse of Tx . Hence all the transformations Tx for which

A(#)T^O form a group. Then also TwTx I and ie># = e for a unique w,

whence A (#), denned below (5), is not zero. Conversely, A (#)p^o

implies A (x) 7*0 if A has a modulus.
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Similarly, from z = z"y we obtain ty . Then z = z"q,

q
=
yx. This makes it plausible that txty

= tq . A formal

proof follows from (2) as before. The determinant of

(5) is denoted by A (#). If it is not zero, there exists a

unique element z
f

such that z x = z.

We shall denote the matrix of transformation (3) by
Rx and that of (5) by Sx ,

whence

(6) R*=(pkj), Pkj

having the element py in the k\h row and^th column;

Wi (k,j=i, . .
, n).

We shall call Rx and Sx the jrs/ and second matrices of #

(with respect to the chosen units I? . . . .
,
un}.

Since the matrix of a product of two transformations is

equal to the product of their matrices ( 3), we have

(8) RXRy=RXy, SXSy
=
SyX .

The determinants A(x) and A (x) of Rx and Sx are

called the first and second determinants of x (with respect

tO UI9 . . . .
,
Un).

Since Rx is the matrix of transformation (3), Rx = o

implies that f^ is zero identically in the fj, and hence

that o = ^s
7

for every s
r

in A. Similarly, Sx = o implies

that o = z x for very z
r

in A. In particular,

THEOREM i. If A has a modulus, either Rx = o or

Sx = o implies x = o.
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Since each element of Rx or Sx is linear and homo

geneous in the co-ordinates & of x by (6) or (7), we have

(9) Rax= aRx ,
Rx+Ry

=Rx+y ,

for every number a of F, and the similar equations in S.

By (8^ and (9), the correspondence between elements

a;, y, .... of algebra A and matrices Rx ,
Ry ,

.... is

such that xy, ax, and x+y correspond to RxRy ,
aRx ,

and

Rx+Ry , respectively. Moreover, if A has a modulus,

this correspondence is one-to-one. For, if Rx
=Ry ,

then

o =Rx Ry
=Rx-y, whence x y = o by Theorem i.

Hence by 12 we have

THEOREM 2. Any associative algebra A with a modulus

is equivalent to the algebra whose elements are the first

matrices Rx of the elements x of A, and is reciprocal to

the algebra whose elements are the second matrices Sx of

the elements x of A.

For example, let A be the algebra of two-rowed

matrices

la 6\ /a j8\ /ax ft\

\c ; dr M
\T */ \7i 8i/

Then ^ = m^ and ^ =^m lead to transformations

Tw on the variables a, 7, /?, 5, and /w on a, j8, 7, 5, having

the matrices

/a b p
c d o ^ i ^

7 I * *^n
o a

\o o c ^
\ /

where 7?w is with respect to the units eir ,
^2i, ^12, ^22 of

8, and Sm is with respect to en ,
el2J e2I ,

e22 . By inspec-
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tion A is equivalent to the algebra with the elements

Rm and is reciprocal to that with the elements Sm .

If A does not have a modulus, we employ the associa

tive algebra A* over F with the set of basal units

u
, x, . . . .

,
un) where the annexed unit u is such

that

(10) u2= u
,

u Ui=Ui=UiU (i=i, . . . .
, ri),

and hence is the modulus of A*. Write

(n) x*= u +x, z*= f0^0+2, 3* =

where x, z, z
f

are the elements of A displayed above (3).

Then

Equating this to 2*, we obtain the transformation

The matrix of the coefficients of ft, ft, . . . .
, fi is

7?J*. The latter are the elements of an algebra equivalent
to A* by Theorem 2. Now x* is in A if = o. Hence
the elements x of A are in one-to-one correspondence
with the matrices
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Note that (13) is obtained by bordering matrix Rx

in (6) with a front column of s and then a top row of

zeros. Write x = 2jUj. Then

We verify at once that the product R*R* is Rxx since

it is obtained by bordering matrix RXX
=RXRX > with a

front column of p s and a top row of zeros. Again,

(9) imply the corresponding equations in R*.

THEOREM 3. Any associative algebra A (without a

modulus) is equivalent to the algebra whose elements are

the bordered first matrices (13) of the elements x of A ,
and is

reciprocal to the algebra whose elements are the bordered

second matrices S* of the elements x of A.

Here S* is obtained by bordering matrix Sx with a

front column of s and a top row of zeros, and hence

may be derived from (13) by replacing each p# by o-kj.

THEOREM 4. Every transformation Tx is commutative

with every transformation ty . Hence

for all elements x and y ofA if and only ifA is associative.

For, if we apply first transformation z = xz
f and

afterward transformation z
f =

z"y, we obtain

Txty : z= x-z"y.

But if we apply first ty : z = z y and afterward Tx : z
r

xz"
,
we get

tyTx : z= xz"*y.

The group of the transformations Tx and the group

of ty are said to be a pair of reciprocal groups in Lie s
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theory of continuous groups. This was the origin of

the term "reciprocal algebras" ( 12).

59. Characteristic determinant and equation of a

matrix. Let x be an ^-rowed square matrix with

elements in a field F. Let co be an indeterminate. Write

(15) /() = x-ul

for the determinant of matrix x co/. Thus /(co) is a

polynomial of degree n in co with coefficients in F.

It was proved at the end of 3 that

(16) (*-co/)adj. (*- co/) =/(*>)/.

Each member may be expressed as a polynomial in co

whose coefficients are matrices independent of co. Hence

the coefficients of like powers of co are equal. Thus, if

m is any matrix commutative with x, the corresponding

polynomials obtained by replacing co by m are identical,

and the same is true of the members of (16). But if

we take m = x and replace co by x in the left member of

(16), we obtain the matrix o. Hence /(#)/ = o.

We shall call /(co) and /(co)=o the characteristic

determinant and characteristic equation of matrix x.

THEOREM. Any matrix x is a root of its characteristic

equation. It is understood that when co is replaced by x

the constant term c 0//(co) is replaced by cl.

60. Characteristic matrices, determinants, and equa
tions of an element of an algebra. Let g(co) be any

polynomial with coefficients in F which has a constant

term c^o only when the associative algebra A over F
has a modulus e and then the corresponding polynomial

g(x) in the element x of A has the term ce. Then the

first and second matrices of g(x) are

(17) Rg(*)
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For, if k is any positive integer, (8) imply

Multiply each member by the coefficient of o)
k
in g(co),

sum as to k, and apply (9) and the similar equations in S.

We get (17).

First, let A have a modulus. Choose in turn as

g(x) the characteristic determinants 5(co) and S ^) of

matrices Rx and Sx , respectively. Then, by (17) and

59,

Rd(x)
=

&(Rx)
= O

, Ss (x )

= 8 (iS*)
= O .

Hence 8(x) =o, d (x) =o by Theorem i of 58.

Second, let A lack a modulus and extend it to an

algebra A* with a modulus u defined by (10) . Choose in

turn as g(x) the characteristic determinants of matrices Rl

and S, which by (13) are evidently equal to o>5(co) and

o>S (co), respectively. By the facts used in the proof

of Theorem 3 of 58, equations (17) hold when R and S
are replaced by R* and S*, respectively. Hence ( 59),

R^-xS(x)
= O

,
Stx8 (x)

= O .

Since A* has a modulus, Theorem i of 58 shows that

the subscripts are zero.

THEOREM.* For every element x of any associative

algebra A, x8(x) =o, x8 (x) =o. If A has a modulus, also

d(x)=o,d (x)=o.

* For another proof, with an extension to any non-associative

algebra, see the author s Linear Algebras (Cambridge, 1914), pp. 16-19.

That proof is based on the useful fact that if we express xuj as a linear

function of x, . . . .
,
un and transpose, we obtain n linear homo

geneous equations in ulf . . . . ,
un the determinant of whose co

efficients is d(x). Similarly, starting with ujx we obtain 8
f

(x). Com
pare 95,
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Let x be an element of any algebra A which need not

be associative nor have a modulus. The matrices

in which 5^=i, dkj
= o(k^j), are called the first and

second characteristic matrices of x, while their determinants

5(o?) and S (co) are called the first and second characteristic

determinants of x. Thus the first characteristic matrix

of x is obtained by subtracting co from each diagonal

element of the first matrix Rx of x.

When A is associative, S(co)=o or co5(o>)=o and

(a>)=o or co5 (a>)=o are called the first and second

characteristic equations of #, according as A has or lacks

a modulus.

These terms are all relative to the chosen set of basal

units uI} . . . .
,
un of A. However, we shall next

prove that S(o>) and 3 (o>) are independent of the choice

of the units.

61. Transformation of units. This concept was

introduced in 6. But we now need explicit formulae.

Let uly . . . .
,
un be a set of basal units of any

algebra A, not necessarily associative, over a field F.

We may introduce as new units any n linearly independ
ent elements of A :

(18) u^TijUj (i=i, . . . .
, ri),

where the T# are numbers of F of determinant |r#|^o.

Then equations (18) are solvable for the %; let the solu

tion be
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(19)

where the X/,- are numbers of F. Elimination of the

ui between (18) and (19) gives

. N

/,j
= i,...., n).

f \

By means of (19), any element x = ^^ut of A
be expressed in terms of the new units u\ as follows:

(2 r)

By (18) and (i),

TirTjsUrUs
= TirTjsVrshUh .

r,s = i r,s,h= i

Replacing UH by its expression from (19), we get

(22) UiUj
=

r, s, h= i

which gives the multiplication table of the new units.

62. Characteristic determinants are invariants. Let

RX and Sx be the first and second matrices of x with respect

to the new units uI9 . . . .
,
un defined by (18). We

seek the sum analogous to (6), but written in the accente

letters
, 7 defined by (21) and (22):

n

Pkj / Zhijk
=
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summed ioi i, t, r, s, h = i, . . . .
,
n. Applying first

(20) and afterward (6), we get

= / Tjs7rsh^hk^r= / TjsPhs

r, s,h

Write &A for \hk, and ^- for rjs . Let T be the matrix

having ^ as the element in the sth row and jth column.

By (20), 2tjilu
= o or i according as^V/ OT j = t. Hence

T" 1
is the matrix having lit as the element in the ith

row and /th column. Then pkj
=

^hhphstsj gives

the second being derived similarly by using (7) instead

of (6). Thus, if co is an indeterminate,

Passing to determinants, we get

THEOREM. Each characteristic determinant of an

element x of an algebra, not necessarily associative, over a

field F, is invariant under every linear transformation of

units with coefficients in F. The same is therefore true of

their constant terms A(#) and A (x).

63. Lemma on matrices. If aly . . . .
,
an are the

roots of the characteristic equation f(ui)=o of an n-rowed

square matrix m whose elements belong to a field F, and if

g(co) is any polynomial with coefficients in F, then the

roots of the characteristic equation of the matrix* g(m) are

gfci), > (<*)

* With the term cl if the constant term of g(o>) is c.
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By chapter xi, we may extend F to a field F f

in which

/(o>)-g(co) decomposes into linear functions of co:

/(w)
= (ax-w) ---- (aw -co), g() = /3(a>-fc) ---- (w-

If / is the ^-rowed unit matrix, we have in F

Passing to determinants, we get

\g(m) = P w-fc/| ---- m-

But, by the initial formulae,

/(ft)
= (<!,- ft-) ---- (a,- ft),

Hence

(23) |g(w) |=

Let f be a variable in the field Ff

and write A(co,

for g(w)-t Then A(w, )=#(-/, so that the

characteristic determinant of g(W) is the determinant

of h(m, ). Applying (23) with the polynomial g(m)

replaced by h(m, f), we see that the determinant of the

latter is equal to the product

A(o,, Q ---- h(an , )
=

[g(a

Equating the latter to zero, we therefore obtain the char

acteristic equation of matrix g(m). Hence its roots are

64. Roots of the characteristic equation of g(x).

THEOREM. Let g(u>) be a polynomial of the type in

60. Let F! be an extension of the field F such that the

first (or second} characteristic equation of the element x of
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the algebra is solvable in F^ and has the roots a r ,
. . . .

,
a.

Then the roots of the first (or second} characteristic equation

of g(x) aregM, . . . .
, g(a).

For, the first characteristic equation of x is

\Rx wI |=o, which is the characteristic equation of

matrix Rx ,
and has the roots a x ,

. . . .
,
a. Hence

by 63 with m =Rx ,
the roots of the characteristic

equation of matrix g(Rx) are g(aj, . . . .
, g(a).

By (171) they are the roots of

\Rg(x} -uI\=o,

which is the first characteristic equation of g(x).

I
UOROLLARY*. A^^lejnenL^is yi p̂otent if and only

I if ever^JoaLo^-either characteristic equation of x is zero.

For, if xr = o and if there be a root P^OJ the corre

sponding characteristic equation of xr would have the

root p
r

^o, whereas either characteristic equation of the

element o is evidently co
n = o.

Conversely, if every root of either characteristic

equation is zero, that equation is evidently co
w =

o,

and by the theorem in 60 x is a root of the latter or of

its product by co.

65. Traces, properly nilpotent elements. The sum
of the diagonal elements of the first matrix Rx of x is

called the (first] trace of x, and is denoted by tx .

The first characteristic equation of x is

I.R, w/|=( i)*[w* kw*- x+ . ... HO.

Hence tx is equal to the sum of the roots, and ( 62) is

independent of the choice of the basal units of the

algebra.

* This follows at once from the theorem in 68.
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In the proof of the next theorem it will be seen that

we must exclude fields F having a modulus p, i.e., an

integer p such that px = o for every x in F. When p

is a prime, one such field is composed of the classes of

residues of integers modulo p, as explained in detail in

no. Any sub-field of the field of all complex numbers

has no modulus.

THEOREM. An element x of an associative algebra A
over a non-modular field F is zero or properly nilpotent

if and only if txy
= o for every y in A.

First, let x be zero or properly nilpotent, so that xy is

nilpotent. Then all the roots of the first characteristic

equation of xy are zero by the corollary in 64, whence

their sum txy is zero.

Conversely, let txy
= o for every y in A. Since

/a
=

o, where z=(xy)
r

,
for every positive integer r. In

the theorem of 64 take g(co)
= of and replace x by xy;

hence the roots of the first characteristic equation of

z = (xy)
r
are the rth powers of the roots of that of xy.

The sum tz of the former roots was seen to be zero.

Hence the sum sr of the rth powers of the roots of the

first characteristic equation

of xy is zero for every positive integer r. For any field F
}

we have Newton s identities,

, ri).
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Since each sr
=

o, we have jyj = o. Hence 7y
=

o,

since F has no modulus. Thus /(co) = co
w = o. Since

every root of this characteristic equation of xy is zero,

the corollary in 64 shows that xy is nilpotent for every

y, whence x is zero or properly nilpotent.

But if F has a modulus the prime n, yn need not be

zero, although jj
= o(j<n). Take yn = i . Then

/(co)=co
w

i = (co i)
w

(mod n),

so that all the roots are i and sr=o (mod n) for every r.

To show that not merely our proof, but also the

theorem itself, may fail for a modular field, take n = 2 in

what precedes and consider the algebra (i, e) where e
2 =

o,

over the field of classes of residues of integers modulo 2.

The first matrix of x = ^+rje has the diagonal elements

,
. Hence the trace of every x is 2^=0 (mod 2). The

elements i and i+e are not nilpotent, although the traces

of their products by every y were seen to be zero.

66. To make an important application of the pre

ceding theorem, consider

00= & y =

Relations (9) evidently imply

(24) taX =CitX ,
tX+y

= tX+t

Hence if the right trace of UiUj is r# ,

(25) ft*
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This is zero for every y in A if and only if

n

(26) Ti&=o O =i, . .
, n).

Hence x = ^^Ui^o is properly nilpotent in A if and

only if relations (26) hold (with I? . . . .
, %n not all

zero).

THEOREM. Let the n-rowed square matrix (r#), in

which Tij is the trace of UiUj, be of rank* r. An algebra A
over a non-modular field has no properly nilpotent elements

(and hence is semi-simple) if and only if r = n. Also, A
has a maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra N of order

v if and only if v = n r>o. The value of r depends solely

upon the constants of multiplication of A .

The reader is now in a position to follow the proof in

chapter viii of the principal theorem on algebras.

For an important application to the arithmetic of

algebras, we shall need the explicit expression for TSJ,

which is the trace of usUj
= !ZysjiUi and hence is the sum

of the diagonal elements of the first matrix of the element

obtained from # = S&w/ by replacing & by y^-. A
diagonal element of the first matrix of x is given by (6)

&. Hence

(27)

* A matrix is said to be of rank r if at least one r-rowed minor is

not zero, while every (r-f-i)-rowed minor is zero. Then r of the & in

(26) are expressible uniquely in terms of the remaining n r, which are

arbitrary. See Dickson s First Course in the Theory of Equations (1922),

p. 116.
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67. Minimum equation of a matrix. Any square

[matrix m with elements -in a field F is a root of its char

acteristic equation ( 59) and hence is a root of a unique

[equation </>(co)=o of lowest degree whose coefficients

[belong to F, the leading coefficient being unity. This

[equation is called the minimum (or reduced) equation

of m. It is understood that when co is replaced by m,

[the
constant term of t/>(co) is multiplied by the unit

matrix /.

LEMMA. // \(m)=o, where A(co) is a polynomial

with coefficients in F, then X(co) is exactly divisible by </>(co).

For, let <?(co) and r(co) denote the quotient and re

mainder from the division of X(co) by </>(co), where f(co)

is either zero identically or is of degree less than that of

0(co). Then

Hence r(m) = o
,
so that r(co) is zero identically.

THEOREM i. The minimum equation of an n-rowed

square matrix m is g(co) =o, where #(co) is the quotient of

the characteristic determinant /(co) of m by the greatest

common divisor g(co) of its (n i)-rowed minors.

Denote the adjoint matrix (3) of m ul by

(mul) . Each of its elements is divisible by g(o>).

Hence

(m co/) = g(co)M,

where M is a matrix whose elements are polynomials in

co without a common factor other than a number of F.

Hence (16) with x =m becomes

co/) =/()/== g(cu)c7(co)/ .
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We may delete the common factor g(o>) from this identity

in matrices since it is equivalent to n2

equations between

elements of the w-rowed matrices. Thus

(28) M(w-co/) = g(co)7.

As in 59 this identity holds true after to is replaced by

any matrix commutative with m, say m itself. Hence

q(m)=o. By the lemma, g(co) is divisible by </>M-

If p is another indeterminate, we have

</>(co) 0(p)=^(o), p)(p co) ,

where ^(co, p) is a polynomial in co and p with coefficients

in F. We may replace p by m and, since 0(w)=o,
obtain

From this and (28), we deduce

co/) .

We may delete the common factor m ul whose deter- \

minant is not zero identically in co. Since the elements

of M have no common factor, g(to) must divide 0(w).

Our two results show that <?(co) and </>(to) differ only

by a factor belonging to the field F. Hence the theorem

is proved.

THEOREM 2. Every root of the characteristic equation

y( co)= of a matrix is a root of its minimum equation

</>(co) =o, and conversely.

For, if we pass from (28) to determinants, we have

The converse is true by Theorem i.
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68. Minimum equation of an element of an algebra.

Let x be an element of an associative algebra A over F.

If A has a modulus, any polynomial g(co) with coefficients

in F which vanishes when u =Rx vanishes for co = x by (i 7)

and Theorem i of 58, and conversely. Hence the

minimum equation of Rx is the minimum equation of x.

By the preceding Theorem 2, every root of the former is a

root of the characteristic equation of Rx ,
which is the

first characteristic equation 5(co)=o of x by 60, and

conversely. The same holds for Sx and 5 (o>)=o. If

A lacks a modulus, we employ Rx instead of Rx and note

(60) that (17) still hold.

THEOREM. Every root of the minimum equation of an

element x of any associative algebra is a root of either

characteristic equation of x and conversely.

69. Rank equation. By n the quaternion

in which cr, , 77, f are independent real variables, is a

root of

co
2- 2 (Tco+ ( <7

2+?+ r?

2+ r) = o
,

and is evidently not a root of an equation of the first

degree. This quadratic equation is called the rank

equation of the general real quaternion q since its coeffi

cients are polynomials in cr, , 77, f and the coefficient

of co
2

is unity, and since q is not the root of an equation
of lower degree whose coefficients have these properties.

Consider any associative algebra A over a field F.

Let u
ly . . . .

,
un be a set of basal units of A. Let I?

...,* be variables ranging independently over F.

By 60, the element # = S&; of ^4 is a root of o)S(co) =o,
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where 5(co) is the first characteristic determinant of x

and is a polynomial in co whose coefficients are poly

nomials in &, ...., with coefficients in F.

Hence there exists a least positive integer r such that

x is a root of an equation of degree r,

(29) c
f+Cx f~ 1+ .... =o,

with or without a constant term according as A has or

lacks a modulus, where each a is a polynomial in &,

.. ..., with coefficients in F, while c is not zero

identically.

When &, . . . .
,

are indeterminates, CQJ cly . . .11

have a greatest common divisor g by Theorem V of|

114. Write Ci
=

gqi. Then (29) becomes gR(u>)=o,

where

(30) U(w)=jX+giWr" 1+

Here q , gx ,
. . . . have no common divisor other than

a number of F, and q is not zero identically. These

properties remain true when we interpret I? . . . .
,

as independent variables of F, provided F be an infinite

.field as we shall assume henceforth.*

By means of # = S&,- and the multiplication table

(i) of the units ,-, we may express R(x) in the form

JtfiUi ,
where// is a polynomial in x ,...., with co

efficients in F. Since gR(x) = o
,
each gfi=o. By III of

112, the corresponding function g/i of indeterminates

fi ,...., f is zero identically, so that one factor is

*
For, if /, gy

h are polynomials in fc, ...., with coefficients

in F, and if f=gh when the s are indeterminates, evidently f=gk
when the s are independent variables in F. What we need is the

converse, and it is true by III of 112.
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zero by the theorem in in. Since g is not zero identi

cally, each/,-=o and R(x) = o .

LEMMA. If X(#)=o, where X(co) is a polynomial in

& whose coefficients are polynomials in &, ....,
with coefficients in F, then X(co) is exactly divisible by

R(O}) when z , ....,* are indeterminates.

For, let g(w) denote the greatest common divisor

of X(co) and j?(o>). By V of 114, there exist poly
nomials s(co) and /(o>) whose coefficients are poly
nomials in r , ...., with coefficients in F and a

polynomial p in gx ,
. . . .

, rt with coefficients in F
such that

Hence pg(x)=o. By the paragraph preceding the

lemma, g(#)=o. Hence the degree of g(co) in co is not

less than the degree of R(u) in view of the definition of

the latter. But the degree of the divisor g(u>) is not

greater than that of the dividend 7?(o>). Hence the

degrees are equal. Then by IV of 114 with p = i,

K =
i, jR(co) is the product of g() by an element of F.

Since X(o>) is divisible by g(o>), it is divisible by R(o>).

As noted above, o>5(co) is a polynomial having the

properties assumed for X(o>) in the lemma, and hence is

divisible by R(u!). Since the coefficient of the highest

power of o> in o>5(o>) is i, we conclude that that of /?()
is a divisor of i. Hence q is a number of F and

may be made equal to be unity by dividing the terms of

-R(co) by it.

THEOREM. Let A be any associative algebra over an

infinite field F. If x ,
. . . .

,
are independent vari

ables of F, the element # = S&w,- is a root of a uniquely
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determined rank equation jR(co) =o in which the coefficient

of the highest power a/ is unity, while the remaining

coefficients are polynomials in I? . . . .
, %n with coeffi

cients in F. Also, x is not a root of any equation of degree

<r all of whose coefficients are such polynomials.

The integer r is called the rank of algebra A.

COROLLARY. // A has a modulus e, the constant term

c of R(oi) is not zero identically.

For, jR(w) divides S(co), so that c divides 8(0)
= A(#).

But A(e) = i by the footnote in 58.

The theorem fails for finite fields. Consider the

algebra A = (uly u 2 ,
u3) over the field composed of the

two classes of residues of integers modulo 2, where

uf = Ui, UiUj
= o(J7*i). The modulus of A is e = 2ui.

Either characteristic determinant is

A-(&-)(*-) (&-)

Evidently every element x of A is a root of co
2 = co.

Now
As(-0(+i+ M-fc+fe)+ P (mod 2),

where

Thus s# I 2 3
= o for every x in A. Another such

linear equation satisfied by x is ax = o where cr = (i )

(i-^)(i-y.
70. Let ac be an element of A whose co-ordinates

i, ...., are independent variables in F. As in

68, the rank equation 7?(co)=o of x is the minimum

equation of matrices Rx and Sx (or of 72* and 5* if ^4 has

no modulus). The discussion* in 67 is seen to hold

* An indirect proof of the lemma consists in seeing that it is a trans

lation of that in 69.
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i when m is interpreted as one of the preceding four

matrices, say Rx ,
since the leading coefficient of 0(co) =

-R(co) is unity, while the remaining coefficients are now

polynomials in &, . . . .
, n with coefficients in F.

THEOREM. The distinct factors irreducible in an

infinite field F of the left member of either characteristic

equation of x coincide with the distinct irreducible factors of

the rank function R(o>).

71. Rank equation of a simple matric algebra. By
59, any w-rowed square matrix # = (##) with elements

in F is a root of

(31) (co)
= (-i) Xij-dij<a\ =0, 5 =

i, dij
= o(i^j).

Let the ## be ^2

independent variables of an infinite

field F. We shall prove that J?(o>)=o is the rank

equation. This will follow from the lemma in 69 if

we prove that R(u>) is irreducible in F. It suffices to

prove that its constant term \x$\ is irreducible in F.

In view of the footnote in 69, this follows from the

LEMMA. The determinant \x#\ of n2 indeterminates

Xij(i,j
=

*, . . . .
, n) is a polynomial /(XH, xI2 ,

. . . .
,

xnn) which is irreducible in every field F.

Suppose that/ is a product of two polynomials g and

h with coefficients in F. Since / is of degree i in each

indeterminate, we may assume that g is of degree o and

h of degree i in xu . No term of the expansion/ of \x%\

contains the product of # by an element xn of the first

column. Hence g is of degree o in xri ,
since otherwise

ffnffii would occur in a term of gh=f. Thus h is of

degree i in xri . Since xrcxri does not occur in a term of

gh=f, g is of degree o in every xrc .
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THEOREM. The rank equation of the algebra of alii

n-rowed square matrices (##) with elements in any infinite

field is its characteristic equation (31).

Hence by 70 the characteristic determinant of x is

the nth power of. R(a)) apart from sign.

72. Rank equation of a direct sum. // an associative-

algebra A with the modulus* e over an infinite^ field F is a\

direct sum of algebras A I9 . . . .
,
A t ,

and if R(O))=O is

the rank equation of A, and 7?,-(co) =o is that of A-^ then*

()=,() .... j?,(o>).

The co-ordinates f# (7
=

1, . . . .
, nj) of the general^

element x{ of AI are independent variables in F. The*

general element x = 2xi of A has as co-ordinates thej

independent variables y (j
=

i, . . . .
, m; i = i,.

....,/) in F. If also y = Sy,-, then xy = 2xiyi, whence?

# = 2
,

o =js

Hence each R(xi}=o. By the lemma and the footnote
J

in 69, R(u>) is divisible by the J?,-(o>) and hence by their^

least common multiple L(co) when the # are indetermi-

nates. Write L(co) eiU|(ft))Qt-(a)). Then L(^) =o, whence -s

L(a;)=SL(^)=o, so that L(w) is divisible by -R(o>) :

by the same lemma. The two results shpw that R(aj)^

is the least common multiple of the -Rj(co),

The theorem will therefore follow if we prove that no -A

two of the Ri(cc>) have a common divisor of degree >o.

Suppose that -Rx (co) and ^? 2 (co) have a common divisor^

Z)(o>) of degree >o. Since jRi(co) is of degree o in the^

* The theorem may fail if there is no modulus since the rank equation ;

of a zero algebra is always o>
2= o.

fThe theorem fails for the algebra (i) ( 2) ( 3), u}Ut over ri

the field of order 2, since its rank equation is linear (end of 69), while

that of (#/) is --&=o.
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Z2j,
and R 2 (u>) is of degree o in the y-, Z?(o>) is of degree

o in both sets and hence involves the single indeterminate

co. But

where cly . . . . are homogeneous polynomials in the

fy and hence vanish when each ?i;
= o. Hence D(a>)

is a divisor o>
J
of c/ 1

. This is impossible since A x has a

modulus and hence J?i(o>) has a constant term not zero

identically by the corollary in 69.

73. Rank equation unaltered by any transformation

of units. For an associative algebra A with the con

stants of multiplication 7^, let ^(co; &, yijk)=o be

the rank equation which is satisfied by co = #, where

x = 2jMi is the general element of A. Under a trans

formation of units ( 61), let x become # = S& , ,
and

let R become p(co; , , 7#*) For o) = #
,
both p and ^?(co;

&> 7y*) are zero; unless they are identical, their differ

ence is zero for co = # . Passing back to the initial units,

Iwe obtain a function of degree <r which is zero for co = x,

contrary to the definition of r. Hence the rank equation

is independent of the choice of basal units*

* Another proof follows from the theorems of 62 and 70 and the

fact that each irreducible factor of an invariant is an invariant Com
pare Bocher, Introduction to Higher Algebra (1907), p. 218.



CHAPTER VIII

THE PRINCIPAL THEOREM ON ALGEBRAS

,
m-

74- Introduction. We shall prove that any asso<

ative algebra over a non-modular field F is either semi

simple or the sum of its maximal nilpotent invariant

sub-algebra and a semi-simple algebra, each over F.

For the special case in which F is the field of all complex

numbers, a more elementary proof is given in 79.

We shall need to employ extensions of the given field

F. In this connection, note that the theorem of 66

implies the

COROLLARY. Let A be an algebra over a non-modular

field F. Let Fx denote any field containing F as a sub-

field. Denote by A^ the algebra over F* which has the same

basal units* (and hence the same constants of multiplica

tion) as algebra A over F. Then A^ is semi-simple if and

only if A is semi-simple. But if A has a maximal nil-

potent invariant sub-algebra N, that of A^ is the algebra over

Fx which has the same basal units as N.

75. Direct product of simple matric algebras. Let A
be a simple matric algebra over F with the m2 basal

units a# such that (51)

Let B be a simple matric algebra over F with ri* basal

units brs (r, s = i, . . . .
, ri), satisfying relations of

*
They may be assumed to be linearly independent with respect to

Fx by 13,

118
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type (i), such that each brs is commutative with every

aij and such that the m2n2

products dijbrs are linearly

independent with respect to F.

Then those products are the basal units of the direct

product A XB ( 50). Take them as the elements of a

matrix (ePq) which is exhibited compactly as the com

pound matrix

in which the entries themselves are matrices:

.... almbrs \

Gmibrs Umzbrs .... dmmbr

From our two notations for the same element, we

have

Evidently PQ = o unless k=j, t = s, and then

But &=y, / = 5 imply j+m(s i)=k+m(t i) and con

versely, since j and ^ are positive integers ^m. Hence

the e s satisfy relations of type (i) and are therefore the

basal units of a simple matric algebra.

THEOREM. The direct product of two simple matric

algebras of orders m2 and n2
is a simple matric algebra of

order m2n2
.
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76. Division algebras as direct sums of simple matric

algebras.

THEOREM. // D is a division algebra over a non-

modular field F, there exist a finite number of roots of equa

tions with coefficients in F whose adjunction to F gives a

field FI such that the algebra D^ over F^ which has the same

basal units as D
y
is a direct sum of simple matric algebras

over F!.

Select any element x of D not the product of the

modulus e by a number of F. By 60, x is a root of

either characteristic equation, and hence of a certain

equation </>(co)=o of minimum degree s>i having
coefficients in F.

Let F r

be the field obtained by adjoining to F all the

roots Xi, . . . .
, X, of <t>(u) =o. Let D f

be the algebra

over Ff

having the same basal units as D. Then

in D r

. Since x is not the product of e by a number X,-

of F (footnote in 74), no one of the x \e is zero, and

yet their product is zero. Hence D f

is not a division

algebra by Theorem 4 of 43.

The division algebra D is simple ( 52). Hence by

74 D
f

is semi-simple and ( 40) is either simple or a

direct sum of simple algebras over F f

. Each such simple

algebra is the direct product of a division algebra DI by
a simple matric algebra, each over F (51). The order

of each A is less than that of D
\

this is evident for the

second case in which D f

was a direct sum, and also for

the first case in which D was simple, provided the matric

factor is of order >i; but the remaining case i = i,

D =DIy is excluded since D f

is not a division algebra.
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If each DI is of order i, our theorem holds for FI =F .

In the contrary case, we employ an extension F" of

F f

such that the algebra over F", having the same

m(ni>i) basal units as A> is not a division algebra.

To it we apply the argument just made for D f

.

Since the division algebras introduced at any stage

are all of orders less than those of the preceding stage,

the process terminates, so that we reach a final stage in

which the division algebras are all of order i. Each

division algebra of the prior stage is therefore a direct

sum of simple matric algebras. Our theorem now follows

from that in 75.

77. Theorem.* // A is an algebra having a single

idempotent element e over a non-modular field F, then A can

be expressed in the form A=B+N, where B is a division

algebra and N is zero or the maximal nilpotent invariant

sub-algebra of A .

The theorem is obvious when A is of order i, since

then A =A +o and A is a division algebra.

To prove the theorem by induction, assume it for all

algebras of type A which are of orders less than the order

of A
We first show that we may take N2 = o. Let N2 ^o

and write

(4) A=B +N,

Since AN2 =AN N^N - N and N2A ^N2
,
N2

is an in

variant sub-algebra of A .

The classes f (x) of A modulo N2 are the elements of

AN*. In particular, the classes (wx), each uniquely
* In 79 there is a far simpler proof for the case of algebras A over

the field of all complex numbers.

t The notation (x) marks the distinction from classes [x] modulo N.
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determined by an element n* of NI9 form the maximal

nilpotent invariant sub-algebra (N^^N N2 of A N2
.

Let (B
r

) denote the set of classes modulo N2 determined

by the elements of B f

. Then, by (4),

Since N2
5^o, the order of A N2

is less than that of

A and hence, by the hypothesis for the induction, we can

choose a division sub-algebra (5") of A N2 such that

Write C =B +NI . Then, by (4), A=C+N2

,

C^N2 =o. Those elements c of C, for which classes

(c) modulo N2

belong to (B"), form, a linear set B" of A.

But we saw that, when either (B
f

) or (B") is added to

(#0, we get A-N2

,
whence (B

u
)m(B

i

) modulo (NJ.
Hence B"=B modulo TV, so that A =B"+N by (4).

We had CB")
a = (5") in ^t-N2

. Hence B"2^B"
modulo 7V

2 in A . Since N2
is invariant in A

,

Hence A =B"+N2
is an algebra. It is a proper sub-

algebra of A, sinceA <B"+N=A by N2 <N.

Finally, N2
is a maximal nilpotent invariant sub-

algebra of A 1

. For, if B" had a properly nilpotent ele

ment, (J5
r/

) would contain a properly nilpotent element,

whereas it is a division algebra. Hence by the hypothe
sis for the induction, there exists a division sub-algebra

B of A (and hence of A) such that A f =B+N2
. But

,4 rsS"-!-^. Thus B=B" modulo N2 and hence also

modulo N. Hence A =B"+N implies 4 =
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It remains to prove the theorem when N2 =
o, a

property utilized only at the end of the proof.

By 38, D =A N is semi-simple and has a modulus.

It has no other idempotent element since A has a single

one. Hence by Corollary i of 43, D is a division

algebra.

By 76, we may extend the initial field to a field FL

such that the algebra A over FI7 which has the same

basal units as D, is a direct sum of simple matrie algebras.

Denote by A T and NT the algebras over Fx which have

the same basal units as A and N, respectively. By
74, Ni is the maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra

of A*. Hence A^ N^^D^.

By 54, A! contains a sub-algebra C equivalent to

A I-NI ,
whence A I

=C+NIy C^NI
= o. Let^, . . . .

,

ec be a set of basal units of C. Since A N is of order

c, the basal units of N (or AQ together with certain c

elements aly . . . .
,
ac of A form a set of basal units of

A (or A T). Hence we may write

where the m are elements of NIy and the a# are numbers

of FI whose determinant is not zero (otherwise, as in

5, a linear combination of ely . . . .
,
ec would belong

to NIy contrary to C>/\2VI
=

o). Solving (5), we get

(6) 0f^ftX^%) (1=1,

where the j8# are in Fx and their deterrrtinant is not

zero. Write
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(7) <i

Since the ej are basal units of algebra C,

c

(8) *wj&
=^ 7**/< (i,k = i, . . . .

, c).

t=i

We may express (6) in the form

(9) Oi
= ui+vi (i=i, . . . .

, c),

where vt is in NIf Since A^ is invariant in A I9

where n^ and n\k below are in N^ Hence, by (8) and (9),

M i. 11 i.

j ri>ik "ik

t=i t=i

But the product a^ of two elements of A can be

expressed in one and only one way as a linear combina

tion, with coefficients in F, of the basal units of A
,
which

are composed of those of N and aly . . . .
,
ac . Hence

the jikt are numbers of F.

But F! was derived from F by the adjunction of a

finite number of roots of equations with coefficients in

F. Hence FI
= F( I , 2 , ....)> where i, x , 2 ,

. . . .

are linearly independent with respect to F. We may
therefore write

where the ^ are in 7V. Write
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where Zi is in A and B is a linear set of elements of A over

F. Hence A=B+N. Using also (9), we get

Substituting in (8), we get

Since niUk = o by ^V?
=

o, the left member is the sum of

; (which is in A and hence is free of x , 2 ,
. . . .)

and the linear homogeneous function ZiHk+niZk of

fi, 2 , Equating the parts free of &, 2 ,
. . . .

,

we have

Hence ^4 is the sum of the algebras B and N. It was

noted above that AN=B is a division algebra.

78. Principal theorem. Any associative algebra A
over a non-modular field F, which is neither semi-simple

nor nilpotentj can be expressed as the sum of its maximal

nilpotent invariant sub-algebra N and a semi-simple sub-

algebra K over F, which is not a zero algebra of order i .

While K is not unique, any two determinations of it are

equivalent.

By 57, A has a principal idempotent element u and

while if there is a maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra

of uAu, it is contained in N. Hence our theorem will

follow for A if proved for uAu, which has the modulus u.
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It remains to prove the theorem for algebras A
having a modulus. By 38, A N is semi-simple and

has a modulus.

First, let A-N be simple. By 55, A=MxB,
where If is a simple matric algebra and B is an algebra

having a modulus, but no further idempotent element.

By 77, B =D+NI7 where D is a division algebra and

Nx is zero or the maximal nilpotent invariant sub-

algebra of B. By 56, N =MXN,. By 52, MXD
is simple and is not a zero algebra of order i. Hence

A=MX(D+NI ) is the sum of the simple algebra

MXD andN.

Second, let A N be semi-simple, but not simple.

By 57, A=N +S, where N ^N and S is the direct

sum of algebras A ly . . . .
, At, where each AI is of

the type MXB just discussed and hence is the sum of a

simple algebra KI and Ni, where NI is zero or the maximal

nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of AI if it exists. More

over, N =N +VNi. Hence A=K+N, where K = 2
is a direct sum of simple algebras, no one a zero algebra

of order i, and hence is semi-simple and not a zero algebra

of order i ( 40).

79. Complex algebras. Any algebra over the field

C of all complex numbers a+bi is called complex.

A complex division algebra D is of order i and is

generated by its modulus. For, if/(co)
= o is the equation

of lowest degree satisfied by an element x of Z>, /(co) is

not a product of polynomials /i(co) and /2 (co) each of

degree ^i, since fI (x)f2(x)=o implies that one of/x(#)

and/2 (V) is zero in the division algebra D. But if /(co)

is of degree >i, it is a product of two or more linear
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factors in C. Hence /(co) is of degree i and x is the

product of the modulus by a complex number.

Every complex simple algebra, not a zero algebra of

order i, is a simple matrie algebra. For, by 51, it is

the direct product of a division algebra (here of order i)

by a simple matric algebra.

A complex semi-simple algebra which is not simple

is a direct sum of simple matric algebras ( 40).

The characteristic and rank equations of any semi-

simple complex algebra are known by 71, 72.

We are now in a position to give an elementary proof
of the principal theorem that every complex algebra with

a modulus is either semi-simple or is the sum of its maxi

mal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra and a semi-simple

sub-algebra. In the proof in 78 of a more general

theorem, use was made of the theorem in 77 which

may be proved far more simply for a complex algebra A .

We may assume that the order of A is r> i. Then A
is not simple since a simple matric algebra of order

r> i contains idempotent elements en other than its

modulus Se#- In a semi-simple algebra which is not

simple, the modulus of each component simple algebra

is idempotent. Since A is not semi-simple, it has a

maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra N. But A N
is a complex division algebra (middle of 77), which is

therefore of order i. Thus N is of order ri. Hence

A is the sum of N and the division algebra generated by
the modulus of A .

For normalized basal units of any complex algebra,

see chapter x.



CHAPTER IX

INTEGRAL ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS

80. Purpose of the chapter. We shall develop those

properties of algebraic numbers which are essential in

providing an adequate background for the theory of the

arithmetic of any rational algebra to be presented in the

next chapter. The latter theory will there be seen

to be a direct generalization of the theory of algebraic

numbers.

In order to make our presentation elementary and

concrete, we shall develop the theory of quadratic

numbers before taking up algebraic numbers in general.

81. Quadratic numbers. Let d be an integer, other

than +i, which is not divisible by the square of_any

integer >i. As explained in i, the
jfield R(V d} is

composed of all rational functions of T7 d with rational

coefficients. Such a function can evidently be given

the form

where e,f, g, h are rational numbers, and g and h are not

both zero. Multiplying both numerator and denomina

tor by g hVd, in order to rationalize the denominator,

we obtain q
= a-\-bV d, where a and b are rational. Evi

dently q and a bVd are the roots of

(i) x2
2ax+(a

2 db2)=o,

whose coefficients are rational. For this reason, q is

called a quadratic algebraic number.

128
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We shall assume that the coefficients of (i) are in

tegers, and in that case call the root q a quadratic integer.

Then 2a and 4(a
2 db2

} are integers. Thus ^db
2

is an integer. But d is an integer not divisible by a

perfect square > i . Hence ^b
2 has unity as its denomina

tor, so that it and 2b are integers. Thus a = ^a, b = %/3,

where a and /? are integers. Since a2 db2
shall be an

integer, a2

d/3
2 must be a multiple of 4.

If d is even, a2 must be even and hence a multiple of

4. Thus also d/3
2 must be a multiple of 4. But d is

not divisible by the square 4. Hence /3
2
is even. Thus

a and /3 are both even. Hence, if d is even, q is a quad
ratic integer if and only if a and b are both integers.

If d is of the form 4^+3, then a2

d/3
2 and hence

also a2+ /3
2 must have the remainder zero on division

by 4. According as an integer is even or odd, its square
has the remainder o or i. Hence a and /3 are both even.

If d is of the form 4&+ i, then a2

d/3
2

,
and hence

also a2
p

2

j
must have the remainder zero on division

by 4, so that a and ft are both even or both odd. Hence

q
= a+bV d is now a quadratic integer if and only if

a and b are both integers or both halves of odd integers.

These two cases may be combined by expressing q in

terms of the quadratic integer 6 defined by

d= 4k+i,

instead of in terms of Vd itself. First, if a and b are

integers, then x = a b and y = 2b are integers and

q
= x+yd. Second, if a=J(2f+i) and & = f(2$+i)

are halves of odd integers, then x = r s and y = 2S+ 1 are

integers and q
= x+yd.
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THEOREM i. If d is an integer 5*1, not divisible by

a square > i, all quadratic integers of the field R(\/d) are

given by x+yO, where x and y are rational integers and

6= V d when d is of one of the forms 4^+ 2, 4^+3, while

6 is defined by (2) when d is of the form 4^+ 1.

The quadratic integers of R(V d) are said to have the

basis i, 6 since they are all linear combinations of i and 6

with integral coefficients x, y. Note that every number

of the field is expressible as a linear combination r i +
s8 with rational coefficients r, s.

THEOREM 2. The sum, difference, or product of any
two quadratic integers of the field R(Vd) is a quadratic

integer.

For, if x, y, z, w are all integers, the sum of q
= x+yO

and t =z+wd is r+s8, where r = x+z and s =y+w are inte

gers. Likewise, q t is a quadratic integer. Finally, the

product qt is the sum of xz-\-(ocw+yz)6 and yw6
2

y and,

by the previous result, will be a quadratic integer if

2
,
and hence also ywd

2

,
is one. The latter is evident

if 8 = vd, and is true also for case (2) since then 6
2 = 6+k,

where k=%(d i) is an integer.

82. Algebraic numbers. We shall generalize the

preceding concepts and theorems. When the coefficients

of an algebraic equation are all rational numbers, the

roots are called algebraic numbers. For an equation

(3) xn+aIxn
~ I+ .... +an

= o

with integral coefficients, that of the highest power of

x being unity, the roots are called integral algebraic

numbers.
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Note that any integer a is the root of the equation
x a = o of type (3) and hence is an integral algebraic

number.

THEOREM 3. If an integral algebraic number a is a

rational number, it is an integer.

For, if a = b/d, where b and d are integers without a

common factor > i, and if a is a root of (3), then, by
multiplying its terms by rf

w-I
,
we get

bn_ _ n /) i_ /y //Aw 2_ _ n fJn i
j U>it/ U-2U t/ . .

- U"M
a

Since the right member is an integer, we conclude that

d = =*= i . Hence a = =*= b is an integer.

We have the following generalization of Theorem 2 :

THEOREM 4. Any polynomialf(a, ft, . . . .
, K)with

integral coefficients in any integral algebraic numbers a, |8,

.
,

K is itself an integral algebraic number.

For, let a be a root of equation -4 (a) =o of degree a,

j8 a root of jB(|8) =o of degree &,...., and K a root

of K(K) =o of degree k, where each equation has integral

coefficients, and the leading coefficient is unity. Write

n = ab . . . . k and denote by a>1? . . . .
,

a)n the n

numbers

arranged in any fixed order. By means of A (a) =o, we
can express aa

,a
a+I

,
.... as polynomials in a of degree

<a. Hence by means of A(a)=o, . . . .
, K(K)=O,

we can express the products co// in the form
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where each GIJ is a polynomial with integral coefficients

in the coefficients of /, A, . . . .
, K, so that each C{3

is an integer. Transposing the left members, we obtain

n linear homogeneous equations in coI? . . . .
,

cow ,
the

first step in the solution of which by determinants gives

Z>coI
=

o, . . . .
,
Do)n = o, where

D=

Hence D = o. Multiplying the expansion of D by

( i)
w

,
we get an equation f

n+ .... =o with integral

coefficients and leading coefficient unity. Thus / is

an integral algebraic number.

83. Reducible polynomials. If we have an identity

(4) /(*)=M*)/a (*)

between three polynomials with rational coefficients

such that/j and/2 are of degrees less than the degree of/,

we call f(x) reducible. If no such identity exists, / is

called irreducible.

THEOREM 5. A reducible polynomialf(x) with integral

coefficients and leading coefficient unity is a product of

two polynomials with integral coefficients and leading

coefficient unity.

By hypothesis, we have an identity (4). Let a be

the coefficient of the highest power of x in /x and write

fi
=

ag(x), f2
= a~ l

h(x). Then f(x)=g(x)h(x), where g

and h have rational coefficients and have unity as the

coefficient of the highest power of x.
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The roots a; oif(x) =o are integral algebraic numbers.

Certain of them, say aly . . . .
,
ar ,

are the roots of

g(x)
=

o, whence

Computing the product of the factors, we see that the

coefficients of g are equal to

I, (di+ .... + ar), aIa 2+a Ia3+ .... +ar- Iar ,

. . . .
, ( i)

ra la2 . ... Or,

which are therefore integral algebraic numbers by
Theorem 4. But the coefficients of g are rational num
bers. Hence by Theorem 3 these coefficients are integers.

Similarly for the coefficients of h.

Theorem 5 is evidently equivalent to

GAUSS S LEMMA. Ifx
n+aIx

n~ I+ .... has integral

coefficients and is divisible by xr+cIx
r~ I+ . . . . +cr

in which cly . . . .
, c, are rational numbers, then

Ci, . . . .
,
cr are integers.

84. Normal form of the numbers of an algebraic

field. Consider the field R(a) composed of all rational

functions with rational coefficients of a root a of an alge

braic equation A(x)=o with rational coefficients. In

case A (x) is reducible, it has an irreducible factor which

vanishes when x = a. Hence a satisfies an irreducible

equation /(x) =o of degree n with rational coefficients.

Any number of R(a) is by definition of the form

(5) r(a)= h

where g(x) and h(x) are polynomials with rational coeffi

cients. The usual process for finding the greatest com-
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mon divisor d(x) of /(#) and h(x) involves only multipli

cations and subtractions. Hence d(x) has rational

coefficients. Since d(x) is a factor of the irreducible

function /(#), either d(x) is a constant c^o or else is

cf(x). The latter alternative is here excluded, since

it would imply that a is a root of d(x) =o and hence of

k(x)=o, contrary to (5). Hence we may take d(x) to

be i. By I of 113, the greatest common divisor d(x)

of f(x) and h(x) is expressible linearly in terms of them,
whence

where a(x) and r(x) are polynomials with rational

coefficients. Taking x = a in this identity, we get

i=r(a)A(a). Hence (5) gives r(a);(a)r(a). From
this product we may eliminate aw

,
aw+I

,
.... by means

of /(a) ==o and obtain

(6) r(a)=r +rla+r 2a
2+ .... +rn- 1a

n~ I

,

in which the coefficients r\ are rational numbers.

If there were two such expressions .(6) for r(a), the

coefficients of like powers of a must be equal. For, if

not, a would satisfy an equation h(x)=o with rational

coefficients whose degree is ^n i. Then the greatest

common divisor d(x) of / and h is not a constant (in

view of the common root a) and hence would be cf(x),

as shown above. But cf(x) is of degree n and is not a

divisor of h(x).

THEOREM 6. // a is a root of an irreducible equation

of degree n with rational coefficients, every number of the

field R(a) can be expressed in one and but one way in the

normal form (6). The field is said to be of degree n.
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For n = 2, this theorem was proved very simply in

81.

The final step in the foregoing proof led to the useful

result:

THEOREM 7. // two equations h(x)=o and f(x)=o
with rational coefficients have a root in common, and if

f(x) is irreducible, then f(x) is an exact divisor of h(x).

COROLLARY. An irreducible equation f(x)=o with

rational coefficients has no multiple root.

For, it would then have a root in common with

f(*)-o-
85. Normal form of the integral algebraic numbers

of a field. Consider any algebraic field R(a), where a

is a root of an irreducible equation

^w+aIxw
~ I+ .... +an = o

with rational coefficients. We may express aly . . . .
,
an

as fractions with the common denominator d, where d

and the numerators are all integers. Then

(da)*+da1 (da)
n- I+ .... +dnan= o,

so that 6 = da is a root of an equation/(#) = o with integral

coefficients dalj d2a 2 ,
. . . .

,
dnan ,

and leading coeffi

cient unity. Hence 6 is an integral algebraic number

belonging to R(a). Evidently our field is identical

with R(0).

By 84, each number of R(6) may be given the form

(7) P= r +rie+

where the r\ are rational numbers.
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.;

Let I? . . . .
,
On-i be the remaining roots of the =

foregoing irreducible equation f(x)=o satisfied by 0,

and write

PI
=

(8)

The coefficients of the polynomial form <f>(y) of the

product
(yp)(ypj .... (y-pn-i)

are symmetric functions, with rational coefficients,

of the roots 0, I? . . . .
,
6n-i off(x) =o, having integral

coefficients, and hence are equal to rational numbers.

Let X(y) =o be the irreducible equation with rational

coefficients and leading coefficient unity which has the

root p. By Theorem 7, <j>(y) is divisible by X(y). Unless

</>
= X, the quotient q(y) of by X vanishes for one of p,

Pi, . . . .
, Pw-i and hence for p itself as we shall next

prove. For, if q(pi)=o, q(r +riZ+r 2z
2+ . . . . ) van

ishes for z = 0i and hence by Theorem 7 has the factor

f(z) and therefore vanishes for z = . This proves that

q(y) vanishes for y = p, and hence has the factor X(y).

Proceeding as before with the present quotient, we see

in this way that <f>(y) is an exact power of X(y).

We now assume that p is an integral algebraic num

ber, so that it satisfies an equation /i(y) =o with integral

coefficients and leading coefficient unity. Then, by
Theorem 7, v(y) is divisible by the irreducible function

X(y) which also vanishes for y = p. By Gauss s lemma

(83), the coefficients of X(y) are all integers. The

same is therefore true of its exact power 0(y). The

latter vanishes for p, p x ,
. . . .

, p- z ,
which are there

fore integral algebraic numbers.
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The determinant of the coefficients of r
,
rx ,

. . . .
,

T-L in (7) and (8) is

(9) A=

By the interchange of any two of 0, t ,
. . . .

,
9n -i,

the corresponding two rows of A are interchanged, so

that A becomes A, and A2
is unaltered. In other

words, A
2
is a symmetric function of the roots 0,0!,....

of the equation /(#)
= o having integral coefficients and.

leading coefficient unity. Hence* A2
is an integer d.

It is easy to factor the determinant A in which, for

the moment, we regard 0, I? . . . . as independent
variables. If-0 = 0!, the first two rows are alike and A

vanishes, whence A has the factor X . In this way,
and by counting the total degree in 0, I? . . . .

,
we see

that A2
is the product of the squares of the differences

of 0, I? . . . .
, M_ I ,

so that d is the discriminant of

/(#) =o. Hence, by the corollary in 84, the integer d is

not zero.

We now solve equations (7) and (8) for rs by the

usual method of determinants. Denote by A5 the deter

minant obtained from A by replacing the elements 5

,

0i, .... of the (s+i)th column by the left members

p, pI? ..... Hence, Ar5
= A5 . Thus Jr5

= AA5=c5 .

Since cs is a rational number drs ,
and is also a polynomial

AA5 with integral coefficients in the integral algebraic

numbers 0, X ,
. . . .

, w _j, p, p r ,
. . . .

, pn-i and

hence is itself an integral algebraic number by Theorem 4,

* Dickson s First Course in the Theory of Equations (1922), p. 130.
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it follows from Theorem 3 that cs is an integer. From
rs
= cs/d and (7), we get

(10) P = (c +c16+c 26
2+ .... +cn- 1e-*)/d.

THEOREM 8. Every algebraic field of degree n is

identical with the field R(9) defined by one of its integral

algebraic numbers 8. Every integral algebraic number of

12(0) can be expressed in one and only one way in the

normal form (10), where c
,

. . . .
,

cn-i are integers,

while d is a fixed integer ^o determined by 6. In fact,

d is the discriminant of the irreducible equation satisfied

by 6 and having integral coefficients and leading coefficient

unity.

86. Basis. We shall prove the following generaliza

tion of Theorem i :

THEOREM 9. In any algebraic field R(ff) of degree n

there exist n integral algebraic numbers cox
=

i, o> 2 >
. . . .

,

a)n such that every integral algebraic number p of the field

is expressible in one and only one way in the form

(n) p = 0ii+ .... +qnun ,

where qI} . . . .
, qn are integers. Then axy ....;,&>

are said to form a basis of the integral algebraic numbers

of the field.

Since the proof* applies also to the analogous question

for a rational algebra in place of our field ( 95), we shall

employ a notation suitable to both situations. Accord

ingly, we write Ui = i, u 2
=

6, u2
= 6

2
,

. . . .
,
un = 6

n~ I
.

Then every integral algebraic number (10) of the field

may be given the notation

* For a geometric proof see Minkowski, Didphantische Approxima-
tionen (1907), p. 123.
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(12) p = (aIul+a 2u 2+ .... +anUn)/d,

where #i ,...., an are integers.

First, the integral algebraic numbers (12) having
<7 2
=

o, . . . .
,
an = o are rational numbers a^/d and

hence are integers by Theorem 3. Thus they are prod
ucts of w x

= i by integers qx and hence are of the form (n).

Second, the integral algebraic numbers* (12) having
#2^0 and a

3
=

o, . . . .
,
an = o may be denoted by

,
v a

(13) W2 =

d

The greatest common divisor of b, b
,
V

,
.... is a

function cb+c
f

b + .... of them with integral coeffi

cients c, c
, ....(!, 113). Hence cu 2+c

fu f

2+ ....
is an integral algebraic number of the field and therefore

is one of the numbers (13) lacking u3 ,
. . . .

,
un . We

may assume that it is the first one o> 2 ,
since the arrange

ment of the numbers (13) is immaterial. Hence b is a

divisor of &
, 6", .... in (13).

Similarly, for any i^n, the integral algebraic numbers

(12) having a^o, a*+i = o, . . . .
,
an = o [including

certainly all numbers (12) in which also aly . . . .
, a\

are integral multiples of d] may be denoted by

As before, we may assume that &,- is the greatest common
divisor of k, bi,

* There exist such numbers, for example, r+s6, where r and s are

integers, which is obtained by taking al
= rd

)
a2
=

sd, aj= o (i>2).
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The resulting numbers o^, . . . .
,
un form a basis.

For, every integral algebraic number p of the field is of

the form (12). Then, if

hn is a divisor of an; let qn be the quotient. Hence

lacks un and is therefore of the form

PI=(/I^I+ .... -\-ln-i^n-i)/d .

Similarly, gn- is a divisor of ln-i> let qn -i be the quotient.

Hence p 2
=

PI qn-^n-i lacks both ww_! and ww . Proceed

ing in this manner, we see that

lacks z/j, . . . .
,
un and hence is zero. This proves (n).

COROLLARY. Every number a of the field is expressible

in one and only one way in theform (i i), where qI} . . . .

qn are now merely rational numbers.

For, by the first part of 85, the product of a by

suitably chosen integer is an integral algebraic number,

so that the product is a linear function of the co s wit

integral coefficients.



CHAPTER X

THE ARITHMETIC OF AN ALGEBRA

We shall develop a simple theory of the integral

elements of any algebra, thereby generalizing the classic

theory of integral algebraic numbers. The older defini

tions of the integral elements of an algebra are shown to

be wholly unsatisfactory; not a single general theorem

was obtained from them.

We shall develop early Hurwitz theory of integral

quaternions in a much simplified form in order that the

reader may understand from a concrete example the

nature and properties of the arithmetic of an algebra.

We shall then develop the remarkable new theory for

any algebra, an outline of which is given in 92.

This theory furnishes a new method of solving com

pletely various types of Diophantine equations, which

have not been solved by other methods; lack of space

restricts us to a single typical illustration ( 106).

87. Integral elements, case of algebraic numbers.

Let A be any associative algebra, having a modulus

designated by i, over the field of rational numbers.

Each element of a set of elements of A shall be called an

integral element if the set has the following four properties:

R (rank equation) : For every element of the set, the

coefficients of the rank equation* are all integers.

C (closure) : The set is closed under addition, sub

traction, and multiplication.

* The coefficient of the highest power of the unknown is always i

( 69). By an integer is meant a whole number.

141
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U (unity): The set contains the modulus i.

M (maximal): The set is a maximal (i.e., it is not

contained in a larger set having properties R, C, U).

Some reasons are indicated in the footnote of 96

why it might be desirable to require also the property

that each set shall be of the same order as A; this]

property is actually assumed only in 97.

We proceed to illustrate this definition for the impor
tant case in which the algebra is any algebraic field

R(0) of degree n. By the theorem and corollary of

86, that field contains n integral algebraic numbers

U! = i, 2 ,
. . . .

,
un such that every integral algebraic

number x of the field is expressible in one and but one

way in the form

(i)

where &, ...., are integers, while every number
ajj

of the field is expressible in one and only one way in

the same form (i), where now the & are merely rationaj

numbers.

By Theorem 4 of 82, the product of two Integra I

algebraic numbers u\ and Uj is an integral algebraic

number. Hence by the preceding result,

(2)

where each 7 is an integer. The field R(0) is therefon

an algebra of order n over the field R of all rationa

numbers with the set of basal units ul9 . . . .
,
un an<

multiplication table (2).
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By 60, x is a root of the first characteristic equation

3(w)=o of degree n. When the co-ordinates & of x

in (i) are arbitrary rational numbers, 8(co) has rational

coefficients and is irreducible in R. For, if reducible,

it would continue to be reducible when we give to the &
the values of the co-ordinates of 0, whereas was assumed

to satisfy an equation of degree n irreducible in R and

hence, by Theorem 7 of 84, satisfies no equation of

degree <n with rational coefficients. This proves that

the rank equation is ( i)
w
5(o>) =o.

The coefficients of S(co) are polynomials in the & and

the jijk with integral coefficients and hence are integers

when the & are all integers, i.e., when x in (i) is an integral

algebraic number.

Hence the set S of all integral algebraic numbers

of any algebraic field R(0) has property R. It has

property U since u^ = i . It has property C by Theorem 4

of 82.

Next, any set of numbers x of the field R(0) which

has properties R, C, U is either S or a sub-set of it.

For, by R, the coefficients of the rank equation of x

are integers and the coefficient of the highest power of

the unknown is unity ( 69). Hence x is an integral

algebraic number.

Thus S is the unique maximal set.

THEOREM. // an algebra is an algebraic field, its

unique maximal set of integral elements is composed of all

the integral algebraic numbers of the field.

88. Units, associated elements, and arithmetics. Two

integral elements of an algebra A whose product is the

modulus i are called units of A. Any product of units

is a unit. For, uuI
= vvI

=wwI
= i imply uvw wlv1uI

= i.
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If x is an integral element and if u is a unit, then xu\

and ux are called right and fe// associates of #, respectively

H also w 7

is a unit, x is said to be associated with uxu

Associated elements play equivalent roles in questions
--ij

of divisibility. For instance, if also v and w are units -i

whose product is i, x = yz implies uxu = uyv- wzu f

.

For example, if i = V i, the field R(i) is a rational

algebra of order 2 whose integral elements are x = a+bi\
where a and b are integers ( 81). Then x is a unit i I

its product by a bi is unity. There are exactly fou]j

units, viz., i, i. The four associates of x are zbl

and i# = =F (b ai) .

If in an algebra A the integral elements whosc^
determinant* is not zero may be associated in the fore

\

going sense with the various integral elements of a sub
j

algebra, we shall say that the latter elements form al
arithmetic associated with the arithmetic of A .

89. Example. Consider the rational algebra A witffl

two basal units i and e, where e* = o. The rank equation
of x = a+be is (x a)

2 =
o, whose coefficients are integer i

if and only if a is integral. The unique maximal set o|

elements having properties R, C, U is evidently compose( j

of the x = a+be in which a is integral and b is rational!

Every such x is therefore an integral element of A .

For any rational k, u = i +ke is a unit since its produc j

by another integral element i ke is i.

Let a^o and take k= b/a. Then xu = a. Heno*

if the determinant a2 of x is not zero, x is associated wit] :

the integer a. Thus x can be decomposed into primed

in only one way apart from unit factors.

* Either A(#) or A (#) may be understood since both are simultane

ously not zero or both zero by the footnote in 58.
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Hence the arithmetic of algebra A is associated with

the ordinary arithmetic of integers.

This result illustrates the fundamental theorem

( 104) that the arithmetic of A is associated with that

of the sub-algebra whose elements are derived by sup

pressing the components (here be) which belong to the

maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of A.

go. Failure of earlier definitions of arithmetics. Du

Pasquier* defined a set of integral elements of a

rational algebra A to be one having properties C, U, M,
and (in place of R)

B. The set has a finite basis (i.e., it contains elements

ql} . . . .
, qk such that every element of the set is expres

sible in the form SQ<?;, where each GI is an integer.

We shall test this definition by the special algebra

in 89. Then any set having properties B, C, U is

readily seen to have a basis i, q=r+se, where r and s

are fixed rational numbers and s^o. Since q
2

is in the

set by property C, we must have q
2 = a+bq, where a

and b are integers. This equation is equivalent to

Hence 2r=b, r
2 = a. If the rational number r were not

integral, its square would not be equal to the integer

a. Since r is integral, the basis i, q may be replaced

by i, q r. Hence every set has a basis of the form

i, se, where s is rational and 7^0.

This set, designated by (i, se), is evidently contained

in the larger set (i, %se), which in turn is contained in the

still larger set (i, %se), etc. Hence there is no maximal

*
Vierteljahrsschrift Naturf. Gesell. Zurich, LIV (1909), 116-48;

L enseignement math., XVII (1915), 340-43; XVIII (1916), 201-60.
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set. In other words, the algebra does not possess integral

elements.

Suppose we omit the requirement M and define the

integral elements of our algebra to be those of any
one of the infinitude of non-maximal sets. It has bee:

proved by the author* that factorization into indecom

posable integral elements is not unique and cannot

made unique by the introduction of ideals howev

defined.

The same insurmountable difficulties arise for sets

having properties B, C, U , M, where f U requires that

the set shall contain all the basal units, one of which is

the modulus (i and e in our example). This definition

was employed by A. Hurwitz for the arithmetic of quater

nions ( 91). Since now e shall occur in the set (i, se), s

must be the reciprocal of an integer. Then also %s, ^s,

.... are reciprocals of integers. Hence (i, %se) is a

set containing (i, se), and as before there is no max
imal set.

Note that the aggregate of the elements in the infini

tude of sets (i, se) obtained by the definition given by
either Du Pasquier or Hurwitz is the set of integral

elements obtained in 89 by the new definition. This

suitable enlargement of each of their sets enabled us to

overcome their serious difficulties. This is analogous

to the gain by each of the successive enlargements of the

primitive set of positive integers to the set of positive
* Journal de Mattemaiiqucs, Scries 9, Vol. II (1923). Also that

similar insurmountable difficulties arise for many other algebras under

the definition by Du Pasquier.

f Unlike properties R, C, U, B, property U is not preserved under

every transformation of the basal units. Hence U is not a desirable

assumption.
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and negative integers, then to the field of all rational

numbers, then to the field of all real numbers, and finally

to the field of all complex numbers.

91. Arithmetic of quaternions.* By n, q
=

ff+&+r]j+k and its conjugate q
= a & rjj $k are

the roots of

Since the coefficients of the rank equation (3) are

integers when <r, , 77, f are integers, the set / of all

quaternions having integral co-ordinates has the proper
ties R, C, U.

We seek every set S of rational quaternions q which

has properties R, C, U and which contains I and hence

i, i,j, k. By R and (3), N(q) and the double 20- of the

scalar part a of q are both integers. By C, the set con

tains iq,jq, kq, whose scalar parts are
, 77, f. As

before, their doubles are integers. Hence ^N is the sum
of the squares of four integers. That sum is divisible

by 4 since N is an integer. But the square of an even

or odd integer has the respective remainder o or i when

divided by 4, and a sum of four such remainders is a

multiple of 4 only when they are all o or all i. Hence

the co-ordinates of q are either all integers or all halves

of odd integers. In either case the difference of any two

co-ordinates is an integer. Thus every quaternion in 6* is

of the form

* A much more complicated theory, based on an earlier definition

(90), was given by A. Hurwitz, Gottinger Nachrichten (1896), pp. 311-

40; and amplified in his book, Vorlesungen iiber die Zahlentheorie der

Quaternionen (Berlin, 1919).
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where each xt is an integer. Write x for the integer 2 er.

Then

(4) q
= x p+xIi+x aj+x3k, P = ^(i+i+j+k) .

Conversely, all such quaternions q in which x
,

. . . .
,
x

3 are integers form a set S having properties

R, C, U. This is true as to R by what precedes, and as

to U since (4) becomes i for x =
2, xI

= x 2
= x3

=

To prove C, it suffices to prove that the squares and

products by twos of p, i, j, k all belong to S. By (3),

p
2

p+ i =o, so that p
2
is in S. Next,

have all co-ordinates equal to halves of odd integers

and hence are in S. The same is true of jp, pj, kp, pk,

as shown by permuting i, j, k cyclically, which leaves

unaltered the multiplication table of i, j, k given in

n.

Hence this set S is the unique maximal of all sets

having properties R, C, U, and containing i, j, k. This

set 5 will be shown to give such a remarkably simple

arithmetic that we shall call its quaternions integral

without inquiring whether there exist further maximal

sets.

THEOREM i. The integral quaternions are given by

(4) for integral values of x0j . . . .
,
x3 . Expressed

otherwise
j they are the quaternions whose four co-ordinates

are either all integers or all halves of odd integers.

LEMMA i. Given any real quaternion h and any

positive integer m, we can find an integral quaternion q

such that N(h mq) <m2
.
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Express q in the form (4) and likewise write

Inserting the value of p from (4), we see that h has the

co-ordinates %h , %(h +2ht) for / = i, 2, 3. Similarly,

the co-ordinates of hmq are

%(h mx ) , %{h +2ht mx 2mxt\ (/=i, 2, 3).

These can be made numerically ^\m, \m, respectively,

by choice of integers XQ ,
xt . Then

N(h-mq) ^ (Jm)
2

+3(|m)
2= f|w2<w2

.

LEMMA 2. Given any integral quaternions a and b
y

b^o, we can find integral quaternions q, c, Q, C such that

($) a= qb+c, N(c)<N(b),

(6) a=bQ+C, N(C)<N(b).

To obtain (5), apply Lemma i for h = ab
f

,
m = bb

,

where b
f

is the conjugate of b. Then h mq=(a qb)b

has the norm N(a qb) N(b)<m2
. Writing c for the

integral quaternion a qb, we get (5).

To obtain (6), apply Lemma i for h = b
f

a, m = b
f

b,

q
= Q, and write C for a bQ.

If a, &, and
<?

are integral quaternions such that

a = qb, then a is said to have & as a right divisor and
<?
as a

/e// divisor. If also & = fe has the right divisor c, then

a = qh c has the right divisor c.

Two integral quaternions a and J are said to have a

greatest common right divisor D if D is a right divisor of

both a and b and if every common right divisor of them
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is a right divisor of D. The word right may be replaced

by left throughout.

THEOREM 2.* Any two integral quaternions a and b,

not both zero, have a greatest common right divisor D which

is determined uniquely up to a unit left factor, and

D =Aa+Bb, where A and B are integral quaternions.

Similarly, there exists a greatest common left divisor d,

unique up to a unit right factor, and d = aa+b^.
For, if CT^O in (5), we may apply Lemma 2 to b and c

in place of a and b, and get b = q1c+d, where qx and d are

integral quaternions for which N(d)<N(c). If d^o,
we repeat the process on c and d. Since N(b), N(c),

N(d), .... form a series of decreasing integers ^o,

the process terminates and we reach a quaternion whose

norm is zero and hence is itself zero. To simplify the

notations, let this happen at the fourth step, so that

(7) a= qb+c, b = qlc+d, c= q 2d+D, d= q3D, D^o.

These equations, taken in reverse order, evidently

imply that D is a right divisor of d, c, b, and a.

Conversely, let 5 be any right divisor of both a = ad

and & = /35. Then (7) show that 5 is a right divisor of

c, d, and D.

* In Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, Series 2, Vol.

XX (1921), pp. 225-32, Dickson called a quaternion integral if and only

if its co-ordinates are all integers and proved Theorem 2 under the restric

tion that at least one of a and b is of odd norm, after proving Lemma i

with m odd. The further theory holds unchanged. The object was to

avoid the troublesome denominators 2 in applying the theory to the

solution of equations in integers ( 106). The same definition of integral

quaternions had been used by R. Lipschitz in his very complicated theory

based on quadratic congruences, Untersuchungen uber die Summen von

Quadraten (Bonn, 1886); French translation in Journal de Mathematiques,

Ser. 4, Tome II (1886) 393~439-
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Hence by definition D is a greatest common right

divisor of a and b. As to the uniqueness of D, let E
be another greatest common right divisor of a and b.

Then D and E are right divisors of each other, so that

D = rE, E = sD, where r and s are integral quater

nions. Then D = rsD
y i=rs, so that r and s are units

(88).

Writing / for i+q2qly we obtain from (7)

D=cq2d=lcq2b=l(aqb)q2b=la+(lqq 2)b.

This completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.

Two integral quaternions a and b are called right-

handed relatively prime if and only if their greatest com
mon right divisor is a unit, the condition being the exist

ence of integral quaternions A and B such that

Aa+Bb = i.

LEMMA 3. An integral quaternion a whose norm is

divisible by an integer p>i has in common with p a right

(and a left) divisor not a unit.

For, if there be no such common divisor, a and p would

be relatively prime, so that there would exist integral

quaternions A and B satisfying Aa+Bp = i. Then

a)=N(i-Bp) = (i-Bp) (i-B p)
= i-(B+B )p+BB p

2=

where / is an integer. But N(a) is divisible by p.

LEMMA 4. If p is a prime there exist integral solutions

of

(8) i+x2+y2=o (mod p).
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For p = 2, we may take # = i, y = o. Let p>2. If

i is a quadratic residue of p, so that i==x2

(mod p),

we may take y = o. Next, let i be a quadratic non-

residue of p, and let a denote the first quadratic residue of

pin the series # i, p 2, p 3, . . . .
,
the final term i

being certainly a quadratic residue. Then b = a+i is

a quadratic non-residue. The product of any two quad
ratic non-residues is known to be a quadratic residue.

Hence &, as well as a, is a quadratic residue. In other

words, there exist integers x and y for which a=x2

,

a i = b=y
2

(mod />). These imply (8).

An integral quaternion, not a unit, is called a prime

quaternion if it admits only such representations as a

product of two integral quaternions in which one of

them is a unit. If TT is a prime quaternion and if u and v

are any units, then UTTV is a prime quaternion, since if it

were a product ab, then ir = u a bv .

LEMMA 5. A prime p is not a prime quaternion.

For, by Lemma 4, there exists an integral quaternion

q
= i+xi+yj whose norm is divisible by p. Hence by

Lemma 3 there exists a common right divisor d, not a

unit, of p =Pd and q
= Qd. HP were a unit, so that

P P = i
,
then q

= (QP }p. But this product of the integral

quaternion QP by p has all co-ordinates multiples of p,

whereas the first co-ordinate of q is i . This contradiction

shows that P is not a unit, so that p =Pd is a product of

two integral quaternions neither of which is a unit.

LEMMA 6. // the norm of an integral quaternion TT is a

prime t
then TT is a prime quaternion.

For, if ir = ab, N(a)N(b)=N(ir) is a prime, so that

either N(a) = i or N(K) = i, whence either a or b is a

unit.
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THEOREM 3. Every prime quaternion TT arisesfrom the

factorization p=irw
/

of a prime p. Conversely, every

prime p is a product of two conjugate prime quaternions.

For, if TT is a prime quaternion, and p is a prime divid

ing the integer #(*")>!, there exists by Lemma 3 an

integral quaternion d, not a unit, such that w = ud, p = Pd.

Here u is a unit by the definition of a prime quaternion

TT, so that u u = i. Hence

Either p = N(ir) =7nr
f

)
as desired, or p

2 =
N(ir), N(P) = i.

Then P and v =Pu f

are units, so that p = vjr is a prime

quaternion, contrary to Lemma 5.

To prove the second part of Theorem 3, note that,

by the proof of Lemma 5, p = Pd, where neither P nor

d is a unit. Thus N(P}=N(d}=p. By Lemma 6, P
is a prime quaternion.

LEMMA 7. Given any integral quaternion a, we can

find a unit* u such that au has integral co-ordinates.

For, if a itself has integral co-ordinates, take u=i.

In the contrary case, a = ^(a +aIi+ . . . . ), where

each at is an odd integer by Theorem i. Thus

at
=

4.nt+ rt ,
where rt

= i or i . Then

n=n +nli+ . . . .
,

r= %(r +rIi+ . . ...).

Since r is an integral quaternion whose norm is 4(|)
2 =

i,

r is a unit. We take u = r . Then au = 2nr + i, whose

co-ordinates are all integers.

* The twenty-four units, obtained from N(u) = i, are

i
,

i
, j ,==&, J(=ti^ ==j k) .

This enumeration will be used only to distinguish the arithmetic of

quaternions from that of an algebra discussed later.
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THEOREM 4. Every positive integer is a sum of four

integral squares.

This will follow if proved for primes since the product
of any two sums of four integral squares is expressible as

a sum of four integral squares in view of N(q)N(Q) =

N(qQ}. If pis a, prime, Theorem 3 shows that p =PP
f

,

where P and P f

are conjugate prime quaternions. By
Lemma 7, P = Qu, where Q has integral co-ordinates and
u is a unit. Then P = u Q

f

,
uu =

i, whence p = QQ is

a sum of four integral squares.

LEMMA 8. If q is an integral quaternion whose norm
is even, then q=(i+i)h, where h is an integral quaternion.

For, the square of half an odd integer is of the form

J(8w+i) and the sum of four such squares is odd.

Hence the four co-ordinates qs of q are all integers such

that

= 2^=2^ (mod 2).

Thus <?i+<? and q3+q2 have an even sum and are there

fore both even or both odd. In the respective cases,

the co-ordinates of

are all integers or all halves of odd integers, whence h

is an integral quaternion. But (ii)q = 2h, whence

THEOREM 5. Any integral quaternion can be given

the form (i+i)
r

mcv, where m is an integer, v is a unit, and

c is a quaternion of odd norm whose co-ordinates are

integers without a common factor >i. Let N(c)=pql
. . . .

,
where p, q, I, . . . . are the prime factors, not

necessarily distinct, of N(c) arranged in an arbitrarily
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chosen order. Thenc = irK\ . . . .
,
where IT, /c, X, ....

are prime quaternions ofnorms p,q, I, . . . .
, respectively.

Here w may be chosen as any one of a certain set of right-

hand associated quaternions, and then K may be chosen

as any one of another such set, etc. There are no further

decompositions of c into prime quaternions whose norms

are p, q, /,.... in that order.*

For, by Lemma 8, we may express the given quater
nion in the form (i+iYa, where a is an integral quater
nion whose norm is odd. By Lemma 7, we can choose

a unit u such that au = b has integral co-ordinates,

whence a = bv, where v = u f

is a unit. Let m be the

greatest common divisor of the co-ordinates of 6, and

write b = mc. This proves the first statement in the

theorem.

By Lemma 3, c and p have a common left divisor

not a unit. Hence by Theorem 2 they have a greatest

common left divisor TT which is not a unit, w being

uniquely determined up to a unit right factor. If p
were the product of TT by a unit, p would divide c and

hence divide each of its co-ordinates, contrary to the

definition of c. Hence p = ird, where neither TT nor d

is a unit, whence p = N(ir)=N(d), so that TT is a prime

quaternion by Lemma 6.

Write C = ITCI . Then N(cJ =N(c)/p = ql ..... As

before, ct and q have a greatest common left divisor K

which is determined uniquely up to a unit right factor,

while K is a prime quaternion whose norm is q. Write

Ci = KC 2 and proceed with c 2 and / as before. Hence

* But each prime factor of the integer m can usually be expressed

in many ways as a product of two conjugate prime quaternions.
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Let C = TTI /CIXI .... be any factorization of c into

prime quaternions TTI? Kr ,
. . . . of norms p, <?,....,

respectively. Since p=-K^ and since c is not divisible

by the integer p, ^ is a greatest common left divisor of

c and p. Hence ^= TO, where u is a unit. Now C =
.... and c = 7rCj imply CI

= UKI\ I Also,

)=UKIKIU .

Hence UKX is a greatest common left divisor of ^ and q,

and hence is equal to KUI} where ux is a unit. Thus

The two expressions for 6 X imply c2
= ui\I

This with l = N(uI\I ) shows that UT\T is a greatest com
mon left divisor of c2 and /, and hence is equal to \u 2 ,

where u2 is a unit. Thus

where u, uly u 2 ,
. . . . are units and u

,
ul9 . . . . are

their conjugates as well as reciprocals.

92. Outline of the general theory. First, let A be

a rational algebra which is not semi-simple and has a

modulus. Then A=S+N, where N is the maximal

nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of A, and S is a semi-

simple sub-algebra of A. It will be proved in 99-104
that the arithmetic of A is associated with that of S.

This theorem was illustrated by an example in 89.

Second, let S be a semi-simple rational algebra and

hence a direct sum of simple algebras Si. By 93 the

arithmetic of S is known completely when we know the

arithmetic of each S*. We shall prove in 95 the impor
tant theorem that for a semi-simple algebra (and no

other algebra) of order n each set of integral elements of
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order n has a basis, so that the new definition of integral

elements essentially coincides with the definitions by
Hurwitz and Du Pasquier for the case of semi-simple

algebras and only in that case.

Third, let A be a rational simple algebra and hence

a direct product of a simple matrie algebra and a division

algebra D. Then ( 97) the integral elements of A
are known when those of D are known, and conversely.

The arithmetic of A is treated in 98 for several algebras

D by generalizing the classic theory of matrices whose

elements are integers.

In brief, the problem of arithmetics of all algebras

reduces to the case of simple algebras and finally in

large measure to the case of division algebras.

93. Arithmetic of a direct sum. Let the rational

algebra A having a modulus a be a direct sum of two

algebras B and C, called component algebras of A.

As proved in 21, B and C have moduli ft and 7 whose

sum is a.

THEOREM i. The first components of the elements of

any (maximal) set of integral elements, with properties

R, C, U of 87, of a direct sumBC constitute a (maximal)

set of integral elements of the first component algebra B,

and similarly for the second components. Conversely,

given a (maximal) set [b] of integral elements b of a rational

algebra B and a (maximal) set [c] of integral elements c of

another rational algebra C, such that B and C have moduli

ft and 7 and have* a direct sum, then if we add every b to

every c we obtain sums forming a (maximal) set of integral

elements of the direct sum BC.
* We can always replace B and C by equivalent algebras which have

a direct sum ( 13).
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i) Let [a] be any set of integral elements a = b+c,
a = b +c ,

.... of A =B C, having properties R, C, U,
where &, b

,
. . . . are in B, and c, c

,
. . . . are in C.

By the closure property C, aa f=(bb )+(cc } and

aa! = bb +cc are in [a]. Hence the first components

b, b
,

. . . . form a set [b] having the closure property C.

Since the modulus a = /3+7 of A is in [a] by property U,

the set [b] contains the modulus /3 of B.

By property R, for every element a of [a] the coeffi

cients of the rank function ^?(co) of A are integers. By
72, R(u>) is the product of the rank functions R^u)

and R 2 (u} of B and C. By 83 the ^i(co) have integral

coefficients, when R(O)) has integral coefficients. Hence

for every element of [b], the coefficients of ./^(co) are

integers.

This proves the first half of the theorem when both

words maximal are omitted. It is proved in (iii) when

those words are retained.

ii) Conversely, let [b] and [c] be any sets of integral

elements of B and C, respectively. Then all sums

a = b+c form a set [a] containing the modulus ]8+7
of A =50C, having the closure property C, as well as

property R, since for any b and any c in those sets the

rank functions of B and C have integral coefficients,

whence their product (the rank function of A) has integral

coefficients for any a of [a].

Next, let [b] and [c] be maximal sets of B and C,

respectively. Then, if the above [a] were not a maximal

set of A, it would be contained in a larger set [a
f

]
of A.

By (i), the first components b of the a = b +c
f

form a

set [& ]
of elements of B having properties R, C, U, and

likewise for the second components c . Either [b ]
is
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larger than [b] and contains it, or else [c
f

]
is larger than

[c], contrary to hypothesis.

This proves the second half of the theorem.

iii) Let [a] of case (i) be a maximal set of A. Then if

[b] were contained in a larger set [b
f

]
of integral elements

of By case (ii) shows that [b ]
and [c] would determine a

set [a ]
of elements a = b +c of A which have properties

R, C, U, such that [a
f

]
contains the smaller set [a],

whereas [a] is a maximal by hypothesis. This completes
the proof of the first half of the theorem.

THEOREM 2. // the element a = b+c of a set [a] of

integral elements of A=B@C is a unit, then b and c are

units of B and C, respectively, and conversely.

For, there exists an element a = b +c of [a] such that

aa = a = /3+y, whence bb =
/3, cc

f = y.

An integral element not a unit is called a prime if it

admits only such representations as a product of two

integral elements of the same algebra in which one of

them is a unit.

THEOREM 3. // the integral elements of determinant

7^0 of the component algebras B and C possess factoriza

tion into primes in a single way apartfrom unit factors, the

same is true of the integral elements of determinant 9^0

jfBQC.
For example, consider the direct sum

The rank equation of # = S&ej is II (co &)=o. Hence

the integral elements x are those having integral co

ordinates &. The latter are all ^6 in the product of x

by a suitably chosen one of the units =b^id=^ 2 ^
3 .

We may therefore restrict attention to integral elements
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x of determinant Ji^^^o and having positive co

ordinates. Denote x by ( I? 2 , 3). Then xj=(^ I?

2??2, 3^3) Since

(a, ft 75) = (a, ft 7) (i, I, 5), (a, ft 7) = (a, ft i) (i, I, 7),

one of the co-ordinates of a prime element is a prime

number and the remaining two are unity, and con

versely every such element is prime. Hence if the

a*> &, 7k are all prime numbers, we have the following

unique factorization into prime elements:

(Ha,-, Ufa n7*)=n(a,-, I, i) -Ed, ft, i) H(i, I, 7*)-

94. Sets of order n. Let S be a set of elements

of a rational algebra A of order n having a modulus, such

that S has properties C and U and is of order n. Then

S contains n linearly independent elements vl9 . . . . ,vn ,

which may therefore be taken as the basal units of A .

By property U the modulus of A belongs to S. With

out loss of generality we may evidently assume that Vj.

is the modulus. Let therefore

The 7*s are rational numbers. Bring the fractions

7 to a common denominator 5 and write 7#*
=

PV*/^J

where 5 and the v are all integers. By property C, the

set S contains u^=i)^ HI = dvi(i> i). We have

k=2
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for i>i, j>i. The constants of multiplication of

#x, ....,* are all integers.

THEOREM. // a set S of elements of a rational algebra

A of order n having a modulus has properties C and U
and is itself of order n, we can choose basal units u^ . . . .

,

un of A belonging to S such that the constants of multiplica

tion are all integers and u^ is the modulus.

95. Existence of a basis for the integral elements of

any rational semi-simple algebra A. Let A be of order

n and S be any set of elements having properties R, C, U,
and order n. By 94, we can choose basal units

!, . . . .
,
un of A which belong to 5 such that ux

is the modulus and such that the y s in

(9) uiuj=yijk
uk (i,j=i, , n)

are all integers. Let x =^sus be any element of S.

By property C, 5 contains xuj. By (9),

The first characteristic matrix of x is obtained by

subtracting co from each diagonal element of matrix

(pij). Apart from sign, the coefficient of o)
n~ I

in the first

characteristic equation of x is therefore

Pkk= ^<
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Apart from sign, the coefficient q of co
w~ J

in the first

characteristic equation of the element xuj is obtained

from the preceding sum by replacing & by p# and
hence is

(10)

By 70 the distinct irreducible factors of the char

acteristic determinant 6(co) of any element X coincide

with those of -R(co), where J?(o>) =o is the rank equation
of X. When Jf is in 5, property R shows that the

coefficients of jR(o>) are integers, that of the highest power
of co being i. Hence, by Gauss s lemma in 83, the

same is true of each factor and hence of the product

S(co) of powers of such factors. This proves that each

q in (10) is an integer.

Let d denote the determinant of the coefficients of

I? ...., in the n equations (10). Thus d^s
= dS9

where ds is the determinant obtained from d by replacing

the elements of the sth column by the constant terms

d, . . . .
,

cn . Inserting the value ds/d of & in x = 2 sus ,

we get

(n) x=d-*2dsus .

The elements of d are the sums (27) in 66, where it

was proved that d^o if and only if A is semi-simple.

Since the 7*5 and the GJ are all integers, d and the

ds are all integers. Hence every element x of S is of the

form (n), where the integer d is independent of the par

ticular x, being a function of the 7
?

s alone. The proof

in 86 shows the existence of a basis cox ,
. . . .

,
a)m
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of S such that the elements of S coincide with the

linear homogeneous functions of the co s with integral

coefficients.

THEOREM. Let A be any rational semi-simple algebra

of order n having a modulus. Let S be any set of elements

of A having properties R, C, U and of order* n. Then S
has a basis coI? . . . .

,
con ,

where coj is the modulus.

But if a rational algebra A is not semi-simple, no

maximal set of its elements having properties R, C, U
has a basis. For, some of the basal units of A may be

taken to be properly nilpotent and we shall find in

104 that the co-ordinates of those units are arbitrary

rational numbers in the general element of a maximal

set, so that there is evidently no basis (see the example
in 89).

96. A converse of the theorem above is the case

m = n of the

THEOREM. // for any rational algebra A of order n

a set S of elements has the closure property C and the

property Bw of possessing a basis composed of m inde

pendent elements, then S has property R.

First, let m = n. Then we may take the elements

u . . . .
,
un of the basis of 5* as new basal units of the

algebra. By property C, UiUj belongs to S. By property

Bw , uiUj is equal to a linear function (9) of ux ,
. . . .

,
un

with integral coefficients 7^. Also the co-ordinates of

any element x = 2&Ui of S are integers by property B n

* The theorem may fail for sets of order <n. Start with a rational

algebra S having properly nilpotent elements. By 58, S is a sub-

algebra of a simple matrie algebra A . By the text below the theorem,

the integral elements of S have no basis. The set S of those elements

has properties C and U and also R for A by the second case of the proof

in 96.
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Hence the characteristic equation 5(o>)=o of x has

integral coefficients. The same is true of its divisor the

rank function by Gauss s lemma ( 83). Hence S has

property R.

Second, let m<n. By property C, the elements

forming the basis of S are basal units of a rational sub-

algebra S of order m of A. By the first case, 5 has

property R for S, so that the rank equation p(co)=o

for S has integral coefficients when x is in S. Since

p = o is invariant under transformation of the units

( 73) and since S has the same order m as S, p = o is the

minimum equation of the general element x of S. By
67, 68, the first characteristic determinant 5(co) of

# for A divides a power of p(co) and hence has integral

coefficients when x is in S. For any # in A, 8(o>) is

divisible by the rank function -R(co) of x for ^4 by 69.

Hence for x in S, R(o*) has integral coefficients by 83.

Thus S has property R for ^4 .

Hence any set of integral elements of a rational

algebra A according to the definition of either Hurwitz

or Du Pasquier ( 90) is a set of integral elements under

the new definition. Only in the case of a semi-simple

algebra A of order n is it true conversely that a set of

integral elements of order* n having the properties

R, C, U required by the new definition has the property
B of possessing a finite basis and hence is a set of integral

* Assumed explicitly by Hurwitz and implicitly by Du Pasquier
for the only algebra of which he gave details of finding maximal sets.

It might be desirable to add to the new list of postulates for a maximal

set of integral elements the assumption (if it be not redundant) that the

set shall have the same order as the algebra. Only such sets are treated

in 97. The inclusion of this further assumption would not alter any
of the discussions of the entire chapter.
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elements according to Du Pasquier s definition, and

has a properly chosen set of n basal units and hence has

the further property U required by Hurwitz.

97. Integral elements of any simple algebra. The

theory of arithmetics of semi-simple algebras was reduced

to that of simple algebras in 93. By 51 a rational

simple algebra is the direct product P of a rational

division sub-algebra D and a rational simple matric

sub-algebra M with n2 basal units e# each commutative

with every element of D. Furthermore, the modulus

Se# of M coincides with the moduli of D and P.

Each element of p of P may be expressed in the form

(12)

where the dy are elements of D. We may express p as

the matrix (d#), a notation to be used in our study

( 98) of the arithmetic of P. It is desirable that the

matrices which are to be called integral shall include

the matrices whose elements are all integers, and hence

include the basal units*
</.

If D is of order 5, P is of order dn2
.

THEOREM. // II is a (maximal} set of elements (12)

of P having properties R and C, and containing all the

matric units e# and having the same order dn2 as P, then the

dij range independently over a (maximal) set S of elements

of D having properties R, C, U and having the same order

8 as D, and conversely.

*
If it were desired to omit this assumption in the definition of a

set n of integral elements of P, we would start with a basis of n ( 95).

See the concluding remark of 97.
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i) Let II be a set of elements (12) having properties

R and C, and containing every e^ and hence the com
mon modulus S0# of M, P, and D. Then II contains

e
qrpesq=drseqq .

Summing for q
=

i, . . . .
, n, we see that d,s is in II.

Property R of II shows that, if in the rank equation of

the general element S&w,- of P we replace the & by the

co-ordinates of drs ,
we obtain an equation X(co)=o

satisfied by drs and having integral coefficients and lead

ing coefficient unity.

Let/(co)=o be the equation of least degree satisfied

by drs having rational coefficients and leading coefficient

unity. It is irreducible in the field R of rational numbers

since a product of two elements of a division algebra

is zero only when one of them is zero (43, Theorem 4).

Then X(co) is divisible by /(co) since otherwise the

remainder from the division would vanish for co = drs and

yet be of smaller degree than /(to). Hence by Gauss s

lemma ( 83), /(co) has integral coefficients.

Let j?(co)=o be the rank equation of the general

element x of D and let it become 0(co)=o for x = drs .

By 70, the distinct irreducible factors of R(<a) coincide

with those of the first characteristic determinant of x.

Hence the distinct roots of </>(co) =o are the same as those

of the first characteristic equation 6(co)=o of drs . The

same is true of /(co) =o and S(co) =o by 68. As above

(or by Theorem 7 of 84), is exactly divisible by /
and the quotient is either a constant or is divisible by/,
etc. Thus is a power of / and hence has integral

coefficients. This proves that the set Srs composed of
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the coefficients of ers in the various elements (12) of II

is a set of elements d,s of D having property R.

Further, Srs evidently has property U since i ers is

in IT. It also has the closure property C. For, if

drs be the coefficient of ers in another element (12) of

II, then as above drs is in II. Also the products of drs and

drs by ers are in n. By the closure property C for II,

(drs+drs)ers ,
drs drsers

are in n, whence the sum and product of the dr/s is in

fn.
Next, if drs is in Srs ,

its product by e^ is in II, whence

drs is in Sij. Hence the n2
sets Srs (r, s = i,...., n)

are identical and may be designated by S. Hence

II is composed of the Sd#e# in which the d# range

independently over S.

This proves the first part of the theorem with both

words maximal omitted. When they are retained proof

is made in (iii).

ii) Conversely, let S be any set of elements of D
having properties R, C, U and having the same order

5 as D. By 95, S has a basis o>z, . . . .
,

co5 ,
where

Wj is the modulus. Let II be the set of all Sd#e# in

which the dy range independently over S. Then II has

the basis o^ (k
=

i, . . . .
, 6; *,/!,...., n).

i Also, II has property C since S does. By 96, II has

property R. This proves the converse theorem with

both words maximal omitted.

Next, let 5" be a maximal of the sets S. Then the

j corresponding II is a maximal of the sets II having the

properties assumed in the theorem. For, if II r is such a

set which contains II and is larger than II
,
the set Sj.
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which corresponds to n x as in (i) is larger than S
,
con

tains S
,
and is one of the sets S, whereas 5" is a maxi

mal by hypothesis. This completes the proof of the

converse.

iii) Let II* be a maximal of the sets II; then its 5*

is a maximal of the sets S having properties R, C, U and

having the same order as D. For, if S* is contained in a

larger S, the corresponding II in (ii) is larger than II*,

whereas the latter is a maximal. This completes the

proof of the first part of the theorem.

COROLLARY. We know the integral elements of any

simple algebra DXM if we know those of the division alge

bra D.

For the case in which D is of order i, our theorem

shows that the set of all matrices whose elements are

integers is a maximal of all sets of matrices with rational

elements having properties R and C and containing the

n2 units ey. But if we do not require the presence of

the eij, we find an infinitude of maximal sets. For, any
set of matrices with rational elements having properties

R, C, U (and M) is transformed into another such set

by any matrix with rational elements of determinant 5^0.

98. Arithmetics of certain simple algebras. By 97,

the integral elements of a rational simple algebra

DXM are the ^-rowed square matrices d = (dij) in which

the dij. range independently over a maximal set S of

elements of the rational division algebra D having proper
ties R, C, U.

The product dd
f

of d by a second such matrix (dij) is

defined as in 3 to be the matrix d!
1

in which the element

in the ith row and jih column is
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with attention to the order of multiplication. Hence

each dij is in S.

The constant term of the rank equation of the

general element x of D is called the norm of x and denoted

by N(x). It is a divisor of the first determinant A(#)

of x ( 69). If x^o, x has an inverse y in D by the

definition of D. By 58, A(V)A(j) = i, whence A(#) 7*0,

$?(x)?*o. Hence N(x) = o implies x = o.

We shall restrict our attention to maximal sets 5
of elements of rational division algebras D which possess

the following further property:

P. If a and b(b^o) are any two elements of 5,

there exist elements q, c, Q, C of S such that

a = qb-\-c. a= bQ-\-C ,

where the norms of the remainders c and C are numeri

cally less than the norm of the divisor b.

Evidently property P holds for the important case

in which D is of order i when the elements of D may be

taken to be the rational numbers, so that the ele

ments of S are integers, each being its own norm.

Then the following investigation becomes a study of

the arithmetic of matrices whose elements are all

integers.

Property P was seen in Lemma 2 of 91 to hold

when D is the algebra of rational quaternions. It will

be seen in 105 to hold also for two division algebras

which are direct generalizations of the algebra of qua
ternions.

Two matrices d and d
f

with elements in S shall be

called equivalent if and only if d pdq, where p and q
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are products of matrices of the types next displayed for

the typical case n = 2 :

f \ i 1 k\ /I 0\ /O I\
(1.3) *=( J, h=(k J, <=(, J
where & is any element of 5 and u is any unit ( 88) of S.

For any n, the types are defined as follows. For each

pair of distinct positive integers i and j not exceeding n,

we employ a matrix derived from the identity matrix /

by replacing the element o in the ith row and^th column

by k; for n = 2, it is a* when i=i,j = 2, and is bk when

i=2, j = i. We employ also a matrix (which is c for

n = 2, i = i,j = 2) derived from / by replacing the four

elements of

which occur at the intersections of the ith and jth rows

with the ith and jth columns by the corresponding ele

ments of c. Finally, we employ eu which is derived from

/ by replacing the element i in the first row and column

by u.

The matrices (13) and hence also p and q are units

since

aka-k
=

I, bkb- k
=

I, c2= I, euev= I(uv=i) .

The product a^d may be obtained from d by adding
to the elements of the first row the products of k (as

left factor) into the corresponding elements of the second

row. The product dak may be obtained from d by adding
to the elements of the second column the products of

the corresponding elements of the first column into k
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(as right factor). To find bkd and dbk we have only

to interchange the words first and second in what pre

cedes.

The product cd (or dc) may be obtained from d by

interchanging the two rows (or columns) of d.

The product eud may be obtained from d by inserting

the factor u before each element of the first row of d.

The product deu may be obtained from d by inserting

the factor u after each element of the first column of d.

Hence for any n, matrix d is equivalent to those

and only those matrices which may be derived from it

by any succession of the following elementary transforma

tions:

i) The addition to the elements of any row of the

products of any element k of the set S into the corre

sponding elements of another row, k being used as a

left factor.

ii) The addition to the elements of any column of the

products of the corresponding elements of another

column into any element k of S, k being used as a right

factor.

iii) The interchange of any two rows or of two

columns.

iv) The insertion of the same unit factor before each

element of any row.

v) The insertion of the same unit factor after each

element of any column.

We shall call the element JIX of matrix d its first

element. If d^o there exists by (iii) an equivalent

matrix whose first element is not zero.

LEMMA i. // the first element of a matrix d is not

zero and is a left divisor of every element of the first row and
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is a right divisor of every element of the first column, then

d is equivalent to a matrix having the same first element and

whose further elements in the first row and first column are

all zero.

For, if d l{
= dIIqi, we apply the transformation (ii)

which adds to the elements of the ith column the products
of those of the first column by k= qi and find that the

new ith element of the first row is zero. Similarly, if

dh = Qidi I ,
we apply (i) with k= Qi and find that the

new ith element of the first column is zero.

LEMMA 2. // the first element d^ of a matrix d is not

zero and either is not a left divisor of every element of the

first row or else is not a right divisor of tvery element of

the first column, then d is equivalent to a matrix for

which the first element is not zero and has a norm numer

ically less than the norm of dTI .

For, if dxi does not have JIX as a left divisor, property
P shows that we can find elements q and r of S such

that dli
= dIIq+r, where r^o and N(r) is numerically

<N(d^. By (ii) we may add to the elements of the

ith column the products of those of the first column

by q and obtain an equivalent matrix having r as the

ith element of the first row. By (iii) we obtain an equiva

lent matrix having r as its first element.

Similarly, if d^ does not have dix . as a right divisor,

we may write diI
= QdI1 +p, where p^o, and N(p) is

numerically <N(dIl). We then use (i) with k= Q.

Bearing in mind that the norm of any element of S
is an integer by property R which is zero only when the

element is zero, we see that a finite number of applica

tions of Lemma 2 leads to an equivalent matrix satisfying

the hypothesis of Lemma i. Hence any matrix d^o is
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equivalent to a matrix d
f whose first element is not zero

and whose further elements in the first row and first

column are all zero. If the matrix obtained from d!

by deleting the first row and first column is not zero, we

may apply to it the result just proved for d. Repetitions

of this argument show that d is equivalent to a diagonal

matrix whose elements outside the main diagonal are all

zero, while those in the diagonal are #, . . . .
, gnn ,

each

of the first r of which are F^O and the last n r are all

zero (i<r^n). Denote this matrix by (#, ....
, gnn)

and call r its rank.

If gn is not both a right and a left divisor of all the

remaining g^o, suppose to fix the ideas that # is

not a left divisor of gu^o. We add the elements of the

ith row to those of the first row and by (i) obtain an

equivalent matrix having gu as the ith element of the first

row. Then by the first part of the proof of Lemma 2

we obtain an equivalent matrix whose first element gd is

not zero and has a norm numerically <N(gII). As

before we can find an equivalent diagonal matrix whose

first element is # . After a finite number of repetitions

of this process, we reach a diagonal matrix (/?, . . . .
,

hnn) in which /? is not zero and is both a right and a left

divisor of each ha. Treating similarly the matrix

(h22j ,
hnn), we obtain an equivalent matrix

(/22 ,
. . . .

,
lnn) in which 122 is not zero and is both a

right and a left divisor of each /,/. Morevoer, hxl is both a

right and a left divisor of 122 ,
. . . .

,
lnn since they are

linear combinations of h22 ,
. . . .

,
hnn with coefficients

in S. Proceeding similarly, we obtain the

THEOREM. Every matrix d of rank r>o, whose

elements belong to a maximal set S of elements of a division
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algebra D for which properties R, C, U, P hold, is equiva

lent to a diagonal matrix (dly . . . .
,
dr , o, . . . .

, o)

where each di is both a right and a left divisor of di+

di+ 2 ,
Here di may be replaced by udw, where

and v are any units of S.

The final remark follows from (iv) and (v).

We shall call (ul7 ....,#) a unit if uly . . . .
,

\

are any units of S. Employing only matrices whos(

elements are in 5, we shall call a matrix d a prime matrh

if it is not a unit and if it admits only such representations

as a product of two matrices in which one of them

a unit.

By definition any matrix equivalent to d is of the

form pdq where the matrices p and q are units of the

algebra. In other words any matrix d is associatec

( 88) with a diagonal matrix.

First, let S be the set of integers so that the element

of our matrices are integers. Then any matrix d o

rank n will be expressible as a product of prime matrice

in one and only one way apart from unit factors if the

like property is proved for diagonal matrices. The

latter is proved essentially* as at the end of 93. Henc

unique factorization into prime matrices holds.

Second, let S be the set of integral quaternions..

The uniqueness of factorization of diagonal matrices-

and hence of any matrices whose elements are integral

quaternions is subject to the same limitations as in

Theorem 5 of 91.

* We now need consider (a, ft, yd) only when a divides ft and when

a and ft both divide 75. For example, if y = ft, we employ

While we there employed (a, ft, i), we would now use the equivalent
matrix (i, a, ft).
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99. The fundamental theorem on arithmetics of

algebras. The proof ( 104) for any rational algebra

depends upon that for the complex algebra with the same

basal units. Hence we shall first deduce from the

general theory of algebras a set of normalized basal

units of any complex algebra and derive its characteristic

determinants by a method far simpler than that employed

by Cartan.* Moreover, our notations are more explicit

and hence more satisfactory.

It is only incidental to the goal of rational algebras

that we find the integral elements of a normalized

complex algebra. That result alone would not dispose

of the question for all rational algebras since not all

types of the latter are rational sub-algebras of complex

algebras in canonical forms obtained by applying trans

formations of units with complex coefficients.

100. Normalized basal units of a nilpotent algebra.

LEMMA. Any associative algebra A of index a is a

sum of a linear sets B^ . . . .
,
B a ,

no two with an

element 9*0 in common, such that

(14) BpBq
Bp+q+Bp+q+ I+ . . . . +Ba (p+q<a),

(15) BPBq^Ba

For, we may select in turn linear sets BI9 B 2 ,
....

such that

where Bi^A i+T =o in A { =Bi+A i+I
. Thus 5/^,4*. For

* Annales Fac. Sc. Toulouse, Vol. XII (1898). See the author s

Linear Algebras (1914), pp. 44-55.
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Evidently,

A = BI+B 2+ .... +Ba ,
BpBq^A*A*.

Now A p+q is B a if p+q^a ; but, for p+q<a,

We now assume that A is nilpotent and of index a,;

so that Ba
= o. Let Hz, ...-., n^ be a basis of B

i.e., linearly independent elements of B^ such that every

element of Bx is a linear combination of them with;

coefficients in the field F over which A is defined. Lett

n^+iy . . . .
, 7^+^ be a basis of .B 2 ,

etc.

First, let p^q and p+q<a. Then in the bases of

Bp and 5^, each n has a subscript ^&i+ ....+&
The latter sum is less than the minimum subscript

#1+ .... +^+g-i+ i of an ^ in BP+q . Hence by

(14), every product n^Uj is a linear combination with coeffi

cients in F of those n s whose subscripts exceed both i andj.

The same result holds also if ni is in BP and HJ is in

Bq ,
where now p-\-q^a, since BPBQ

= o by (15), so that

A set of basal units nly n 2 ,
.... of a nilpotent

algebra is called a normalized set if it has the property

expressed in italics.

101. The two categories of complex algebras. By
79, every complex algebra A with a modulus e is the

sum of its maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra N
and a semi-simple sub-algebra S, while 5 is a direct sum

of simple matric algebras S{. Here N must be replaced

by o if A itself is semi-simple. According as the orders
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of the Si are all i or not all i, A is said to be of the first

or second category, respectively.

This separation of the two cases is nowise necessary
in the present theory, but is a convenient one since the

notations in the first case are much simpler than in

the second case. Although the later treatment of the

second case applies to both cases, the prior simple dis

cussion of the first case will greatly clarify that of the

second case.

102. Complex algebras A of the first category. We
have A=S+N, where S is a direct sum of algebras

(ex), . . . .
, (eh) of order i, and

(16) et
=

ei, eiej=

e being the modulus of both A and S. Thus

N=eNe=

If eiNej is not zero, its elements are all linear com
binations of certain of its elements nly n 2y . . . .

,
which

are linearly independent. Since np
=

eixej, where x is

in A7

",
we have

(17) einp
= np ,

eknp
= o(k^i) ,

npej=np ,
npet

=

for k, /=i,...., h. Any element np ^o which satis

fies these conditions (17) is said to have the character

(i,j). But if eiNej
=

o, N has no elements of character

(ij). Write
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where the two linear sets on the right have only zero in

common. Every element ^o of Q/ is of character

(i,j). Then

N2= eN2e=2eiN2

ej , N=B,+N2
, B, = SCy ,

summed for i, j = i,...., A. Hence the elements of

.Bj are linear combinations of elements each having a

definite character. The same is true of B 2 in

N2 =B 2+N3
,
etc. In view also of 100 we may there

fore choose a normalized set of basal units of N each

having a definite character.

THEOREM i. Any complex algebra A of the first

category has a set of basal units e^ . . . .
, CH, n^ . . . .

,

ng ,
where each np is nil-potent and has a definite character,

while

(18) el
=

ei, Cinp
= np ,

npej=np ,
npnff

= 2yp(TT
nT ,

summed for r = i, . . . .
, g; r>p, r>cr; such that

np ,
na ,

nr have the respective characters (i,j), (j, /), (i, /).

All further products of two units are zero.

To find the first characteristic determinant 5(co) of

the general element z =x+y of A, where

we proceed as in the footnote to 60. If n is of char

acter (j, -),

. of nly . . . .
9
ng ;

lm. func. of wff+ x ,
na+ 2 ,

.....

Transposing the left members after replacing z by co,

we obtain linear equations in the units such that the

elements below the main diagonal of the determinant of
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the coefficients are all zero, while each diagonal element

is a
;

co. Hence 5(co) is a product of powers of & o>

(7
=

1, . . . .
, /O with exponents ^i. By 70, the

same is true of the rank function jR(cu), in which the

coefficient of the highest power of co is unity.

We are now in a position to investigate the sets of

elements of A with rational co-ordinates which have

properties R, C, U of 87. To secure the closure property

C, we assume* that the 7 s in (18) are rational. By prop

erty R, each coefficient of J?(co) =o is an integer. Since

its roots & are all rational, they are integers. The maxi

mal set is composed of all elements z in which the & are

integers, while the vj are merely rational. All such

z s therefore give the integral elements of A.

We shall prove that u = i+2apwp is a unit ( 88) for

all rational values of the ap . First,

where /, denotes a linear function of
,-, m+Iy .... with

rational coefficients. Similarly,

Proceeding in this manner, we finally reach the product
i. Hence

where the &, are rational. Hence u and v are units.

If np is of character (i, /), and &, . . . .
, & are

all ^o,

/= 2

* This assumption is not necessary for the application we shall

make in 104.
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provided ap = vp&~
1

. Multiply by v. Hence zv = x. This

proves that, if A (z) 7*0, so that each ,-^o, z is associated

with its abridgment x. Recalling the definition of

associated arithmetics ( 88), we have

THEOREM 2. // the y s are rational for the algebra

A=S-\-N in Theorem i, the arithmetic of A is associated

with the arithmetic of the sub-algebra S having the basal

units ely . . . .
, e^

103. General complex algebra. Any complex algebra
A with a modulus e is the sum of its maximal nilpotent

invariant sub-algebra N and a semi-simple algebra S
which is a direct sum of / simple matric algebras Si.

Then Si has the basal units ei$ (a, j3
=

i, . . . .
, pi),

with

(19) e^e^e^ ,

(20) e= 2_. eaaJ N=eNe=
i, a i, j, a,

If v is an element of N such that

then .

(21) {
e n= n

>
e
yy
n= (unless k= i, y= a),

\ nepp
= n

,
neyy

= o (unless k =j, y= #) ,

and n is said to have the character

i

a

Let i and j be fixed integers such that e^ve^ is not

zero for every v in N and let ^, j> 2 ,
.... be elements of

N such that
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(23) { = eJiV (p=i, 2, ...
L 1 *JP

form a complete set of linearly independent elements of

N of character

(: o-

whence every element of that character is a linear func

tion of the elements (23). By (23),

P I
\

J
\ PJ f>

1 b PJ =
I

J
\

LI i\p
lft *"*"*

[a 0Jp
P

whence Pp is of character (22). Since ^V is invariant in

A, kp belongs to N. We shall prove that the Pp ,
with

i,j, a, j8 fixed, form a complete set of linearly independent

elements of N of character (22). First, if they were

dependent, 2cpPp
= o for complex numbers cp not all

zero, we multiply by e\ a on the left and by e^ on the right

and get

?<[: (L-
whence each p

=
o, contrary to hypothesis. Hence the

number of elements in a complete set of character (22)

is not less than the number in a complete set of char

acter (24). To prove the reverse, note that if a set of

Pp are linearly independent, the corresponding elements

(23) will be linearly independent, since we saw how to

deduce Pp from (23) by multiplying by <?al on the left

and by e(^ on the right.
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In view of (20), the aggregate of the elements in the

complete sets just described for the various values of

ij J> a
> ft gives a set of basal units of N, each having a

definite character.

By (19), the product of e^v^ by el^ed is zero if

j?*k, while iij = k it is e\ T vp^v
9

9 0*II9 which is zero or

of character

Hence

From this we shall deduce

For, the left member denotes the product

which is zero if either ^V^ or /3^X. In the remaining

case, the product of the juxtaposed e s is ed, which pro

duces no effect on (23) when used as a right-hand multi

plier. To evaluate our expression, it therefore remains

to multiply (25) on the left by e?al and on the right by

ei/, the result is the sum in (26).

The complete multiplication table of A is given by

(19), (26), and
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( 2 7) <3L

or

We arrange our basal units of N in the order nl9

Ha, . . . .
,
where x ,

. . . .
,
w

&i
are those of our units

of N which are not in N2

}
while n^+x, . . . .

, ?fy +&

are those of N2 which are not in ^V3
,
etc.

The general element of A is z = x+y, where

We seek the first characteristic determinant S(co)

of z. First,

(29)

where the final symbol denotes a linear function of nI9

n 2 ,
..... Next, let

[{ 1 -*esw, P 1 -,,
[A Mj<r La Mjcr

so that nt is in N, but not in Ar2
. The same is true of ns

and of any basal unit obtained from nt by varying only
X and ju> as shown by comparing (25) with (26). Hence,

by (27),

(30) znt
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For the next step, let

P l

]
= np (b^p^+bj , \

k l

\

= n
q ,

|_A MJcr [a M_|o-

so that Up is in N2

,
but not in N3

. The same is true of

nq as before. Hence

(31) znP

Replacing z by co and transposing the left members

of (29), (30), (31), . . . .
,
we see that the determinant

5(o>) of the coefficients of the e s and n s is a product of

powers (with exponents ^i) of the determinants

Thus 6(co) is independent of the co-ordinates 77 of y.

The same is therefore true of the rank function -R(co)

which is a divisor of 5(co).

We are now in a position to investigate the sets of

elements of A with rational co-ordinates which have

properties R, C, U of 87. To secure the closure prop

erty C, we assume that the y s in (25) are rational.

The maximal set of integral elements of A is composed
of the z =x+y in which co-ordinates of y are arbitrary

rational numbers, while the # s form a maximal set of

integral elements of the sub-algebra S.

If the ap are rational, i+2apnp is a unit ( 102).

If the determinant A(s)=S(o) of z is not zero, we

can find a unit
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such that xu =x+y = z. In fact,

185

fll
>

Pjp

summed for X, i, 7, a, /?, p.

with y if

This sum will be identical

for all i, 7, a, ]8, p. The determinant of the coefficients

of the a s having i,j, 0, p fixed and X = i, . . . .
, pi, is

A(o)= (a,X=i,

which is zero for no value of i since 5(o) was shown to be

a product of powers (with exponents i^i) of the Di(6).

There exists a unit such that uv = i. Hence zv = x,

so that z is associated with x.

THEOREM. Any complex algebra ^4=5+^ with a

modulus has a set of basal units each with a definite char

acter and having the multiplication table (19), (26), (27),

and (28). // the y s are rational
,
the arithmetic of A is

associated with the arithmetic of its semi-simple sub-

algebra S.

104. Arithmetic of any rational algebra. Let A
be any algebra with a modulus over the field of all

rational numbers, such that A is not semi-simple. Let

N denote its maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra.

By 78, A =S+N, where 5 is a semi-simple sub-algebra.
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Let A
,
S r

,
N denote the algebras over the field of all

complex numbers which have the same basal units as

A
, S, N, respectively. Then 5" is semi-simple and N is

the maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra of A 1

S +N ( 74). Introduce the basal units of A which

were employed in 102-3. As there proved,- the first

characteristic determinant and rank function of A does

not involve the co-ordinates of the basal units belonging

to Nr

. Hence the rank equation -R(cu) =o of A does not

involve the co-ordinates of the basal units fp belonging

to N) which are therefore arbitrary rational numbers in

any integral element of A. Denote the basal units of S

by s^ Then every element of A is of the form

z= x+y, x=2XiSi, y=2Yp p ,

where Xi and Yp are rational. Let

Then

XU=X+
i, p

Since N, of order g, is invariant in A
,

^--\
^fp= 7 ^ipktk,

k = i

where the y s are rational. Hence xu =x+y = zii

p=Yk (*=!,...., g).

These g linear equations in g unknowns ap with

rational coefficients are consistent and have unique
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solutions ap ,
which are therefore rational. In fact,

after introducing the basal units of A r

employed in

102-3, we proved that there exists one and only

one set of co-ordinates of u such that xu = z, so that the

same is true when we return to the present basal units.

We can determine rational numbers /?/ such that

( 102, end)

uv=i, fl

Hence u and v are units, and xu =z implies zv = x, whence

z is associated with its abridgment x if A(z) ?o.

FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM. The arithmetic ofA=S+N
is associated with the arithmetic of its semi-simple sub-

algebra S. In other words, we may suppress the properly

nilpotent elements of an algebra when studying its arithmetic.

105. Generalized quaternions. Consider the algebra

D whose elements are X = x+yE, where x and y range

over all complex numbers with rational co-ordinates,

such that

(32) E2=-P, Ex=x E,

where x =a %i is the conjugate of* x=a-\-%i. If ft

is not a sum of two rational squares, Z) is a division alge

bra ( 47, where x, y } y are now replaced by i, E, /?,

and we have taken 6= i). We restrict ft to integral

values.

*
Writing y= r)-{-i, we see that X is the general element of the

algebra (18) of 10 with a=i, Ui= i, u2
= E, u3

= iE, so that D is a

generalization of the algebra of quaternions (the case /3= i). As proved

there, D is associative. The arithmetic of algebra (18) for any a and ft

is being studied by other methods by Latimer in his Chicago thesis.
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The product of X by Z =z+wE is

(33) XZ= xz- f3yw + (xw+yz )E ,

which is an element of D, so that D is an associative

algebra. We shall call X = x yE the conjugate of X,
and

(34) N(X) =XX= XX=xx + f3yy
f

the norm of X. The conjugate of XZ in (33) is seen to

be equal to the product ZX of the conjugates of the

factors taken in reverse order. Hence

(35) N(XZ) =XZZX=XXZZ= N(X) N(Z) ,

since ZZ is a rational number and hence is commutative

with X. Note that X and X are the roots of

(36) u2-2(Tu+N(X) = o (x=a+&).

Consider the set 7 of all elements X =x+yE in which

x and y are complex integers (i.e., complex numbers

with integral co-ordinates). Then the coefficients of

the rank equation (36) are integers. In view also of

(33)? we see that the set 1 has the closure property C.

We shall now determine every set S of elements X
of D which has properties R and C and contains 7.

For the moment give X, x, y the foregoing notations and

call a the rational part of X. Since i, E, and Ei belong
to 7 and hence to S, the closure property C shows that

S contains X, Xi, XE=/3y+xE, and XEi, whose

rational parts are evidently o-, , /3rj, /?* , respectively.

The negatives of their doubles are therefore coefficients

of the rank equations of X, Xi, etc., and hence are integers

by property R. In other words, 2x and 2/3y are complex

integers, say u and w. Then
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P

By (36) and property R, N(X) must be an integer, so

that ww f

must be divisible by /?.

If c is a complex integer ^o, the introduction of

c~*E as a new unit in place of E has the effect of dividing

j3 by cc . Hence we may assume that /? is not divisible

by a sum of two integral squares. It is known that

every prime of the form 4^+1 and every product of such

primes is a sum of two integral squares. Also, 2 = i
2+ 1

2
.

Hence we may assume that =b/3 is either unity or a

product of distinct primes of the form 4^+3.
LEMMA. // such a /? divides 7

2+82

,
where 7 and 8 are

integers, then /3 divides both 7 and 5.

For, if p = 4.n+s is a prime factor of /3 and hence

of 7
2+ 5

2

,
either p divides 7 and hence also 5, or we

can find ( no, end) an integer e such that 76=1 (mod

p). Then

(mod p),

whereas i is known to be not congruent to a square
modulo p = 4n+$. Hence p divides 7 and d. Thus

j3
=

/>ft divides p
2

s, where

Since /3 has no square factor, /3X divides s. As before,

any prime factor q of ft divides both 7/^ and d/p.

Proceeding similarly, we conclude that P = pq . .

divides both 7 and 5.

We proved above that j8 must divide 2W r = 72+ 5
2

,

if we write w = 7+ di. Hence j3 divides 7 and d and hence
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also w. Write w = /3v. Thus every element of S is of

the form X=%(u+vE), where u and v are complex

integers. Then

(37)

must be an integer.

First, let /?=i (mod 4). By (37), uu +vv ,
which

is a sum of four integral squares, must be divisible by 4.

They must all be even or all odd since the square of an

even or odd integer has the remainder o or i, respectively,

.
when divided by 4. The maximal set S is therefore

composed of all elements %(u+vE) in which the four

co-ordinates of the complex integers u and v are either

all even or all odd integers. If in the latter case we
subtract

(38) G

we obtain a linear combination of i, i, E, iE with integral

coefficients. Since iE = 2G ii E, the set S has

the basis i, i, E, G. Since E = (if)G i, S is com

posed of the elements x+yG, where x and y are complex

integers. This set S is closed under multiplication since

Gi= -i+i-iG, G2=G-i(i+ 0) .

This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem

below.

Second, let 18=3 (mod 4). By (37), the integers

uu f

and w f

must be congruent modulo 4. Write u =

K+\i, v =
jjL+ vi. Then /c

2+X2=
/z

2+ j>
2

(mod 4). Hence

the values of /c, X, ju, v are congruent modulo 2 to those

in one of the six sets

(39) (oooo), (ono), (oioi), (1010), (1001), (mi).
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For the first of these sets, X = %(u+vE) is of the form

x+yE, where x and y are complex integers, and hence

belongs to the set / of all such elements. If from the

half of any complex integer we subtract a suitably chosen

complex integer x, we obtain \u, where u = K+Xi, K = o or

i, X = o or i. Hence any element of S is the sum of a

suitably chosen element x+yE of / and an element

H = ^(u+vE) for which (K, X, p, v) is identical with one

of the sets (39) and not merely congruent to it. Hence

S is derived from / by annexing one or more of the ele

ments H 2 ,
. . . .

, H(> defined by the second, . . . .
,

sixth set (39), respectively.

Let Sx be the set obtained by annexing either of

(40) ff a
=

J

to 7. It contains both of them since

while i + /3 is an even integer.

Let S 2 be the set obtained by annexing either of

to /. It contains both of them since

If we annex all of the elements (40) and (41), we

obtain a set containing H4+H 2 E = ^(i+i), whose

norm is J, so that the set does not have properties

R and C.

If to / we annex H6
= G, given by (38), we obtain a

set containing G =H 2+H5
=H 3+H4 ,

so that the set is

a sub-set of both 5X and S 2 .
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Hence the only maximal sets containing / are Sx

and S2 . In view of their origin they have properties

R and U. It remains to verify that they have the

closure property C.

Note that Sx has the basis i, i, H 2 ,
Hs since from the

first two and the doubles of the last two we deduce E
and IE and hence the basis of I. Since H5

= iH 2 +i,
the elements of Si are all of the form x+yH 2 ,

where x

and y are complex integers. Thus Sx is closed under

multiplication since

H 2i=-i-iH 2 , flj= -!

Similarly, S 2 has the basis i, i, Hz
= iH^ H4 ,

and is

closed under multiplication since

THEOREM. Let D be the algebra composed of the ele

ments x+yE, where x and y range over all complex num
bers with rational co-ordinates, while E2 =/3, Ex = x E,

and j8 is an integer. Without loss of generality we may
take ft to be i or a product of distinct primes of the form

4^+3 or the negative of such a product. Then every maxi

mal set of elements having properties R and C, and con

taining the basal units i, i, E, iE, is formed of all the

elements x-\-yB, where x and y range over all complex

integers, while B is given by (38) if ]8= i (mod 4), but B is

either H 2 or H4 in (40) or (41) if 18=3 (mod 4). Hence in

the latter case, D has two such maximal sets. Except for

]8= i, D is a division algebra.

It remains only to prove the final remark in the

theorem. As noted above, D is a division algebra if /?

is not a sum of two rational squares. Suppose that
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where 7, 5, e are integers and e has no factor > i in

common with both 7 and 6. Then /? divides

/3e
2 = 72+52 and hence divides both 7 and 5 by the

lemma. Write 7 = 7i& 5 = 8^. Then -e2 = P(yl+Sfi.

Hence /3 divides e
2+o2 and hence also e by the lemma.

Since e has the factor /3 in common with both 7 and
,

j8
= d=i. For ]8= +i, ]8 is not a sum of two rational

squares. Hence D is a division algebra unless /?= i.

77ze case j8= 3. We saw that 5* has the basis

i, i, E, G, with G defined by (38). Hence every integral

element is of the form

q
= x +xli+x2E+x3G ,

where the xt are integers. Let h = h + .... +h3G
be any element of D. Then if m is a positive integer,

the coefficients of i, i, E, iE in h mq are

By choice of integers o:37 # 2 ,
xI? oc

,
we see that d

,
. . .

,

d3 can be made numerically ^%m, \m, \m, \m,

respectively. But

For ]8= -3, /3(d
2

2 +dl} lies between |fw
2 and o. Also,

^o+^i lies between o and %m2
. Hence ^V lies between

m2 and +m2
. Then as in Lemma 2 of 91 we can

always perform the two kinds of division each with a

remainder whose norm is numerically less than the norm
of the divisor. From N(q)=i, we see that the number
of units is infinite.
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The case =+3. Employing the set Sx with the

basis i, i, H 2 ,
H5 ,

we obtain as in Lemma i of 91

Then Lemma 2 of 91 holds. From the integral solu

tions of 4N(q) =4, we obtain at once the 12 units of D:

il, if, iff a , i(ffa-), #5,

Thus Z) is not equivalent to the algebra in the preceding

case, while neither is equivalent to the algebra of rational

quaternions which has 24 units.

The reader acquainted with the elements of the

theory of numbers will find no difficulty in developing

for algebra D with j8
= i3 an arithmetical theory analo

gous to that for quaternions in 91.

1 06. Application to Diophantine equations. By way
of example consider x\+ .... +x2

s
= x

2

6 . By factoring

#6~#s> we reduce this equation to

(42) x2

-\-y
2
-}-z

2
-{-w

2= uv .

Since the norm x2+y2+z2+w2 of the product

(43) x+yi+zj+wk=

of two quaternions

(44) A = a-\-bi-{-cj-\-dk, B

iS equal to the product of their norms, (42) has the

solutions

=aab/3cydd, y= a0+ba+c5 dy ,

z= ay bd+ca+dp j
w= ad+by c($+da,

v=a2+P2+y2+82
.
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We shall first find all rational solutions of (42).

If v 7^0, we may evidently write

x_a y_b z_c w_d
v a v a V a V a

where a, a, &, ,
d are integers without a common factor

>i. Then

v\v

Denote the rational number v/a
2

by/. Then

x=faa, y=fba, z=fca, w=fda,

The rational solutions of (42) with v = o have x = y =

z =w = o and hence are given by (46) with a = o. The

products of an arbitrary rational number / by the six

numbers (45), in which a, . . . .
,

5 are integers without

a common factor >i, give all the rational solutions of

(42). In fact, we just proved that they are all given

by (46) to which the products of /by the numbers (45)

reduce when @ = y = d = o.

To prove that we obtain all integral solutions when
we restrict the multiplier / to integral values, we have

merely to show that, when the products of the numbers

(45) by an irreducible fraction n/p are equal to integers,

so that the numbers (45) are all divisible by p, then the

quotients are expressible in the same form (45) with new

integral parameters in place of a, . . . .
,

5. It is

sufficient to prove this for the (equal or distinct) prime
factors of p, since after each of them has been divided

out in turn p itself has been divided out.
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Hence let p be a prime which divides the six numbers

(45). In particular, p divides the norm u of the quater

nion A having integral co-ordinates. By Lemma 3 of

91, A has in common with p a right divisor not a unit.

By Theorem 4, p is a product PP
f =P P of two con

jugate prime quaternions with integral co-ordinates.

After choice of the notation between P and P
,
we have

A = QP, where Q is an integral quaternion.

i) Let p>2. Then Q has integral co-ordinates.

Otherwise Q = %q, in which the four co-ordinates of q

are all odd integers, and

does not have integral co-ordinates in contradiction with

the fact that A and P f

and hence also AP have integral

co-ordinates.

Since x, y, z, w are divisible by p by hypothesis,

(43) shows that AB = pC, where the quaternion C has

integral co-ordinates. Either B has P f

as a left divisor

and B =P q, where as above q has integral co-ordinates,

or else the greatest common left divisor of B and P is

unity, so that i =BD+P E, where D and E are integral

quaternions. In the latter case,

A=A BD+A P E=pC D+Q PP E=p(CD+QE),

where CD+QE is an integral quaternion, so that its

double is a quaternion R having integral co-ordinates.

Hence 2A=pR, whereas the co-ordinates of A may be

assumed to be not all divisible by p. For, if a, 6, c, d

are all divisible by p, then a, /3, 7, 5 are not all divisible

by p and we may employ from the outset the conjugate

B A f

of AB in place of AB in (43). Hence the second
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of the foregoing cases is excluded and we have B =P q.

Thus

A- =Qp , Q=al+b Ii+cIj+dlk,

B= P q, q=

where al9 . . . .
, Si are integers. Then by (43),

Just as equations (45) were obtained from (43), we now

see that the expressions for x/p, y/p, z/p, w/p, u/p, v/p

are derived from the expressions in (45) by replacing

a, . . . .
,

5 by the eight new integral parameters

Oj, . . . .
, Sj. This completes the proof for any odd

prime p.

ii) Let p = 2. Since u is divisible by 2, a+b+c+d
is even. Hence at least one of a+b, a+c, a+d is even.

These three cases differ only in notation since the substi

tution T=(bcd)((3y5)(yzw), which permutes b, c, d

cyclically, etc., leaves unaltered* the system of equations

(45). Hence we may assume that a+b is even, whence

c+d is even. Then

is evidently the product of a quaternion Q having integral

co-ordinates by P = i+i, since 2 = (ii)P. Similarly,

if a+ /? is even, B =P q and the last part of case (i)

* This is due to the fact that T corresponds to the cyclic substitu

tion (ijk) on the units, which leaves unaltered their multiplication

table ( n).
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leads to the same conclusion when p = 2. But if a+ /3

is odd, 7+ 5 is odd and either a+7 or a+ 6 is even.

These two sub-cases are interchanged when we replace

a by b, b by a, 7 by 5, and 6 by 7, whence z and w
in (45) remain unaltered, while x is replaced by y,

and y by x. Hence let a+7 be even. Since a+b and

c+d are even, while a+ /? and 7+5 are odd,

o=x=aa+a(a+i) cy+c(y+i) = a+c (mod 2).

Applying the inverse substitution T~ l
to a+c and a +7,

we are led to the former case in which a+b and a+ /3

are even.

THEOREM. All integral solutions of x2+y2+z2+w2 =

uv are given by the products of the numbers (45) by an

arbitrary integer and hence are given by the formula which

expresses the fact that the norm of the product of two quater

nions is equal to the product of their norms.

This simple method due to the author* has led to the

complete solution in integers of various Diophantine

equations not previously solved completely. It is

evidently applicable to o?+y*s (z
2+w2

)
= uv since

there exists a greatest common left (or right) divisor of

any two integral elements of the algebra Z) of 105

with j8
=

3.

In his book (cited in 91), Hurwitz employed quater

nions to prove classic theorems on the number of ways
of expressing a positive integer as a sum of four integral

squares and to prove that every real linear transformation

yi=ailxI+ .... +ai4x4 (2=1,2,3,4)

*
Comptes Rendus du Congres International des Mathematiciens

(Strasbourg, 1920) pp. 46-52. Further developed in Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, XXVII (1921), 353-65.
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of positive determinant for which Hy^cLx* may be

obtained from the equation y = axb between real quater

nions. In particular, for c = i, every real orthogonal

transformation of determinant +i on four variables

is obtained from y = axb where the norms of the quater

nions a and b are unity. To obtain corresponding

results for three variables, take yI
= xI

=
o, b = a

f

.



CHAPTER XI

FIELDS

107. Examples. In i we gave several examples of

fields of ordinary complex numbers. There exist also

fields of functions; one example is the set of all rational

functions of a variable x with rational coefficients; a

more general example is the set of all rational functions

of the independent complex variables xly . . . .
,
xn

having as coefficients numbers belonging to any chosen

field of complex numbers.

Still further types of fields are obtained if we adopt
the purely abstract definition next explained.

We shall treat only those properties of fields which are

required to make the theory of algebras presented in

the preceding chapters valid for algebras over an arbi

trary field.

1 08. Postulates* for a field. A field F is a system

consisting of a set 5 of elements a, b, c, . . . . and

two operations, called addition and multiplication,

which may be performed upon any two (equal or dis

tinct) elements a and b of S, taken in that order, to pro
duce uniquely determined elements ab and a Ob of 5,

such that postulates I-V are satisfied. For simplicity,

we shall write a+ b for ab, and ab for a Ob, and call

them the sum and product, respectively, of a and b.

Moreover, elements of S will be called elements of F.

*
Essentially the second set by Dickson, Transactions of the Amer

ican Mathematical Society, IV (1903), 13-20. For other definitions by
him and by Huntington, see ibid., VI (1905), 181-204.
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I. If a and b are any two elements of F, a+ b and

ab are uniquely determined elements of F, and

b-\-a=a-\-b, ba=ab.

II. If #, b, c are any three elements of F,

III. There exist in F two distinct elements, denoted

by o and i, such that if a is any element of F, a+o = a,

a i =a (whence 0+0= a, i a = a by I).

IV. Whatever be the element a of F, there exists in

F an element x such that a+x = o (whence x+a = o by I).

V. Whatever be the element a (distinct from o) of F,

there exists in F an element y such that ay = i (whence

ya = i by I) .

109. Simple properties; subtraction and division.

VI. The elements denoted by o and i in III are

unique and will be called the zero and the unity of F.

For, if a+z = a and au = a for every a in F, we have

in particular 0+2 = 0, i u = i. But, by III, o+z = z,

i u = u. Hence z = o, u = i .

VII. If a, 6, c are elements of F such that a+b = a+c,

then b = c.

For, by IV, there exists an element x of F such that

x+a = o. Using also III? we get

= o+b= (x

= (x+a)+c=o+c= c.

In particular, if a+ b = o and a+c = o, then b = c.

Hence the element x in IV is uniquely determined by

a; it will be designated by a.
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VIII. If a and b are any elements of F, there exists

one and (by VII) only one element x of F for which

a+x = b, viz., x = a+b. For,

The resulting element x will be written b a and called

the result of subtracting a from b.

IX. If a, b, c are elements of F such that ab = ac and

a^o, then b = c.

For, by V, there exists an element y of F such that

ya = i. Using also II 2 ,
we get

b=i b=(ya)b= y(ab)
=

y(ac)
= (ya)c=i *c= c.

In particular, if ab = i and ac = i, then 5 = . Hence

the element y in V is uniquely determined by a; it is

called the reciprocal (or inverse) of a and designated

by i/a or a" 1
.

By II3 with c = o and VII, ao = o. Taking c =o in

IX, we see that ab = o, a 5^0, imply i = o.

X. If a and J are elements of F and #^o, there

exists one and (by IX) only one element x of F such

that ax = b, viz., x = a~ I
b.

For,

a(a~
I

b)
= aa~ l =i = 6 .

The resulting element # will be designated by b/a

and called the quotient of J by a, or the result of dividing

b by a.

1 10. Example of a finite field. Let p be a prime
number >i. All integers #, a^, a2p, .... which

differ from a by a multiple of p are said to form a /ass

0/ residues [a] modulo p, and this class may also be

designated by [a+kp], where k is any integer. Hence
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there are exactly p distinct classes: [o], [i], ....,-

[p i]. We shall take them as the p elements of a

finite field F in which addition and multiplication are

defined by

[0][a ]=[oa ] .

To justify these definitions, note that if k and / are any

integers, the sum and product of a+kp and a +lp are,

respectively, a+a +mp and aa +tp, where m = k+l,

t = al+a k+ klp. In other words, whichever number of

class [a] we add to whichever number of class [a
7

], we

always obtain a number of the same class [a+a j; and

similarly for multiplication.

For these p elements and for addition and multiplica

tion just defined, it is easily seen that the postulates

I-IV for a field are all satisfied. Classes [o] and [i] are

the zero and unity elements, respectively. Postulate

V states that if [a] is any class ^[o], there exists a class

[y] such that [a] [y]
=

[i], and is another statement of the

well-known theorem that, if a is any integer not divisible

by the prime p, there exist integers y and z such that ay =

i+pz. For example, if p = $, a = 2, 3, or 4, then

2 3
= 1+ 5 -1 = 3-2, 4 4=i+ 5 3

To prove the last theorem, assign to y the values 1,2,

. . . .
, p i, and divide each product ay by p to obtain

a remainder >o and <p. Since the p i remainders

are distinct, they must be i, 2, . . . .
, p i in some

order. Hence one remainder is i, as desired.

in. Indeterminates and polynomials in them. We
shall first define a single indeterminate x and polynomials
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(i) a +a Ix+ .... +anx
n

in x having as coefficients elements a
,

. . . .
,
an of

any field F.

We consider simultaneously for n = o, i, 2, .... all

sets

fl=(a ,
ax , . . . .

, aj

of n+ i ordered elements a
,

a I? . . . .
,
an of F.

The set

4= (ft, ft, . .
, ft,), fl^w,

shall be called equal to the set a if and only if

ft
=

o,- (i=o, !,....,), ft-=o O =w+i, -
, w).

The sum a+ of a and i is defined to be the set

The product ab is defined to be (70, 7i, . . . .
, 7+),

where

In particular, for sets composed of single elements,

Hence these sets form a field which is abstractly identical

with F, so that no contradiction can arise if we identify

(a) with a. Accordingly, if p is any element of F we
define (p) to be p. Then

=
a(p) = (pa ,

. . . .
, paw).

Denote the set (o, i) by x. Then

x*=(o, o, i), **=(o, . . . .
, o, i),
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in which i is preceded by k zeros. Hence

(a ,
a x ,

. . . .
,
aw)

=
(a )+ (o, ai)+ (o, o, a 2)+ ....

= ao+a x (o, i)+ a 2 (o, o, i)+

takes the form (i) above, which is called a polynomial

in the indeterminate x=(o, i ) with coefficients a
,

. . . .
,

an in F.

Two such polynomials are therefore equal only when

corresponding coefficients are equal, while their sum and

product are found exactly as in elementary algebra.

If aM ^o, polynomial (i) is said to be of degree n in x.

No degree is assigned if a =
o, . . . .

,
aw = o. The

degree of the product of two polynomials in x is evi

dently the sum of their degrees. Hence the product is

zero only when at least one polynomial factor is zero.

To define polynomials in two indeterminates x and

y y
consider sets s = [a ,

az ,
. . . .

, a] of n+i ordered

polynomials

n2X
2
-\- ....

in x with coefficients
/,-
in F. Define equality, addition,

and multiplication of sets exactly as above. Write y
for the set [o, i]. As above,

s=a +a Iy+ ....

The final sum is called a polynomial in the two indeter

minates x and y with coefficients clj in F.

The method just employed to define polynomials in

two indeterminates by means of those in one may be

used to define polynomials in k (commutative) indeter-
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minates xl9 . . . .
, Xk. by means of those in xlf . . . .

,

Xk-i. By induction on k we obtain the

THEOREM. Two polynomials in the indeterminates

#i, . . . .
, Xk with coefficients in F are equal only

when corresponding coefficients are equal. Their sum and

product arefound as in elementary algebra. Their product

is zero only when at least one of them is zero. A II operations

on polynomials in indeterminates are in their last analysis

operations on sets of ordered elements of the given field F.

If /, g, h are polynomials in #z ,
. . . .

, #4 with

coefficients in F such that f=gh, then / is said to be

divisible by g and h. Then if neither g nor h is an element

of F, f is called reducible with respect to F. But if /
has no divisor other than a and a/, where a is an element

7^0 of F, f is called irreducible with respect to F.

For example, x\^x
2

2 is reducible and x\ $x\ is

irreducible with respect to the field of rational numbers.

112. Polynomials which vanish throughout F. We
shall consider first a polynomial/^) of degree n> o in one

indeterminate x with coefficients in the field F. If e

is an element of F, we have

x*=(x
k- I+xk-*e+x!

t-*e2+ .... +xek- 2+ek~ I

) (x-e)+e
k

.

Multiply by the coefficient ak of of in f(x) and sum as

to k. We get f(x}=Q(x)(x-e)+f(e}, where Q(x) is a

polynomial of degree n i in x with coefficients in F.

When the element/(e) of F is zero, we shall say that/(#)

vanishes for e and has the divisor x e.

Let /(OP) vanish for two distinct elements ex and e 2 of

F. From
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we have Q(e 2)=o, so that Q(x) has the divisor x e2 .

Thus f(x)
=

(x eI)(x e 2)QI (x). A repetition of this

argument shows that, if f(x) =a xn+ .... vanishes for

n distinct elements el9 . . . .
,
en of F, then

f(x)
= a (x-eI)(x-e 2) .... (x-en).

If f(x) vanishes also for e which is distinct from

fe, . . . .
,

eny thena = o. Repeating the argument on

aIx
n~ I+ . . . .

, etc., we obtain the following con

clusion :

I. If a polynomial a xn+ . . . . + an with coefficients

in F vanishes for more than n elements of F, each coefficient

is zero.

II. In any infinite field F, a polynomial in x with

coefficients in F is zero (identically) if it vanishes for all

elements of F.

But II need not hold for a finite field. For example,

if F is the field of the classes of residues of integers modulo

p, a prime ( no), the polynomial xp xis not zero, but

vanishes for every element of F since, by Fermat s

theorem, ep e is divisible by p when e is any integer.

III. A polynomial f(xly . . . .
,
xn) in n indeter-

minates with coefficients in an infinite field F is zero

(identically) if it vanishes for all sets of n elements of F.

To give a proof by induction, let III be true for poly

nomials in xly . . . .
,
xn L. Then III is true for / if

it lacks xn . Hence let

In view of the hypothesis for the induction, we may
assign elements ,,...., %n-i of F such that g (i,
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. . . .
, Zn-J^o. Then / becomes a polynomial in

the single indeterminate xn , which, by II, does not

vanish for a certain element e of F. But this contra

dicts the assumption that / vanishes for the set of ele

ments &,...., _!, e.

113. Laws of divisibility of polynomials in x. It

is to be understood that all the polynomials employed
have their coefficients in any fixed field F.

We shall first prove that there exists a greatest com
mon divisor of any two polynomials /(#) and h(x), the

latter being of degree n>o. The process employed in

elementary algebra to divide/(#) by h(x) is purely rational

and hence leads to a quotient q^(x) and a remainder

r^x), each being a polynomial with coefficients in F,

such that either TI(X) is zero (and then/ is exactly divisible

by K) or r^x) has a degree n l (n I <n). In either case,

If ri(x)?*o, we divide h(x) by r^x) and obtain a

quotient q 2 (x) and a remainder r2 (x) which is either zero

or has a degree n 2 (n 2 <n I), whence

If r 2 (x) 7*0, we repeat the process on rx and r 2 ,
and get

Since ^, ^I? w 2 ,
. . . . form a series of decreasing

integers ^o, the process must terminate and ultimately

lead to a remainder rm+ which is zero, while rm ^o. The

final equations of the series are therefore
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Employing these equations in reverse order, we see

that rm (x) divides rm-i(x), rm- 2 (x), . . . .
,
r3 (x), r2 (x),

fi(X), h(x)j /(x), and hence is a common divisor of the

given polynomials / and h.

Conversely, employing the equations in their original

i order, we see that any common divisor of / and h is a

i

divisor of rx ,
ra ,

. . . .
,
rm_ 2 ,

rm- Iy rm .

Hence the common divisors of / and h coincide with

the divisors of rm (x), which is therefore called a greatest

common divisor of / and h. Let g(x) be any greatest

common divisor of / and h, i.e., a common divisor

which is divisible by every common divisor. Then

g(x) and rm (x) divide each other, whence g(x)=arm (x),

where a is an element ?^o of the field F.

From the first two equations above, we get

Inserting these values into the third equation, we get

Mfi+ ftC

It follows by induction on j that TJ is a linear homo

geneous function of / and h whose coefficients are poly
nomials in x. The same is therefore true of g(x)

=

arm(x).

We have now proved the following theorem:

I. ///(#) and h(x) are any polynomials in an indeter

minate x with coefficients in any field F, such that f and

h are not both zero, they have a greatest common divisor

g(x) y
with coefficients in F, which is uniquely determined

up to a factor 7^0 belonging to F. There exist two poly

nomials s(x) and t(x) having coefficients in F such that

(2) g(*)
=

s(x)f
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In case g(x) reduces to an element 7^0 of F, we shall

call f(x) and h(x) relatively prime. In that case, we

multiply the terms of (2) by 5, where 78 = 1, and write

<r(x)
=

ds(x), r(x) = dt(x). Hence if/ and h are relatively

prime, there exist polynomials a and r with coefficients

in F such that

(3) i = <r(x)f(x)+ r(x)h(x).

Multiplying (3) by k(x), we deduce

II. // f(x) and h(x) are relatively prime, and if the

product f(x)k(x) is divisible by h(x), then k(x) is divisible

byh(x).

If both/(x) and l(x) are relatively prime to h(x), we
have (3) and i=s(x)l(x)+t(x)h(x). By multiplication,

i = ffsfl+ ( aft+ rsl+ rhfih,

which shows that // is relatively prime to h. This

implies

III. // two or more polynomials in x are each relatively

prime to h(x), their product is relatively prime to h(x).

A polynomial is evidently either divisible by an

irreducible polynomial or else is relatively prime to it.

Hence III implies

IV. // the product of two or more polynomials is divisible

by an irreducible polynomial h(x), at least one of them is

divisible by h(x).

A reducible polynomial /(a) is by definition the prod
uct of two polynomials/^x) and/2 (X) each of degree ^ i.

If fi(x) is reducible, we replace it by a product of two

polynomials each of degree ^i. Proceeding in this

manner, we obtain a factorization

f(x)
=

P*(*)P*(x) .... Pk(x)
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of f(x) into irreducible polynomials each of degree ^ i

and having all coefficients in F. If there were a second

such factorization

/(*) $(*)?(*) ?rO),

the latter product of irreducible polynomials qi(x) would

be divisible by ^i(x), whence, by IV, a certain qi(x) would

be divisible by p^(x). After relabeling the
<? s, we

may take i=i. Then qi(x)=a lpi(x), where a x is an

element ^o of 7^. Thus

Pi(x)[p 2 (x) .... pkW a^x) .... qr (x)]
= o.

Hence the second factor is zero. As before, p 2 (x) would

divide one of the
<//, i^2, say q 2 ,

whence q 2
= a 2p 2 .

Proceeding similarly, we obtain

V. Any polynomial reducible in F can be expressed as

a product of polynomials irreducible in F; apart from the

arrangement of the polynomials and the association of

multipliers belonging to F, this factorization can be effected

in a single way.

The theorems of this section are illustrated in 116

for the case of congruences with respect to a prime
modulus.

114. Laws of divisibility of polynomials in several

indeterminates. The theorems of this section are

stated explicitly for polynomials in two indeterminates

x and y. However, if we interpret x to mean a set of

indeterminates xly . . . .
,
xn ,

the theorems concern

polynomials in xI9 . . . .
,
xn , y and are established

by induction from n to n+ i variables by the proofs as

written,* if we assume that Theorems V, VII, VIII hold
* Provided the citations to I, IV, V of 113 be replaced by citations

to the analogues of V, VII, VIII below for polynomials in xI} . . . .
,
xn .
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for polynomials in XL ,
. . . .

,
xn . Since the latter

theorems were proved in 113 when n = i, the induction

will be complete.

If pi(x) and <ii(x) are polynomials in x with coefficients

in F,

(4) r(x,y)
i = o

s (x , y)
=

are of degrees n and m, respectively, in y. By I of 113,

PO (X), . . . .
, pn (x) have a greatest common divisor

p(x). In case p(#) reduces to an element of F, we call

r(x, y) primitive in y. Let <r(x) be a greatest common
divisor of o- (ff),...., <TW(#). Then

(5) K*, 30
= pO)0, y), s(s, ?)= <r(*)S(s, ?),

where R and 5 are primitive in y.

I. If the product of r(x, y) and s(x, y) is divisible by a

polynomial P(x) which is irreducible in F, either r or s is

divisible by P(x).

Since this is evident if every pi(x) or every <TI(X) in

(4) is divisible by P(x), let pp(x) and (rq (x) be relatively

prime to P(x), and pt(x) and <TJ(X) be divisible by P(x)

iori>p,j>q. Then

Q

<n(x)y+P(x)Q(x, y).

Since rs is divisible by P(x) }
the coefficient pp(x)<rq (x) of

yp+q must be divisible by P(x), contrary to IV of 113.

II. // two polynomials r(x, y) and s(x, y) are primitive

in y, their product is primitive in y.
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For, if rs is not primitive in y, then rs = r(x)T(x, y),

where r(x) is not an element of F and hence, by V of

113, has a factor P(x) which is irreducible in F. Then,

by I, either r or s is divisible by P(x), whereas each is

primitive in y.

III. //, in (5), R and S are primitive in y and if r is

divisible by s, then R is divisible by S, and p(x) is divisible

by <r(x).

For, if r = sk, where k = ic(x)K(x, y) and K is primitive

in y, then

r= PR.

Since SK is primitive in y by II, a greatest common
divisor of the coefficients of the powers of y in r is <TK

by the first equation and is p by the second. Hence,

by I of 113, (?K = ap, where a is in F. Then R = aSK.
COROLLARY. Any divisor of a polynomial primitive

in y is itself primitive in y.

This proof establishes also

IV. If p(x)R is equal to the product of a(x)S by ic(x)K,

where R, S, K are primitive in y, then R = aSK and

<TK = ap, where a is an element of F.

V. Two polynomials r(x, y) and s(x, y) with coefficients

in F have a greatest common divisor [r y s] which is uniquely

determined apart from a factor belonging to F. The prod
uct* rm of [r, s] by a certain polynomial in x is expressible

as a linear combination of r and s, while [r, s] itself may
not be so expressible.

* For example, let r=(x-\-i)yi, s = x(y-{-i), and let F be the

field of rational numbers. Evidently [r, s]
=

i, which is not a linear com
bination of r and 5 since they are both zero when x=2,y=i. This

holds also if F is the field of the three classes of residues of integers
modulo 3 ( no). Hence we cannot prove VI by the method employed
for II of 113.
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For, let s = v(x)y
n+ .... be of degree n>o in y.

If r is of degree n+k i in y, the algebraic division of

v
k
r by s yields a quotient gt and remainder rx which is

either zero or has a degree nI (nI <n) in y, whence

vkr=sqI+rl .

But if /- is of degree <n in y, we take =
o, 1

=
0, rI

= r
J

and see that the preceding equation continues to hold.

If ^!>o, we write rI
= vl (x)y

ni+ .... and find

similarly that

where r 2 is either zero or has a degree n 2 (n 2 <nI) in y.

Since w, nly n 2 ,
. . . . form a series of decreasing integers

^o, the process terminates and ultimately leads to a

remainder rm+i which is zero, while rm ^o. The final

two equations of the series are

Employ (5) and rm = r(x)T(x, y), where 7?, S, T are

primitive in y. Any common divisor of R and 5
1

divides

r and s by (5) and hence divides rl9 r2y . . . .
,
rm in

view of our equations. Such a divisor of R and 5 is

primitive in y by the corollary to III. Since it divides

rm = rT, it divides T by III.

Conversely, any divisor of T is primitive in y by
the corollary. Since it divides v

k

^rm^ Iy it divides rm-i.

Similarly, it is a divisor of rm- 2 ,
. . . .

,
r2 ,

rly s, r, and

hence of R and S.

The two results show that T = [R, S]. Then, by III,
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In case [r, s] is an element of F, r and s are called

relatively prime.

VI. // r(x, y) and s(x, y) are relatively prime and if

r k(x, y") is divisible by s, then k is divisible by s.

For, ^ is a divisor of both rk and sk, and hence of

[rk, sk]
=

[r, s]k
= ak

,
a in F.

VII. // the product of two or more polynomials in

x and y is divisible by a polynomial s(x, y) which is irre

ducible in F, at least one of them is divisible by s.

For, if rk is divisible by s, and r is not, then r and s

are relatively prime. Then, by VI, k is divisible by s.

VIII. Unique factorization into irreducible polynomials

follows as in V of 113.

115. Algebraic extension of any field. In i we

employed a root a of an algebraic equation having
rational coefficients and noted that the rational functions

of a with rational coefficients form the algebraic number

field jR(a), which may be regarded as the algebraic

extension of the field R of all rational numbers by the

adjunction of a. We may replace R by any other sub-

field S of the field of all complex numbers, employ a

root a (existing as a complex number) of an algebraic

equation with coefficients in S, and conclude that the

rational functions of a with coefficients in S form a

field S(o).

But the preceding method cannot be applied directly

to a field F not of type S, since we have, as yet, attached

no meaning to the term root of an equation with coeffi

cients in F (apart from special cases in which there is a

root in F). We shall reach the corresponding goal by a

different method.
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Let P(x) be a polynomial of degree n^ i in the inde

terminate x. This and all further polynomials to be

employed are understood to have all their coefficients in

the (arbitrary) field F.

Two polynomials g^(x) and g 2 (x) are called congruent

modulo P(x) if gI g 2 is divisible by P(x); we then

write gi=g2 (mod P). All polynomials which are con

gruent to a given one g are said to form the class [g].

The zero class [o] is composed of all polynomials, includ

ing o, which are divisible by P.

If also AX0*)=A 2 (*) (modP), then

gi+hl=g 2+h 2 , gih1=g2h 2 (mod P).

Hence the sum of an arbitrary polynomial gi(x) of a class

G and an arbitrary polynomial hj(x) of a class H belongs

to a class uniquely determined by G and H, and is desig

nated by either G+H or H+G. Also their product

belongs to a definite class designated by GH or #G. In

other words, addition and multiplication of classes are

defined by

(6) \g]+ (h}
=

[h]+[g]
= [g+ h] , [g][h}

=
[h](g]

=
[gh] .

We assume henceforth that P(x) is irreducible with

respect to F. If G^[o], any polynomial g(x) of G is not

divisible by P(x) and hence is relatively prime to the

irreducible polynomial P(x). Hence by (3) there exist

polynomials a(x) and r(x) such that <Tg+rP = i. But

rP=o (mod P), so that [go-]
=

[i]. Let S denote the

class containing a-. Hence G5 = [i].

The postulates ( 108) for a field are seen to be satis

fied by our classes as elements under addition and

multiplication as defined by (6), with [o] and [i] as the
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zero and unity elements. Since each number a of F
is a polynomial lacking x, it determines a class [a], and

these special classes form a field simply isomorphic

with F.

THEOREM i. // P(x) is a polynomial irreducible .in

F, the classes modulo P(x) of polynomials with coefficients in

F form a field FT having a sub-field simply isomorphic

with F.

Each class ^ [o] is determined by the unique reduced

polynomial of degree <n in the class, while the class

[o] is determined by the polynomial o. We may there

fore employ these reduced polynomials, including o,

as the elements of Fx . Then the sum of two such

elements g(x) and h(x) is an element of FI9 but their

product is the element obtained as the remainder of

degree <n from the division of g(x) h(x) by P(x)

This remainder may also be obtained by the elimination

of the powers of x with exponents ^n by means of the

recursion formula P(x)=o. In other words, we may
regard the element x of Fx as a root of P()=o; this

agreement is merely a convenient mode of expressing

the fact that x is a root of the congruence

in which the polynomial <2(, x) is the quotient obtained

by dividing P() by x, the remainder being P(x).

We have therefore solved the problem to extend a

given field F to a field F^ containing a root of a given

equation P(x) =o which is irreducible in F.

For various applications we need an extension F r

of a given field F such that any given polynomial /(V),

having coefficients in F, shall decompose into a product
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of linear factors with coefficients in Ff

. In case there

is such a decomposition in F, we may take F =F. In

the contrary case, f(x) has an irreducible factor P(x) of

degree >i. In the field FI
= F(x) obtained above, we

have Pte) = tt-*)Q& *), whence* f(Q = (-*)/.(),
where fL (^) is a polynomial in with coefficients in Fx .

In case f^g) is a product of linear functions of

with coefficients in Fly we may take Fx as the desired

field -F". In the contrary case, /x (y) has a factor Pi(y)

which is irreducible in F^ and of degree > i in the new

indeterminate y. As above, y is a root of Pl()=o in

an extension F2
=F1 (y) of Fx ,

so that Px() has the

factor -y in F2 . Thusf /i() = (-:y)/a (f), where

/2() has coefficients in F2 .

If /2() is a product of linear functions of with

coefficients in F^ we may take F f =F 2 . In the contrary

case, we employ a non-linear factor P 2() irreducible in

F2 ,
and extend 7^2 to F3

=F2 (z), where P a(z)=o.

Proceeding similarly, we ultimately^ obtain a field

F in which /() is a product of linear functions of .

THEOREM 2. Given any field F and any polynomial

f(x) with coefficients in F, we can determine an extension

F r

of F such that f(x) is a product of linear functions with

coefficients in F f

.

116. Applications to congruences; Galois fields,

Although not required for our exposition of the theory of

* This and the preceding equation are really congruences modulo

P(x).

fThis is really a congruence modulis P(x), Pi(y), viz.,

where A and B are polynomials in x and y with coefficients in F.

{Or by adjoining a single root of the Galois resolvent of /(Q=o
?

as proved by J. Konig (Algebraische Groszen [Leipzig, 1003], pp. 150-55).
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algebras, an excellent illustration of the preceding theory
is furnished by the case in which F is the field of classes

of residues of integers modulo p, where p is a prime
> i ( no).

By a polynomial in an indeterminate x we shall here

mean one having integral coefficients. Two such

polynomials are called congruent modulo p if and only
if the coefficients of like powers of x are congruent
modulo p (i.e., their difference is divisible by p).

A polynomial h(x), not congruent to o, is said to be

of degree n modulo p if the coefficient of xn is prime to p
and the coefficients of all higher powers of x are divisible

by p. Given also any second polynomial /(x) ,
we can

readily determine three polynomials q, r, s, such that

(8) f(x)
= h(x)q(*)+r(x)+ps(x),

where r(x) is either o or of degree <n modulo p. In case

r(x)=o (mod p), we shall say that/(#) is divisible by

h(x) modulo p.

Theorem I of 113 now states that any two poly
nomials have a greatest common divisor modulo p which

is congruent to a linear combination of the two. Again,

Theorem V now states that a polynomial in x which is

reducible modulo p is congruent to a product of poly

nomials each irreducible modulo p, and such a factoriza

tion is unique apart from the arrangement of the factors

and apart from multipliers which are integers prime to p.

It is unnecessary to restate similarly the remaining

theorems of 113-14.

Each coefficient of r(x) in (8) can be expressed in the

form a+pb, where a and b are integers and o^a<p.
The terms having the factor p may be combined with
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ps(x). Also replace h(x) by a polynomial P(x) of degree

n irreducible modulo p. Then (8) becomes

(9) f(x)
= R(x)+pt(x)+P(x)q(x),

where

(10) R(x) = a +a lx+ .... +an- lxn
- 1

(o^ai<p).

We shall say that/(#) has the ultimate residue (10)

modd p, P(x). All polynomials having the same ulti

mate residue R(x) are said to form a class [U(#)] modd p,

P(x). Hence there are p
n

classes. By Theorem i of

1 1 5, they form a field of order p
n

,
called a Galoisfield and

designated by GF[p
n
]. Its elements may be taken to

be the p
n ultimate residues (10), where now the par

ticular residue x is regarded as a (Galois imaginary)

root of P(x) =o in the GF[p
n
], as explained in 115.

It can be proved* that, if p is any given prime and n

is any given integer, there exists a polynomial P(x) of

degree n which is irreducible modulo P, so that the

GF[p
n
]

exists. It is uniquely determined by p and n.

Every finite field is a Galois field, a theorem due to

E. H. Moore.

*
Dickson, Linear Groups (Leipzig, 1901), pp. 13-19.
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APPENDIX I

DIVISION ALGEBRAS OF ORDER n2

THEOREM.* // no power of y less than the nth is the

norm of a polynomial in x with coefficients in F, algebra D
defined by (7) and (8) of 47 is a division algebra.

We arrange the roots of </>(co)=o given by (5) of 47 in

the following order:

(1) ,
=

{, fc
= e"-($), ----

, &="- -
|
-I

tt),....,

$.=*({),
whence

(2) 0(&+x) = fc, fc,+x=& (*
=

i, , n).

Let /?() be the field obtained by adjoining to F one

root, and hence every root (i), of </>(o>)=o. Let A be the

algebra over F() which has the same basal units as D.

Then

*(*)
= (*-&) .... (*-,) =o

in A Write

r
, =

(i=i, . . . .
, n) .

If we replace x by a variable co of the field F(), the sum
of the resulting fractions is equal to i for o>= &, since then

^M = i, ekk
= o(k^i). Since the sum is a polynomial of degree

\* Announced by the author, Bulletin of the American Mathematical

Society, XII (1906), 442. The proof by Wedderburn, Transactions of

the American Mathematical Society, XV (1914), 162-66, has been ampli
fied here by the addition of (i)-(io).
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n i in co, which is equal to i for the n values &(i= i, . . . .
,

n) of co, it is identically equal to i (I, 112). Hence

(4) 0n+0 22+ .... +enn
= i.

Since ene^j(i^j) has the factor </>(#), it is zero. Multiply

ing (4) on the right by en, we get (52):

(5) eiieJJ
= O (i *]) , 4 = eH

From xy = yd(x) and (2), we get

in which the quotient g,-
is a polynomial in . By (3),

fa-*nc*-IO,
i = 2

where k is independent of x. Hence

,
P= H (*-fc+ x ) , C() = * H

Writing^ for i+i, we see that P is the product of the x!-j

having jV 2, whence P is the product of e22 by a number of

F(). By division,

But P0- 2)
= 00)=o. Hence

Cii^
= yPr= ye22c, e^y= ye22c

2
,

whence c
2=

c, c= i
,
and eIIy= ye22 .

If we permute fx, ....,{ cyclically, also ^IX ,
. . . .

,

enn in (3) are permuted cyclically. Hence

(6) e#y

with the agreement that en+j, n+j denotes e^. By induction,

(7)
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We employ the following new elements of D:

(8) eli =yi- I

en, eh =- y^ 1 ^ (i
=

2, ...,,).

Then, by (7),

-y
i

&ii6ii
= ~y ^ /

*
6ii
=

6ii) ^>x^i

Introduce the elements ers
= erlels for

Hence

eij
= eilelj (i , j=i ,...., w) ,

by (5j). Hence the e# obey the multiplication table of the

simple matric algebra ( 51).

By (8), e12 =yeM , yenl =yell . Fori<i<n,

e
iy i+1

=
etlel , /+1

=-y+i- en/ ei+IJ i+I
=
yei+I , i+l ,

by (7). Summing and applying (4), we get

(9) y= e12+e 2s+e34+ .... +en- I9H+yenl .

As by the proof of (4), we have

(10) x=&n+ .... +%nenn .

Since, conversely, the e^ were expressed above as poly
nomials in x and y, this completes the proof that algebra A
is the simple matric algebra having the n2 basal units e%.

By (10), xs = Zfieu. Multiply by a number as of the

field F() and sum as to s. Hence if f(x) is any polynomial
with coefficients in
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From (9) we find by induction that

By way of check, note that y
n=

y. Hence

(13) //(*)=

The matrix of (12) for r<n is composed of zero elements

except in two lines parallel to the main diagonal, that above

the diagonal (on it if r=o) having n r elements i and that

below it having r elements 7. Hence the determinant of

the matrix (12) is ( i)
(w- r)r7

r
- The matrix of (13) is of the

preceding type except that each element is now multiplied

by a factor/(&).

Hence in the matrix form of the general element

of algebra A, each element below the main diagonal has the

factor 7. For its determinant \a\ we therefore have

(14) H7=o=/o(i) . . . . /o(y=norm/o(^).

We are now in a position to determine the conditions

which 7 must satisfy in order that D shall be a division

algebra. For any given polynomials hi in x with coefficients

in D, we desire that

z=/+y- A 1+ .... +yh,- I+kr
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shall have an inverse. Write

where the ki are polynomials in x. Then

The sums in parenthesis will be zero if

k l=-yrhIy~
r

,
k 2=-yrh 2y-

r-yk Iy-
1

-y
rhly-

r

,

These are polynomials in x with coefficients in F since

(15) y
s

f(x)y-
s

by (n) of 47 with r =ns. Hence we can determine

k^ . . . .
,
kn -r so that zIz=z2) where z 2 is of degree <r in y.

If z 2 has an inverse w, so that wz 2
=

i, then wzxz=i and

z has the inverse wzl . Let y*h(x) be the term of z 2 of highest

degree in y. Then t<r and h has an inverse / in the field

F(x) and hence in D. Thus z2 will have an inverse if z2l=

y+ .... has an inverse. The latter will have an inverse,

by the argument just employed for z, if the next polynomial
of degree </ has an inverse.

It follows in this manner that z has an inverse unless we
reach a pair of consecutive polynomials whose product does

not involve y. Give them the foregoing notations, zx ,
z.

Then zIz = y-\-d, where 5 is independent of 7, since by (15)

the coefficients of k ly k 2 ,
. . . . of zx are independent of 7

and since in forming the product ZiZ we obtain the term

yn=y only once. For the moment, regard 7 as a variable

in F. If d involves x, 7+5 is not zero and hence has an

inverse in F(x), so that z has an inverse in D. Hence let d

be a number of F.

Employing the matric forms of the z s, we have

(16) *x*
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where I is the n-rowed unit matrix. By the remark below

(13), the determinant z of z is a polynomial in 7:

Each is a factor of (y+d)
n
by (16). Hence

|*|
= (-i)>"- (7+<5) .

When 7 = 0, |

z
\

becomes norm hr by (14). Hence

If 7+6^0, z has an inverse. If 7+6 = 0, the last result

shows that y
r

is the norm of ( i)
r#r . This proves our

theorem.

APPENDIX II

DETERMINATION* OF ALL DIVISION ALGEBRAS OF
ORDER 9; MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL THEOREMS

ON DIVISION ALGEBRAS

THEOREM i. If an algebra A of order a has a modulus e

and contains a division sub-algebra B of order /3 whose modulus

is also e, there exists a linear set C of order y (of elements of A)
such that A = BC, a= &y.

For, if a 2 is an element of A which is not in B, the linear

set B-\-Ba 2 is of order 2/3, since otherwise there would exist

elements &x and b 2 (b 2 ^o) of B for which b1 -\-b 2a 2
=

o, whence

b~ IbI+ea 2 =o, or a 2
= b~ lbly whereas a 2 is not in B. Then

if a= 2/3, we have A =B(i, # 2) and the theorem is proved.

But if a>2/3, A contains an element a3 which is not in

B+Ba 2 . The linear set B+Ba 2+Ba3 is of order 318, since

otherwise B would contain elements bly b 2 ,
b 3 ^o for which

^+62^2+^3^3 = 0, whence

a3=-b- I
(bI+b 2a 2)=b4+b5

a 2 ,

*
Amplification of the article by Wedderburn, Transactions of the

American Mathematical Society, XXII (1921), 129-35.
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whereas a 3 is not in B+Ba 2 . Then if a= 3/3, we have

A=B(i, a
2j #3) and the theorem is proved. If a>3/3, we

repeat the argument.
COROLLARY i. The order of a division algebra A is a

multiple of the order of any sub-algbera.

For, the sub-algebra is a division algebra with a modulus

u. If e be that of A, then

u2 = u,ue= u, u(ue)=o, ue= o.

THEOREM 2. Given a division algebra A over a non-modular

field F, let the algebra B be composed of all those elements of A
which are commutative with every element ofA . We can find an

extension F of F such that the algebra A over F
,
which has the

same units as A, is the direct product of a simple matric algebra

and the commutative algebra B over F
,
which has the same

units as B.

For, by 76, there exists a field F r

obtained from F

by adjoining a finite number of irrationalities
I; 2 ,

. . . .
,

where i, &, 2 ,
. are linearly independent with respect

to F, such that algebra A over F r
is a direct sum of simple

matric algebras A ly . . . .
, Aj>. Let a be the modulus of

A i. If /=2/i, g
=

2gi, where /, and gi are in Ai, and / is

commutative with g, then

/i# =fg = /= Zgifi , figi
=

gift .

By 52 the products of ei by numbers of F are the only
elements of A{ which are commutative with every element

of Ai. Hence all those elements of A which are commuta
tive with every element of A form an algebra B with the

basal units ez, ....,, 6*.

Since each e^ and therefore also any element y 5*0 of B
9

is a linear function of the basal units of A with coefficients

in F
,
we may write y = 2&Xi, where the X{ are elements, not

all zero, of A, while =
i, and &, &,.... are the fore

going irrationalities.
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If x is any element of A (and hence in A ), xy= yx by
the definition of B . Hence

o= xy yx= ##,

Since each xxiXiX is a linear function of the units of A with

coefficients in F, and since the & are linearly independent

with respect to F, we have xxi= XiX for every i, and for

every x in A. Hence the elements of the sub-algebra B
(of A) generated by the xi are commutative with every

element of A. If x is any element of A commutative with

every element of A, then x is in B, since x is evidently

commutative with every element of A and hence is an element

of B of the special form y= x +o l+o 2+ ..... Thus

B is the algebra defined in the theorem.

Since every element of B is of the form y = 2&Xi, B
r
has

the same basal units as B, although the two algebras are

over different fields F and F.

The commutative division algebra B is a field. We may
regard A as an algebra A of order a/b over this field B. As

above we extend the latter field to a field FT such that the

algebra A( over F
I9

with the same units as A l9 is a simple

matric algebra or a direct sum of simple matric algebras.

The latter alternative is excluded since otherwise B would

not contain all elements commutative with every element of

A. Since A( is a simple matric algebra, A over F is the

direct product of B and a simple matric algebra.

A division algebra A over F is called normal if the prod
ucts of its modulus by numbers of F are the only elements

of A which are commutative with every element of A, i.e.,

if the B of Theorem 2 is of order i.

COROLLARY 2. The order of any normal division algebra

is a square.

COROLLARY 3. Any division algebra A whose order is

the square of a prime p is either normal or is equivalent to a

field.
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For, p
2=

bq
2

,
where b is the order of its B. Hence b = i

or p
2

. In the first case, A is normal. In the second case,

A =B is a commutative division algebra and hence is a field.

Polynomials over an algebra. Let A be any algebra

having a modulus which will be designated by i. Poly
nomials a +a 1#+ .... +anx

n in an indeterminate x,

having coefficients a
,

. . . .
,
an in A, may be defined

as in in, with the modification that, when p is an element

of A and a denotes the set (a ,
ax, . . . .

,
aw ), pa= (pa ,

. . . .
, paw ) and #p = (a p, . . . .

,
awp) may now be dis

tinct since A need not be a commutative algebra. However,

ff=(o, i) is commutative with every element of A and hence

with the foregoing polynomial in x over A.

Two such polynomials are equal only when corresponding

coefficients are equal. The sum and product of the two are

found as in elementary algebra, provided care is taken in

multiplication to preserve the order of factors belonging to

A. Let

A=a a+ .... +am ,
B= b un+ . . . . +bn (b ^o)

be two polynomials in the indeterminate co over a division

algebra D. If n^m, we can determine unique polynomials

Q and R in co over D such that A=QB+R, where R is o

or has a degree <n. In fact, we find

by the usual division process, taking care to multiply the

divisor B on the left by the successive terms of Q. If R=o,
A is said to have B as a right (right-hand) divisor and Q as a

left divisor.

As in 113, there exist greatest common right and left

divisors d and C 2 of A and B, and polynomials Ll9 MI9

L 2 ,
M 2 over D such that

LIA+MIB =Cl ,
AL 2+BM 2

=C 2 .
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LEMMA. // A = BC, B and C are polynomials in co over a

division algebra D, and if ux is a right divisor of A, but not

of C, where x is in D, so that C=Q(ux)-{-R, where RTO is

independent of co, then to y is a right divisor ofBify= RxR~~ x
is

the transform of x by R.

For, by multiplying the expression for C by B on the left,

we get

A=BQ(u-x)+BR.

Hence co x is a right divisor of BR =Q (ux). Thus

B=QfR~ l

(u-y).
THEOREM 3. If D is a normal division algebra over F,

and if c/>(co) =o is the equation of least degree p with coefficients

in F which is satisfied by the element xl of D, there exist further

elements x 2 ,
. . . .

, Xp of D such that

(i) 0(u)s(a ty)( ty- z) .... (co-* 2)(co-O.

Also 0(co) is the product of the same linear factors permuted

cyclically.

Any element d of D is commutative with the coefficients

(belonging to F) of <(co) and also with co. Since <(#i)=o,

0(co) has the right divisor C= co #x . Transform each mem
ber of the identity <(co)= .#(co xj by d. We get

so that, if / is any transform of x
l} then co / is a right divisor

of 0(co).

Let x be a transform of x^ which is not equal to xt .

Write <l>(u)=BC. Since

we may apply the lemma with x= x f and conclude that B
has the right divisor co x 2 ,

where x2=Rx R~~*. Write

B= B (w-x2). Then

0(co) =B C
,

C = (co-^2)(co-^x) .
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Either we have (2) for m= 2, or there exists a transform x"

of Xi such that co x" is not a right divisor of C (o>). The
lemma shows that B has the right divisor co #

3 ,
where #

3 is

the transform of x" by C (x") 9^0. Continuing, we finally get

(2) <t>(u)

where m^p and, if y is any transform of xlj then wy is

a right divisor of M. Write M=cow+ .... +am . Then

(3) y+azy"-^ . . . . +am= o

for every transform y of #x .

Suppose the a s are not all in F. Since D is normal, there

is an element z of D which is not commutative with at least one

a. Write afzaiZ" 1
. Transforming (3) by z, we get

)
m I+ . . . . +am = o.

Hence every transform y of xl satisfies not only (3) but also

(4) y
m
+a.(y

m-*+ .... +ai, = o,

in which at least one coefficient differs from the corresponding

coefficient of (3). Subtracting (3) from (4), we get an equa

tion of degree <m which is not identically zero and is satisfied

by every transform of xx :

If the /3 s are not all in F, the degree can be reduced again

by the preceding process. We finally obtain an equation

with coefficients in F which is satisfied by every transform

of Xi and hence by X* itself. But of such equations, <(co) =o
is the one of least degree p. Hence m^p. Thus m = p and

0(w)=M. This proves (i).
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Finally, we can permute the linear factors of (i) cyclically

if p>i. Write 0=P(w #x). The unique division process

yields #=(?(w #i), where Q is a polynomial in co and #x

with coefficients in F. Hence Q=P is commutative with

co #i, whence 0=(co ^X)P, as desired.

THEOREM 4. 7/^4 is an algebra over a non-modular field F
and if y is an element for which the rank equation of A has no

multiple roots, then any element of A which is commutative

with y is a polynomial in y with coefficients in F.

For, let x be the general element #= 2&e,- of an algebra A
over a non-modular field F. Let the rank equation of A be

where denotes the set of co-ordinates x ,
. . . .

, w of x.

Let y= 2rnei be a particular element of A such that/(y, 77) =o
has no multiple roots. We seek the elements x which are

commutative with y.

Let X be a variable in F. Then /(y+Xz, ?7+X)=o.
The coefficient of each power of X in its expansion must be

zero. If we write

and equate to zero the coefficient of X1

in/, we get

f (y,

where /" denotes the derivative with respect to y and is not

zero. Hence / has an inverse which is a polynomial in y

(.84).

THEOREM 5. Every normal division algebra D of order 9

over a non-modular field F is generated by elements x and y

such that xy=y6(x), y
3 =

y, where 7 and the coefficients of the
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polynomial 6(x) belong to F, while* x, S(x) and 62

(x)
=

6[d(x)]

are the roots of a cubic equation irreducible in F.

For, by Theorem 2 in which B is now of order i, D is a

simple matrie algebra over an extended field. Hence the

rank equation of D is of degree 3 (71). Thus the equation
of lowest degree with coefficients in F satisfied by an element

#! not in F is of the formf

(5) 0(co)=co
3+ajo;

2+a 2co+a3
= o.

i) If D contains an element #x not in F which is commuta
tive with a transform t=y~

Ixly of #x (t^x^, Theorem 4 shows

that / is a polynomial 6(xI ) in #x with coefficients in F. By
the foregoing, co / is a right divisor of </>(co) and hence / is

a root of (5). Since the latter is irreducible, and has a root

#x in common with <(/)
=

</>[0(#i)]=o, all of its roots satisfy

the latter, by Theorem 7 of 84, whence
2

(#i) is a root of (5)

and 3
(#i) is equal to the root #x . By the two expressions

for/,

whence y3 is commutative with #x and by Theorem 4 is ex

pressible as a polynomial in #x :

with X, ju, v in F. If X and /z are not both zero, y
3 is not in F

and its adjunction extends F to the algebra (i, #x , r^) of order

3 over F. But ^
3 extends F to a sub-algebra of (i, y, y

2
) and

hence to the latter itself. Thus y is a polynomial in #x and

hence is commutative with #x ,
whereas 3;

transforms xl into

/5*#x . This contradiction proves that y*
= v. Hence

Theorem 5 is true for case (i).

* By (10), 47. The algebra is of the type treated in 47, 48.

t By Corollary i, it is not of degree 2.
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ii) Let D contain an element #x which is not commutative

with any of its transforms other than #x itself. By Theorem

3 there exist transforms x2 and x
3
of #x such that

(6) <(w)= (co *
3)(co * 2)( ffx),

in which the three factors may be permuted cyclically. We
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3 with now

which is distinct from x
ly

since otherwise xlx3
= x3x1 , contrary

to the hypothesis on #x . Hence

x 2 =Rx/R- I =SxlS~ I

, S=(x -xI)(xI-x3) ,

S= x (xI x3)-xl (xl-x3)
= (xl-x3)x l-xl (x1-x3),

(?) X2
=

(xlx3-x3xj)x1 (xlx3-x3
xl)~

1
.

Comparing (5) with (6), we have

X3x2+x2x1+x3
xl
= a 2 .

Permuting x3 ,
x2 ,

xt cyclically, we get

X 2Xi~\ XiX3 \~X 2X3
== OL 2 ) XiX3 \~X3X2\~XiX2

== CL 2 .

By subtraction,

y X 2x^ x^x 2 x%x3
~~~ x

3Xi x3x 2
~~ x 2x3 ,

Then (7) becomes

(8) x2

Permuting x
3 ,

x2 , Xj_ cyclically, we see that the three

preceding values of y are permuted cyclically. Hence (8)

gives

(9) ffx
= yx3y~

J

,
x3
= yx2y~

l = y
2

x,y~
2

, x, = y
3
x,y~

3
,

whence y
3 is commutative with #x and by Theorem 4 is

expressible as a polynomial in # x . As shown above, either y
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itself is commutative with xlt
in contradiction with (8), or

y
3 is an element of F.

If any transform (other than y) of y is commutative with

y, we have case (i). If no such transform is commutative

with y, we take y as the x* employed at the beginning of

case (ii). Thus our discussion of case (ii) holds with the

simplification x*I = y, where 7 is in F. Write

(10) zl
=

Xiy ,
z 2
= xlz1xr l

Then

Z1z 2 z 2zl
=
x^yx^yx

1

x\y
2= x^yx\y x^x^x

1
.

Since (6) is now identical with co3 7 , oc%
= 7= x2XtX3 ,

whence

o = xl-x 2xI =y2x2

Iy-
2

-yxly~
l X1 =y(yx

2
1y-xjy

2x1)/v ,

by (8), (9), and y*
= v. Hence z lz 2 z 2z I

=
o, so that zl is a

polynomial 6(z 2) with coefficients in F. By (10),

Z 2X, = ZjSx = XtB(z^ , *?
= 7

Replacing z2 by x, and ^ by y, we obtain Theorem 5.

Hence by Corollary 3 every division algebra of order 9

is either a field or is of the type in Theorem 5.

APPENDIX III

STATEMENT OF FURTHER RESULTS AND
UNSOLVED PROBLEMS

i. If A!,...., A s is a series of algebras such that

each A r is a maximal invariant proper sub-algebra of its pred

ecessor ^4 r _i, while A s is simple, the series is called a series

of composition of A x . The series of simple algebras A I A 2J

A 2 A Z ,
. . . .

,
A s^ A s ,

A s is called a series of differences

oiA L .

Algebra (i) in 20 has the series of composition A =

(uly u 2 , 3), (uly u 2), (wx), as well as that derived by any per-
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mutation of i, 2, 3. For each of these six series of composi
tion of A

,
the series of difference algebras is composed of three

algebras of order i, each generated by an idempotent element.

Since all such algebras of order i are equivalent, this illus

trates the theorem* that two series of differences of the same

algebra contain the same number of algebras, and the

algebras of one series are equivalent to those of the other

series when properly rearranged. If A is an algebra of

index a and if the order n of A exceeds that of A a
by r, each

series of differences of A can be so arranged that the first r

terms are zero algebras of order i. Hence, if a> i, A has an

invariant sub-algebra of order n i.

2. An associative algebra A with a modulus e over a

field F is reducible! with respect to F if and only if it con

tains an idempotent element ^e which is commutative with

every element of A .

3. Iff an associative algebra A has no modulus, but

contains an invariant sub-algebra having a modulus, then A
can be expressed in one and only one way as a direct sum of

an algebra B with a modulus and an algebra C which has no

modulus and no invariant sub-algebra which has a modulus.

4. The author has recently found all associative algebras

with a modulus of order n and rank n or 2 over any non-

modular field, and deduced all algebras of orders 2, 3, 4.

If A is of order and rank n, it contains an element x such that

i, Xj x2
,

. . . .
,
xn
~

I are dependent, while x is a root of

an equation /(co)=o of degree n with coefficients in F.

*
Wedderburn, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,

Series 2, Vol. VI (1907), pp. 83-84, 89.

f Scheffers, Mathematische Annalen, XXXIX (1891), 319; Linear

Algebras, pp. 26-27.

J Communicated by Wedderburn. B is an invariant sub-algebra

which has a modulus and is contained in no other invariant sub-algebra

having a modulus. Then A=BC by 22.

Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, 1923.
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Then A is irreducible with respect to F if and only if /(co)

is irreducible or is a power of a polynomial irreducible in F.

5. Consider* algebra C in which multiplication is denned

by

(q+Qe)(r+Re)=t+Te, t=qr-R Q, T=Rq+Qr ,

where q, Q, r, R are any real quaternions, and r
,
R are the

conjugates of r, R. Taking r= q ,
R= Q, we get

N(q+Qe)=(q+Qe)(q -Qe)=qq +QQ .

The norm of a product is the product of the norms of the

factors. Each of the two kinds of division except by zero is

always possible and unique, so that C is a division algebra;

it is not associative. The authorf has discussed the

arithmetic of C at length.

6. If J a division algebra A over F contains a normal sub-

algebra B, A can be expressed as the direct product of B
and another algebra C over F. Further results on division

algebras have been obtained by the author and O. C.

Hazlett.
| Every associative division algebra over a finite

field is a field. ^[

*
Dickson, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society ^

XIII (1912), 72; Annals of Mathematics, XX (1919), 155-71, 297; Linear

Algebras, p. 15. An equivalent real algebra of order 8 had been given by
Cayley.

^Journal de Mathematiques, Ser. 9, Tome II (1923).

t Wedderburn, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society,

XXII (1921), 132. The proof is by the corollary to Theorem 2 in Linear

Algebras, pp. 28, 29.

Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, VII (1906),

370, 514; XIII (1912), 59; XV (1914), 39; Bulletin of the American
Mathematical Society, XIV (1907-8), 160; Gottinger Nachrichten (1905),

pp. 358-93; Linear Algebras, pp. 69, 71.

||
Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, XVIII (1917),

167-76.

H Wedderburn, op. cit., VI (1905), 349; Dickson, Gottinger Nach
richten (1905), p. 381.
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7. Invariantive characterizations of algebras and certain

vector covariants of them have been given by Hazlett* and

MacDuffeef. The authorj deduced the algebra of quater

nions from relations between algebras and continuous groups.

8. There are papers dealing with the relations between

linear algebras and finite groups, and others dealing with

analytic functions of hypercomplex numbers.

9. Among the unsolved problems are the determination

of all division algebras, the classification of nilpotent alge

bras, the discovery of relations between an algebra and its

maximal nilpotent invariant sub-algebra (cf. 101-3 f r

the case of complex algebras), theory of non-associative alge

bras, theory of ideals in the arithmetic of a division algebra,

and the extension to algebras of the whole theory of algebraic

numbers.

* Annals of Mathematics, XVI (1914), 1-6; XVIII (1916), 81-98;

Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, XIX (1918), 408-20.

t Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, XXIII (1922),

135-50

% Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, XXII (1915),

53-61; Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, VII (1921),

109-14.

Linear Algebras, pp. 63, 73; or Encyclopedic des Sciences Mathe-

matiques, Tome I, Vol. I (1908), pp. 436, 441.
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>
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Index, 43
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Integral quaternion, 148, 150

Intersection, 26

Invariant sub-algebra, 31, 41-42

Invariant under transformation,

102, 117, 238

Inverse in field, 202; of qua
ternion, 20

Irreducible algebra, 35, 237

Irreducible polynomial, 132, 135,
206

Linear sets: basis of, 25; inter

section of, 26; order of, 25;

product of, 29; sum of, 26;

supplementary, 28
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algebra, 93; defined, 2; de

generate, 6; determinant of, 2;
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3; product associative, 4
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Matrices: adjoint, 7, 9; algebra
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associative, 6; rank, 108, 173;
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algebra, 165-74; with integral

elements, 168, 174. See Char
acteristic, Minimum, Simple

Maximal invariant sub-algebra.

32,42, 51

Maximal nilpotent invariant sub-

algebra, 44, 52, 108, 118, 121-27,
238

Minimum equation of element,
in; of matrix, 109-10

Modulo, 38, 202, 216

Modulus, 15, 33, 38, 97; of field,

106

Nilpotent, 43, 105, 175-76, 238.
See Maximal, Properly

Norm, 20, 67, 68, 70, 169, 188, 224

Normal, 228

n-tuple, 22

Order of algebra, 14

Polynomials in an element, 61,

229; in indeterminates, 203-15.
See Class, Greatest, Irreducible,

Primitive, Reducible, Relatively

prime, Vanishing

Postulates for algebras, 9, 23; for

arithmetics, 141; for fields, 200

Prime element, 159; matrix, 174;

quaternion, 152

Primitive idempotent, 55-58, 81

Primitive polynomial, 212

Principal idempotent, 49-51, 57-
58,81

Principal theorem on algebras ,

118-27

Principal unit, 15

Product of linear sets> 29. See

Direct, Scalar

Proper sub-algebra, 31

Properly nilpotent, 46, 59, 60,

89, 90, 105-8, 187
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Quadratic integer, 129

Quadratic number, 128

Quaternions, 19, 64, 67, 194-99,

237-38; arithmetic of, 147-56;

generalized, 187-94, 198

Rank of algebra, 114, 236; of

matrix, 108, 173

Rank equation, 111-17

Reciprocal algebras, 21, 96, 98, 99

Reciprocal groups, 98

Reducible algebras, 33-35, 53, 236

Reducible polynomials, 132, 135,
206

Relatively prime polynomials, 210;

quaternions, 151

Scalar multiplication, 9

Scalar product, 8, 9

Semi-simple, 51-54, 60, 108, 118,

161-64, 187

Series of composition, 235

Series of differences, 235

Simple algebras, 42, 53, 54, 73~8o,

127, 165-74

Simple matric algebras, 76, 78-80,

82-91, 115, 118-20, 127, 223,

227

Sub-algebra, 31

Sub-field, 2

Subtraction, 12, 202

Sum of four squares, 154, 198

Sum of sets or algebras, 26. See
Direct

Supplementary, 28

Symbols: \a-j\
for the determinant

whose general element is a-;

+, x\, 26; ^, ^, 26; e, 33;

X, 72; (*x,..-.,*m), 25; A-B,
375 M, 38; x^y (mod B), 38 ;

216; N(q), 20, 169, 188; A(),
93; A (*), R

x ,
Sx , 955 (*),

5 (x), 101

Table of multiplication, 1 7

Trace, 105-8

Transformation of units, 15, 101,

117. See Linear

Units, 143-44, 153, 159, 170, i74 3

179, 185, 194. See Basal,
Transformation

Unity of field, 201

Unsolved problems, 238

Vanishing of polynomial, 206-8

Zero algebra, 43

Zero element, n, 201

Zero set, 25
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postpaid $1.35.

The Electron: Its Isolation and Measurement, and the Determination of Some
of Its Properties. By ROBERT ANDREWS MILLIKAN. xii+268 pages.
$1.75, postpaid $1.85.

The Living Cycads. By CHARLES JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN, xiv+172
pages. $1.50, postpaid $1.60.

Problems of Fertilization. By FRANK R. LiLLiE. xii+278 pages. $1.75,

postpaid $1.85.

The Origin and Development of the Nervous System from a Physiological

Viewpoint. By CHARLES M. CHILD. xvii+2g6 pages. $1.75,

postpaid $1.85.

The Story of the Maize Plant. By PAUL WEATHERWAX. xvi+ 248 pages.
$1.75, postpaid $1.85.

The Antiquity of Disease. By ROY L. MoODiE. xiv+ 150 pages. $1.50,

postpaid $1.60.

Algebras and Their Arithmetics. By LEONARD E. DlCKSON. xii+242
pages. $2.25, postpaid $2.35.

VOLUMES FOR LATER PUBLICATION
Mechanics of Delayed Germination in Seeds. By W. CROCKER.

Black-Body Radiation. By CHARLES E. MENDENHALL.
The Rigidity of the Earth and of Materials. By A. A. MiCHELSON.
Linear Integral Equations in General Analysis. By ELIAKIM HASTINGS MOORE.
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